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Released From Jail
Justice Murray Of Bangor 
Orders Release Of Two 
Men Committed On 
Dwinal’s Orders
Supreme Court Justice Edward
Murray of Bangor, who is on active- 
retired status in the State judicial 
system, granted appeals to two men 
who had been ordered committed 
by Judge Zelma Dwinal of Rock­
land Municipal Court as probation 
violators.
Dwinal had denied attorney
Christopher Roberts the right of 
appeal in both cases, committing 
the men to Knox County Jail to 
serve 30 day jail terms for previous 
offenses for which they had been 
sentenced and placed on probation.
The men, Eugene Winchenbach 
of Waldoboro and Lorin Grindle of 
Rockland, were released from the 
jail on bail late Tuesday following 
Murray’s decision.
Winchenbach had been originally 
sentenced to 30 days in jail by Mu­
nicipal Court Recorder Alfred 
Strout, Sept. 16. on charges of dig­
ging clams in a closed area. He was 
placed on six months' probation in 
lieu of serving the jail term.
Coastal Warden DonSld Hickey 
brought Winchenbach before the 
court last Friday on charges of dig. 
gtng clams in a polluted area and 
digging clams without a license. 
Finding him guilty on both counts. 
Judge Dwinal ruled that the proba­
tion terms had been violated and 
ordered him committed to serve the 
original sentence.
Attorney Roberts then appealed 
the decision of the court, which was 
denied by Dwinal and Winchenbach 
was confined. Later. Roberts ob­
tained a writ of habeus corpus and 
requested the hearing held by Jus­
tice Murray yesterday.
Grindle. on probation on a sen­
tence awarded him in an assault 
and battery case, was before the 
court this week on an affray charge 
with two other respondents, was 
found not guilty as charged. How­
ever, Judge Dwinal ruled that the 
scuffle he had been charged with 
constituted a violation of his pro­
bation restrictions and ordered the 
previous sentence of 30 days im­
posed. Again Roberts appealed the
SUPERIOR COURT MATTERS
The Knox County Traverse Jury 
awarded J. C. Creighton. Co., Inc. 
of Union, the full amount of a bill 
for plumbing and heating services 
which was protested in a suit de­
fended by A. B. and Edith Craw­
ford of New Jersey, Wadoborc 
Summer residents, in a verdict re­
turned this week.
The Union firm had brought 
suit for $1970.11 against the Sum­
mer residents for work done in a 
Waldoboro Summer estate as 
plumbing and heating contractors.
Creighton was represented by 
Attorneys Curtis Payson and Frank 
Harding and the Crawfords by Ed­
ward Bridgham cf Bath.
• • • •
Hearing was started Wednesday 
on a case in which Herman J.
Weisman, M. D. brings suit against 
Arthur Harjula, former operator ol 
the Broadway airport in Rock.and. 
The case is expected to continue to­
day with adjournment scheduled 
for this afternoon for the holiday 
week-end.
Should tlie cases which are list­
ed on the civil and criminal dock­
ets all go to trial, the term will 
possibly be the longest on record in 
Knox Courts.
• » » •
Members of the Knox Bar Asso­
ciation honored Justice Percy T.. 
Clarke of Ellsworth, who is pre­
siding over the session, in a ban­
quet at Hotel Rockland Wednes­
day night. Special guests were 
Judge Ernest L. Thompson of Bel­
fast and Judge Edward Bard ako 
of Belfast.
ts




Girl Scout Troop No. 4. heid a 
Halloween party at the Commun­
ity Building, Nov. 1. Gaines were 
played after which refreshments 
were served, sandwiches, cake, 
cookies, soda, candy, by the Girl 
Scout leaders, Mrs. Delia Lowell 
and Jean Hodgkins. Ghost stories 
were told which brought a close to 
an enjoyable evening. Scouts and 
their guests were: Sonia Curry. 
Janice Hutchinson. Arlene Miller, 
Nancy Post, Lania Proctor. Ruth 
Hyland, Judy Staples, Helen Ranta. 
Phyllis Robinson, Janette Stewart, 
Marion Talbot, Joan Williamson. 
Prudence Iott, Lawrence Smith, 
Dale Hughes, Gene Kenniston. 
Arthur Doherty. Frank Wiffen, 
Plaine Cousens. Benjamin Perry, 
Roger Grindle.
decision and was refused. He ob­
tained a writ of habeus corpus as in 
the Winchenbach case.
Read The Courier-Gazette 
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
Rockland Lions Club
Features Of Lobster Festival 
Brought Back By Sam 
Savitt’s Films
Wc had two visiting Lions as our 
guests this week: Lion Karney of 
the Augusta - Gardiner - Hallowell 
Club, and Lion Ken Libby of the 
Camden-Rockport Club.
It was announced that Robert 
Wisefield who sang in our minstrel 
show', will sing several selections at 
the Organ Concert at Community 
Building on Monday. Nov. 14
Next Tuesday night is the Ad­
visory Coucni! meeting to be held 
with the Camden-Rockport Club 
at Camden.. Everyone is urged to 
attend.
Sam Savitt was introduced by 
Howard Crockett, as our enter­
tainer for the meeting. Sam 
showed somc very fine Kodachrome 
movies that he photographed of 
the Lobster Festival. He also 
showed two other movies, one a 
wrestling match and thc other,, a 
comic cartoon.
The speaker next week will be 
Almon Cooper.
—By Bradford Burgess.
Above appears a group of Sea Explorers engaged in a detailed water level study of historic St. Georges 
River in Warren. Story on page 12.
HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC. 3
NEVER has so muck 
listening pleasure been 
offered for SO LITRE
Community Concerts
Knox County’s First Comes 
Next Tuesday Night— 
The Schedule
The first concert to be presented 
by the Knox County Community 
Concert Association is next Tues­
day night in the Community Build­
ing, with Yara Bernette, pianist.
The schedule for thc season and 
the Associations where we enjoy 
reciprocity is made out.
Rockland
Nov. 15—Yara Bernette, pianist
Jan. 13—Cloe Elmo, contralto.
April 24—Sorin and de la Fuente, 
violin and piano duo.
Waterville
Nov. 7—Carroll Glenn, violinist.
Dec. 1—Dorothy Maynor. soprano.
Jan. 19—John Knight, pianist.
March 17 — Cosmopolitan Trio, 
violin, cello and piano.
Augusta
Nov. 9—Carroll Glenn, violinist.
Dec. 8—Rochester Symphony.
April 15—Whittemore and Lowe, 
duo pianists.
May 2—Arthur Kent, baritone.
Bangor
Feb. 27—Boy Choir.
May 2—Sigi Weissenberg, pianist.
Lewiston
Nov. 17—Pia Tassinari, soprano.
Jan. 4—Vronsky and Babin, duo 
pianists.
April 20—Yfrah Ncaman, violin­
ist. • •
Rumford
Nov. 2—Jane Hobson, mezzo- so­
prano.
Feb 1—The Graudans, piano and 
cello.
"*Feb. , 24-- Boy Choir.
May 4—Sigi Weissenberg. pianist.
Bath has no series this year.
Installs Large Loom I Goldberg,
The Knox Woolen Company of tbe ladies of Hadassah provid-
Camden has Installed a large loom cd $be sweets. Prizes were award- 
for weaving paper machine felts. ed: Mrs. George L. St. Clair, Mrs. 
This loom has 540-inch reed space1 Ruth Jacobs, Mrs. Dana Newman.
-------------------------------------------------Mrs. Blanche Witham, Mrs. E.
Kent Glover, Mrs. Walter Ladd, 
Mrs. John Richardson, Miss Eva 
Rogers. Mrs. Harriet Frost, Mrs. 
Luella Post, Mrs. Sam Shafter, 
Mrs. Robert Hudson, Mrs. Hector 
Staples. Mrs. Gilberta Jordan. Mrs. 




COOKED FOOD, APRONS, CANDY, GRABS, 
NOVELTIES, WHITE ELEPHANT TABLE 
HANDICRAFTS, TEA ROOM
AFTERNOON AND EVENING, FROM 2 O'CLOCK.
Thi, changer brings info your home the 
amazing 45 rpm system, fhe new wonder of 
the world of music I Completely automatic 
changer—world's fastest I Plays through 
your present set!
• Pley, the amazing 100% distortion-frea 
45 rpm record, I
• Play, up te 10 record, et eea touch of
• button—up to SO minute, of muiicl
• Eaiier loading! No poit, or clamp* to
• No ,forage problom*—ad record, are 
convenient 7-inch ilzal (Can play a, long 
ee ordinary 12-inch!)
• Non-breakabls record, I Wear up to ton 
tfme* longer. '
• Virtually no ,urface noise!
i . . end 41 mat records ere lew m racTf Red See! 
eteesks only 9Sr, oM edrers, M< (pies excise tox).





You con get more than 1000 45 rpm record title, 
right now! Others pouring out all the time!...featur­
ing "the stars who make the hits..." ond "the world's 
greatest artists..."! Get Ihe system of fhe future NOW 
at this low price —enjoy unmatched listening pleasure!
HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC
442 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME., TEL. 721
For Youth Rescue
Rockland Society Of Hadas­
sah Held Successful 
Affair Last Night
A successful card party, socially 
and financially, was given last night 
by the Rockland Society of Hadas­
sah at the Thorndike Hotel with 
Palestine Youth Rescue as objec­
St. Peters Church Will En- 
1 tertain Visiting Priests 
, and Acolytes Tomorrow
More than 50 priests and acolytes 
j from all over the State are expect- 
' ed to attend Friday’s Dicesan 
meeting of the Order of St. Vincent 
at St. Peters Church. High mass 
| and sermon is to be at 11.30 with 
Fr. Sweetser, celebrant; Fr. Brad- 
i ley. deacon; Fr. Gary, sub-deacon,
I and Fr. Treasure, preacher. A 
luncheon will be served at 1 p. m.,
I followed by a lecture on the pioper 
manner of serving at the altar illus- 
I trated by slides The group will 
I visit the Farnsworth Museum witli 
: Benediction at 4 o'clock. The Or­
der of St. Vincent is one of acolytes.
I The visit.ng clergy will include:
I Rev. Anthony Treasure St. An­
thony's. N. E Harbor; Rev. Robert 
j Sweetser, St. Michaels. Auburn; 
l\Rev. Victor Regan. St. Marks, Au- 
! gusta; Rev. John Forte. St Johns, 
! Bangor; Rev. Mr. Mather St.
| John's, S. W. Harbor; Rev. Hobart 
' Gary. St. James, Old Town; Rev. 
j David Bradley. Church of Our 
Father. Hull’s Cove: Rev. Nelson 
Gildersleeve, St. Andrews, Newcas- 
. tie; Rev. William Berger., St. 
Thomas. Camden; Rev. Harold Mc- 
Elwain. St Pauls. Portland; Rev. 
Charles Tubbs, Grace Church. Bath, 
and Rev John Scott. St. Lukes Ca­
thedral, Portland.
Heirloom Exhibit
Will Feature the Winter 
Program At Farnsworth 
Art Museum
THE BLACK CAT
Bv The Roving Reporter
Knew tlie order of importance ill 
Maine's leading apple varieties? . . 
McIntosh, Cortland, Red Delicious, 
Northern Spy. and Baldwin.— 
Lewiston Journal.
And just think of the doctors 
they keep away.
—o- -
The Worcester (Mass.) commer­
cial bank, which is distributing 
left-handed check books to its cus. 
tomers, may or may not have been 
thinking of baseball southpaws. The 
stub is on the right side of the 
check and the books open to the 
right.
——o—
Shall we call it precocity? A Glen 
Cove boy of three years smokes 
cigars . a habit which he contract­
ed when he was two years old. I 
hasten to add that ihc boy lives 
in Glen Cove. N. Y. not Glen 
Cove. Me.
With a State championship at 
stake. Colby and Bates are meet­
ing on Mayflower Hill. Waterville, 
tomorrow for their annual Armis­
tice Day battle. It is barely possible
that the contest may be more sug­
gestive of war than peace.
It was announced today that the 
Farnsworth Museum in Rockland 
would present, as a feature of its 
Winter program an exhibition en- 
tive. Mrs. Nathan Berliawsky, presi- titled Favorite Heirlooms, 
dent of the local society donated (he In an open letter to all local 
use of one of the Thorndike Hotel organizations Director James M.
dining rooms. Punch was served Brown said that "most of us have One year ago: The ocean going 
during the play and at the conclu- one object which has been handed j tug D T.sSheridan was wrecked 
sion delicious refreshments of down through the family and which op Lobster Point Monhegan— 
dainty sandwiches, attractive sweets we treasure and enjoy above others. Gland Patiiarch Milton V. Rollins 
and coffee were served. Mrs. Ber- 11 has bern suggested to us that was tendered an impressive recep- 
liawsky furnished the coffee and an exhibition of this nature would tion at Odd Fellows Hall.—Col. 
with the assistance of Mrs. David provide an opportunity to share this Sumner Banks was on his way to 
made the sandwiches, enjoyment with others and would | Guam—Justice Frank A. TiWell.
prove of great interest to the entire Jr., was tendered a banquet by tlie 
community." Knox County Bar—Knox County's
Old portraits, candlesticks, chairs, vote in the National election was. 
medals, samplers, and similar ob- Republican 5344, Democrat 1901.— 
jects will be included in the dis- The new sprinkler system at Hotel 
play. There will be no fee for par- Rockland quenched an incipient 
ticipation the only requirement
being that the participants bring 
their heirlooms to the museum be­
fore the exhibit and call for them 
afterward.
The details concerning actual. tol, R. I., Herbert C. Farr, 63; West 
Thompson. Mrs. Carl Simmons, dates and entry blanks will be de- Rockport Daniel McKenzie Kel- 
Mrs. David Hodgkins, Mrs. Harold cided upon once the probable res- | ler, 38.
Colbeth, Mrs. William Cross, Mrs. ponse is gauged.
June Witham and Mrs. Jasper 1 It was stressed in the announce-
fire—Daniel Lunt, fisherman was 
drowned in Rockland harbor— 
Deaths: Lewiston William M. Cui­
len, formerly of Thomaston. 66: 








ORGANIST OE BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA.
Proceeds for Purchase of Organ for St. Bernard's Church. 
Admission 50c, tax 10c—Total fiOc 
Tickets On Sale at Chisholm's Candy Store.
108’lt
and will weave a felt or other fab­
ric 43 feet wide. It weighs ap­
proximately 21 tons. The loom is 
one of three or four that have been 
built by the Crompton & Knowles 
Loom Works, Worcester, Mass., and 
which are the w idest looms built in 
America.






ment that participation in the proj­
ect was not limited to club or or­
ganization members but was open 
to all interested people in the com­
munity.
Exhibitions continuing at the 
museum are Prints and Drawings 
by George Wales, Colored Woodcuts 
by William Shevis of Lincolnville 
and watercolors from the museum 
collection.
The museum is open from 10 un­
til 5 Tuesday through Saturday, 








Boston Col. 28 
Maryland 20 




Ohio Stale 28 
Princeton 27 
Trinity 20





Fordham II. 13 
Boston U. 14 







The Knox Radio Club will meet 
Friday at 8 p. m., in the control 
tow’er of the Ash Point Airport.
All members' are requested to at­
tend and voice their opinions as to 
whether or not this site is suitable ; with 137 502
The St. George Led
Capt. Coffin’s' Trawler Led
In Port Arrivals During 
October
The trawler St. George, Copt. 
Clyson Coffin, led the port totals 
for the month of October with red- 
fish and groundfish landings total­
ing 267.140 pounds.
Second in port totals was the 
Aloha with landings of 192,343 
pounds. Third was the Ehtel C. with 
181,085 and the Wind was fourth 
with 166,420
Class leaders, rated by fish hold 
capacity, are as follows: 209,000 
pounds, the St. George with 192.343. 
The 150.000 class. Doha with -92,343. 
The Ethel C. led the 100,000 pound 
class with landings of 181,085
Leader in the 85,000 pound ca­
pacity group was the Phil-Mar 
In this class the Little
and convenient for our activities. 
If you are interested in amateur
radio or have any idea the ama­
teur is giving you trouble or inter­
fering with your programs you are 
invited to meet with us and talk 
it over.
Advertise in Tiie Courier-Gazette
ONLY 37 MORE 
SHOPPING DAYS
Until
As an indication of your good taste. Have 
your wedding stationery printed on finest 
grade paper . . . with engraved lettering and 
your monogram, if you desire. Come in 
today.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE 
JOB PRINTING DEPARTMENT a
Last Week's College Recap 
112 Right; 24 Wrong: (9 Ties) 
82.4% Arruracv 
Season Avg., 80.8% Accuracy
Bring us vour forecast of thc 
above ten games before Friday. 
If it contains more winners 
than the above list we will allow 
$1.00 merchandise credit.
GREGORY’S





313 MAIN ST., TEL. 1425
ROCKLAND, ME,
Growler was a close second with a 
total of 136,414 pounds landed The 
75.000 pound class was led by the 
Flo with a total of 121,112 pounds.
TOWN NEWS
Items of Interest from 
thc Towns Listed Below 


















Egypt is now producing patent 
leather for the first time.
New Zealand and Australl are to 
see Britain’s Stratford Memorial 
Theatre players.





The new Legion sign of the Kin­
ney-Melquist Post, Tenant's Har­
bor, is now in position. This sign 
ls a beautiful piece of workmanship 
and extends the entire length of the 
porch. With lettering two feet in 
height and painted in blue and 
gold, it is very easily read from 
the highway, which makes it very 
easy for anyone to find. All the 
work was done by a very good Sa­
maritan who donated his time and 
labor. Many favorable comments 
have been made by the residents 
and the Post is proud to have such 
an asset to its building.
The turkey shoot recently held 
by the Post, was very well attend­
ed in spite of the weather and many 
turkeys were won. as well as chick­
ens. Refreshments were served by 
the Ladies' Auxiliary and the large 
attendance kept them very busy. 
The rifle that was given away was 
won by George Libby of Waldcboro.
The Post’s meeting nights have 
been changed from Wednesday to 
Monday and any visiting Legion­
naires are welcome.
The monthly meeting of the 
40 & 8 was held at the Post’s home 
Nov. 8 and was well attended.
Card parties are being held every 
Friday night under the sponsorship 
of the Ladies’ Auxiliary of the Post. 
Valuable prizes are being awarded 
and there is plenty of room for all. 
The public is cordially invited to 
these parties where all enjoy them­
selves and spend a pleasant eve­
ning.
Dances are being held every Wed­
nesday night at the Odd Fellow’s 
Hall in Tenant’s Harbor. It is j 
hoped they will continue to draw 
the many folks that usually attend 
and as many more. All monies col­
lected from all the affairs run by 
the Post go to defraying the cost 
of the Post’s building.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
[EDITORIAL]
WET WINTER AHEAD
If we needed any reminder that Winter is coming it was 
furnished yesterday with the arrival of the 1950 edition of 
the Old Farmers Almanac, and "old” is the word for it is the 
158th appearance of the publication which ranks scarcely 
second to the dictionary and city directory.
One may be prone to poke a little fun at some of the 
weather predictions, but if we get strong winds in March, 
lrigid weather in January and thunderstorms in August we 
know the Almanac is right. But if we are not satisfied with 
the weather forecasts think how much more than our 
money’s worth we get in the 120 cram, jammed pages. High­
lights of the 1950 edition follow.
1. Next Winter’s weather—’’wet." November and 
December will be bitter cold and contain more storms of 
rain and snow than usual. January milder but wintry. On 
Feb. 2. the ground hog will find the weather so bad that 
he will not come out of his hole during the day but in the 
evening it will clear and he will see his shadow by the full 
of the moon. Spring will be cold and late. For vacation 
and week-end weather see page 5.
2. The only total eclipse visible to all parts of the U. S. 
will be that of the moon Sept 25, 1950. Easter Sunday 
falls on April 9. May will have two full moons. There will 
be three underground moons.
3. The cartoon section is continued this year with the 
work of Paul Loring, well known Providence, R. I., journalist.
4 There are Fish and Game Laws ipage 11), Planting 
Tables (8». Gestation. Heat and Frost Tables (14), Weights 
and Measures ( 93>, Bird Migration <50 >. Planets and Stars 
<6i, and on pages 24 through 45. for every day and night in 
the year Sunrise. Sunset. Length of Days, Sundial Correction, 
High Tide, Moon Rise, Moon Set. Moon South, Moon’s Age 
and Place in the heavens. Also, the various Fast and Feast 
and Holy Days, the Aspects in the Heavens, the Weather, 
Historical Dates. Farmer's Calendar, etc.
OFFERS GOOD ADVICE
A letter from S. A. Lavender of Thomaston prepared for 
this issue contains the very sensible suggestion that citi­
zens write to our representatives in Congress—meaning in 
this instance Senators Brewster and Smith, and Representa­
tive Nelson—when matters arise in which constituents are 
particularly interested. Your leaders are not mind readers.’’ 
says Mr. Lavendar, and he hits the nail squarely on the 
head. Occupying their seats in Washington the above named 
officials cannot possibly know what’s in the minds of the folks 
back home unless those folks communicate their views to 
their chosen representatives. Mrs. Smith has often made 
this appeal and it should be heeded, especially by those 
inclined to criticise Congress for its supposed short-comings.
AFTER ARMISTICE, WHAT?
Tomorrow is Armistice Day and it will be observed by 
local World War veterans in the same consistent manner that 
it has been for 30 years. What a pity that the memorable 
pact signed -in France Nov. 11. 1918, could not have fore­
told the end of wars and what a pity that the end of World 
War 2 could not have meant something better than—half 
peace, shall we call it?
Experts in Malaya see a world 
surplus of tin looming.
Read The Courier-Gazette
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
BABY’S High Chair, Bathinette. 
Maternity Dress, for sale; also La­
dies’ Clothing, Dresses. Skirts, etc, 
size 14; 134 Rankin St.. City. TEL. 
15®-J. 106" 109
TWO-ROOM furnished Apart­
ment to let, heated. Call at 67 
TALBOT AVE.. City. 108-110
OUR BUSY HIGHWAYS
If it were possible to gain a birdseye view ot the na­
tion's highways it would reveal an unbelievable amount of 
motor activity. Figures just released by the Bureau of Pub­
lic Roads show that last year the total mileage of passenger 
cars, buses, trucks and combinations was 397.589,000.000 
miles. Billions mind you! Exclusive of motorcycles, Ameri­
can motor vehicles consumed 30,338,000.000 gallons of motor 
fuel—21,639,000,000 gallons by passenger cars; 780,000,000 
gallons by all buses (709.000.000 by commercial and 71.000.000 
by school and non-revenue buses); and 8.189.000,000 gallons 
by trucks.
Community League “LUCKY STRIKE” SURPRISES
Men’s Bowling Teams Com­
ing Through Season With 
Excellent Averages
In the Men's Cummunity bowling 
league, following were the averages 
for the week ending Nov. 5
Post Offi'e No. 1
G Hary 88 s
Moulaison ............................... 91.6
Mosher 88 2
















Hall .......................  88.5















B Winslow ............................. 92.5
Ames ........................................ 88.4
Curtis ...................................... 88.1










L. Cook .................................... 97.8
H Carr .................................... 93.7
Gatcombe ............................... 94.2
F. Perry .................................. 103.5
E. Cook ................................... 91.4
J. McLoon .............................. 94
General Sea Foods
S. Wiilis ................................. 96.
C Lowell ................................ 92.3
Calder .................................... 89.8
L. Genevitch ............................ 97.5
W. Willis ................................... 96.6
Maine Central






The Rockport Boat Club Scores An Upset At 
Expense Of the Rockland Shellites
(By Joe Talbot)
The Diamonds and Spades are in 
a first-place tie in the Ladies' Four- 
flusher League, as a result of a four- 
point victory by the Diamonds over 
the Hearts and a three-point loes by 
the league-leading Spades to the 
Clubs. Four of the Diamonds 
bowled 249 totals’ as thev nosed out 
the Hearts by 21 pins Joanne Clay- 
tor again topped the Hearts with a 
233 total.
Benny Whittier bowled 271 to lead 
the Clubs to a close victory over the 
Spades. Helen Crabtree hit 269 to 
lead the Spades. Benny hit a 106 
single to cop the evening's jackpot. 
Most notable feat of the week was 
the fact that the Clubs gained their 
victory in the absence of Captain 
Lil Richards and ’Gin’’ Heald, who 
were doin’ the town ' in Boston.
The Crusaders climbed back into 
the top spot of the Belfast League 
by turning back the Benders four 
points to one with Norm Staples 
toppling 318 pins to pace the win. 
Emmerton was top-dog for the 














A. Alley ............................ . 958
A Drinkwater .............. 85.8
W Drinkwater 92.6
Post Office No. 2
MacPherson 966
McGinley ...................... 84 5





Epstein .............................. 99 8
Levinthal 86 4




Ariro ........... ........................ 97.2
Stilphen 80.3
Cufr .................. ................................... bt’,5
Anastasio 99.3
Norton ............................... 103.4
Long ................... 81 5
I. O. O. F.
Legage 91.3
A Benner ........................... 94.
A. Makinen ........................ 93.3
B Makinen ....................... 97.1
M Benner ........................ 94.
Taylor ............................... ... 91.9
The Ramblers came back into the 
winning column by defeating the 
Cows four points to one on a slim 
margin of two pins. L. Smith led 
the winners with a 290 total, while 
Allenwood of the Cows was topping 
the list with a nice 310 total.
Upset of the week was provided 
by the Rockport Boat Club as they 
downed the Rockland Shellites four 
to one. Capt. Henry .Smiling Cow» 
Fisher rolled very well, to lead the 
yachtsmen with a 312 total, while 
Richardson was the Shells’ best man 
with a 294 total. Guess last week’s 
writeup was too strong for AI Wink, 
and Capt. Seliger worked too hard 
on oil burners all day.
Two more surprises came in the 
other match in the Hotshot League. 
Tom’s Lunch defeated the second- 
place Legion team, four to one. and 
Alton’s (Smith's Garage) Small 
pleasantly surprised his teammates 
and himself— with a fine total oi 
310, with an 118 single. This total 
proved more than Edgar Allen’s 
boys could cope with, although 
Cap’n Ed rolled a nice 295 total
himself.
The Speed League boys really 
went to town with 330 total— 
‘thicken fleas on a houn' dawg." 
The Clippers downed the LJS.A. four 
points to one, and the Aces defeated 
the All Stars by the same score. As 
for the individual scores, we’ll just 
mention a few outstanding ones: 
Melvin 354, Richards (Keith, that 
is) 352, “Cne Bounce ’ Stevenson 34z 
"Blimpy” Milliken 338, "Slicker" 
Heal 339. ’’Tut" Whittier 332, Ayl­
ward 329, and others too numerous 
to mention. Wow! And also a slick 
single of 153 turned in by ‘ Stevie." 
The All Stars set a new record 
team-single with a 677 second 
string. Melvin’s and Richards’ to­
tals were both above the previous 
record.
The hottest team in the Four- 
flusher League at the moment is the 
Giants who turned back the Rangers 
to make it ten straight points in 
two weeks. Maynard Smith came 
up with a nice 132 single and a 315 
total to lead the Giants, with Eddie 
Marcello leading the Rangers with 
a 272 total.
They have to go away over to the
little town of Waldoboro to obtain 
talent for the Lucky Strike B's, as 
they secured the services of young 
Kenny (Pretty Boy) Kuhn, the kid 
with the Hollywood lashes. Kenny 
didn’t speak to me, anyway, this 
week, so it’s o. k. if he reads this. 
He really hit the pins for the B's 
to gather in a nice total of 309 and 
was high man for the match. 
’Silent" Young, aspiring hardware 
salesman, led the Rockets with a 302 
total. The B's knocked off the 
Rockets four points to one, as four 
of the B’s went over the 300 mark. 
•’Grapeshot" Stuber was practicing 
up for his odd pin match with 
"Pick” Dunbar and filled in for 
young Dave Crockett who was A. W 
O. L.
Slivers From the Alleys
One of the All-Star Aces, and 
LS.A.'s best men, Bob Monroe, who 
rolls for the Clippers, is at present 
slaughtering deer down on Cape 
Breton Island, N. S. Capt. Talbot 
hopes to have deer meat on the 
table as soon as Bob returns. Hide 
that Courier!
Keith Richards and Wally Heal 
made a remarkable recovery from 
their recent trip to Boston. You 
know, of course, that Keith doesn’t 
drive.
I think everyone will agree that 
Bill Clayter would be one of the top 
bowlers of any league if he didn't 
have such hard luck.
Everyone is congratulating A. C. 
“Shaky” Young, local seafood dis­
tributor, on his successful trip into 
the wilds of Maine. He brought 
back a fine 210-pound buck, and his 
two hunting companions. The lat­
ter feat is somewhat of an accom­
plishment these days.
A serious epidemic broke out this 
week which Dr. Arau has diagnosed 
as "Moveitis.” Joe moved into 
Tom’s house, Tut moved into 
Frank's house, Frank moved to 
Joe’s, Phyllis is moving to her new 
house (we hope), Dora is moving to 
Phyllis' house, etc. What a life!
"Moky” Johnson has been deliv­
ering milk so long that he named his 
Belfast team ’’The Cows.”
“Ronnie” Freeman put on his 
three-way sporting boots just long 
enough to get a deer.
Alton Small has double trouble 
these days.
Saturday nights aren't the some 
since Kelly went away. The smil­
ing Irishman was a popular fixture 
at the LB.A.'s every Saturday night.
Congo Church Chat
Fifteen Comrades of the Way 
gathered Sunday afternoon to meet 
Dr. Earle H. Ballou, and afterwards 
to have a supper together.
‘ ‘ \
Sunday the Church School hits a 
new high for this year with 126 
present. 75 of these being second 
graders and younger. The Primary 
Staff meets at the parsonage Nov.
15 for its next planning session.
• • u •
Wednesday proved a busy day. 
Beginning at 12.30 with a luncheon j 
meeting of the Diligent Dames at 
Mrs. William Talbot's at 6 a num­
ber of the people from Rockland 
met for dinner at the Camden Con­
gregational Parish to hear Miss 
, Ione Cattcn, on tour cf the associ- 
! ations in Maine, < this meeting ar­
ranged by Rev. Charles R. Mon- 
! teith, an association chairman of 
Missionary Education and Steward­
ship); at 7 o’clock the third re- 
j hearsal of the Men s Association 
i Mixed Chorus was held at the • 
church; at 7.30 the Rounds Mothers 
met at the church, as also did the 
Business Girls’ Club.
Friday the Men’s Association will 
I be served a supper at 6.30 by the 
Rounds Mothers, with George B. 
I Wood presenting his pictures aft- 
I erwards as the program.
a • • •
The Deacons met at the Parson- 
i age on Tuesday night for a monih- 
i ly session, and set Dec. 19 as the
next meeting date.
j Seven duffel bags were shipped 
to Church World Service on Mon- 
l day filled with warm clothing chil- 
J drens wear, and shoes collected by 
' the members of ihe Congregational 
; Church. More duffel bags have 
been ordered to take care of the 
, surplus. Thtis project is being car. 
I ried on all over the United States, 
i Each church collects ihe clothing 
■ for overseas, principally Europe, 
1 ships it to Church World Service, 
and from there it goes to needy 
I people all over the world in the 
• name of the Christians cf America, 
not from any special denomination.
Legal Notice
Notice Ls hereby given that Har­
land Hurd has filed a petition tc 
construct and maintain a fish weir 
at Crescent Beach, as follows: 1400 
ft. in easterly direction, starting on 
land in front of hotel, leaders off 
pound to extend 100 ft. in a south­
west and northeasterly direction. 
Hearing on said petition will be held 
on the premises on November 16 
1049, at 11.30 o'clock in the fore­
noon at which time all persons in­
terested may appear to be heard.
FRANCIS L. DYER. 
DANA KNOWLTON. 
JOHN GARNETT,
106-110 Selectmen of Owl’s Head.
Attention Readers Digest Subscribers
I am enrolled in the Readers Digest Subscription Contest 
and out to win one of lhe eash prizes. I would be pleased to 
receive Your Renewals and New Subscriptions. Readers Digest 
1 year S2.75. additional gifts, S2.25.
FRED E. HARDEN
Community Representative for Readers Digest






Radio, Heater. Car like new 
inside and out, low mileage, one 
owner only. Terms and Trade.
Long’s Auto Sales
113 CAMDEN ST., TEL. 1503 
108-109
NOTICE
Until further notice while the 
Vinalhaven II is under repairs, 
the North Haven II will run 
from Vinalhaven on Tuesday 
and Friday mornings, leaving 
North Haven at 8 A. M. and 
leaving Vinalhaven at 9 A. M. 
and arriving at Rockland at 10.20 
A. M. Otherwise than this 
change the regular time of 








Plain or with Fur Collar.
$22.95
A Few at .Higher Prices
Come in and see our many 
values on items from





ery Evening at 8.00. Matlneea 
tarday at 2.W, 6unday at MB
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY 
NOVEMBER 10-11 
Van Johnson, Gloria De Haven 
Arlene Dahl, Tom Drake in
“SCENE OF THE CRIME”
"SATURDAY ONLY, NOV. 12
Doable Feature: 
WILLIAM BOYD as 
“Hopalong Cassidy" in
“SILENT CONFLICT”
Also on the program
“SMUGGLER’S COVE”
With LEO GORCY and 
the Bowery Boys
Next Sunday-Monday, Nov. 
1J-M: “You're My Everything" 
Cuming: “Lost Boundaries."
It’s a wise motorist who avoids cold-weather worries by beating trouble to the punch. It’s 
an easy thing to do. Just let our expert me­
chanics give your car a thorough check-up 
now! They are equipped with proper tools to 
find and correct the trouble ... and they will 
use factory-engineered and inspected parts 
where they are needed. The result of all this 
is that you can drive with confidence in your 





25-31 RANKIN STREET 
ROCKLAND. MAINE
You’ll find the men who knew yeer cor 




Printed with Your Name.







Choose from many styles and 
shapes, for period and modern 
rooms. Each one is beautiful 
and very moderately priced.
MEREDITH
FURNITURE COMPANY
313 MAIN ST., TEL. 1423
ROCKLAND, ME.,
These Motors Fully Guaranteed
PLYMOUTH—DESOTO—DODGE—CHRYSLER
INSTALLED IN YOUR CAR
$195.00
AND YOUR Obit MOTOR—NO OTHER CHARGE 
Fils All Cars and Dodge Trucks From 1935 to 194-
LET US PUT A NEW HEART IN YOUR CAR




515 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME., TEL. 720
SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF OUR
Christmas Gift Catalogue
Or better still—come to see these Choice Gifts at all prices 
including the Handiwork of many Maine Artists and Craftsmen.
Open Every Day Except Sunday. 9.00 A. M -5.00 P. M.
WORKSHOP -LINCOLNVILLE, MAINE
15 Miles From Rockland U. S. Route 1
Successful hunting trips start from BICKNELL’S 
HARDWARE front door—a one-stop, complete 
hunting supply store.
A "profeisionar gun for ama­
teur*. Fined werkmanihip 
throughout. Fart action. 5 shot 
magaxino with plug. Straight, 
lull nr aemi-choka modola.
A precision made bolt action, 
light weight, perfectly balanced 
rifle Peep sights. For short 
long or long rifle cartridges. 
Verv accurate! The latest model
SHOTGUN , 
SHELLS
Box of 25 Up
Top quality ahella for hotter 
shooting performance. Smokeless 
powder; round polished shot. 10, 






















1 piece outfit 
made of birch 




brush and wiper. 
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TALK OF THE TOWN Special Speaker VAUDEVILLE NEXT MONDAY Master Sergeant Now New Service Station TinklingOf Bells
I ....... g- _ A * • A J J-
Nov. 10—Knox County Teachers’ 
Convention at Rockland High 
School.
Nov. 10—Armistice Ball at Com­
munity Building.
Nov. 11—Armistice Day
Nov. 11—Colby vs. Bates at Water-
ille.
Nov. 14—Hammond Organ Concert 
at Community Building, auspices 
St. Bernard’s Church.
Nov. 15—Community Concert at 
Community Building; Yara Ber-
. nette. pianist.
* Nov. 15—Annual banquet of Knox 5 
County Camera Club at Owl’s; 
Head Town Hall.
Nov. 15—Union: Jimmy Pierson's 
show troupe at High School gym­
nasium.
Nov. 15—Thomaston: Star Circle 
Pair at Masonic Temple.
Nov. 17—Thomaston: Benefit party 
at home of Mrs. ,E. Douglas 
Brooks, sponsored by St. James 
Catholic Club.
Nov. 17 — Annual Congregational I 
Pair.
Nov. 18—Woman's Educational Club j 
meets at the home of Miss Marion 
Weidman, Rockport.
Nov. 18—Annual Junior Prom of ‘ 
R.HJS. at Community Building.
Nov. 22—Annual Donation Day and 
Tea at Home for Aged Women 
from 2-5 p. m.
Dec. 1—“The Country Store'' in St. 
Peter’s Undercroft.
Dec. 2—Christmas Pair at Univer­
salist Church.
Dec. 7 — Concert by Men’s Asso­
ciation at Congregational Church.
Dec. 8—The annual Methodist
Church Pair.
r <
$ *, » :I
5)
Park Theatre Will Present High Class Pro­
gram That Day Only
Miss Kathryn M. Evans
Miss Kathryn M. Evans, who will 
be special speaker Friday night at 
7.30 at the Clark Island Baptist 
Church.
BORN
Havener—At Camden Community 
Hospital, Nov. 9; to Mr. and Mrs. 
Albert R. Havener of Crescent 
Beach, a son.
Libby—At Knox Hospital, Nov. 9, 
to Mr. and Mrs. David Libby, a 
daughter.
Flanagan—At Knox Hospital, Nov. 
8, to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Flana­
gan. a son.
Bodman—At Knox Hospital, Oct. 
28, io Mr. and Mrs. William H. 
Bodman, a daughter — Barbara 
Jean.
If Rockland folks are interested 
in the return of vaudeville which is 
rapidly becoming the rage again all 
over the country, they will have a 
chance to demonstrate it by their 
support of a special inaugural 
vaudeville attraction which will be 
presented from the stage of Park 
Theatre next Monday.
In this initial appearance of 
stage shows in Rockland theatres 
since the war will be a celebrated 
attraction of New England-wide 
prominence that has never before 
appeared in this part of the State. 
The shew is entitled "Magic with 
Laffs” and features Lew Youngs, 
New England's leading comedian- 
magician. A large variety of magic 
teats will be presented in the mod­
ern manner which is sure to pro­
vide many laughs for the entire 
audience, in fact the audience will 
participate in many of the acts.
The highlight of the show will be 
"The Disecto Illusion,’’ in which Mr. 
Youngs will perform by cutting off 
the arm of one of the unfortunates 
by using bloodless surgery
Also featured will be ’Sammy the 
Snake,’’ a mental wizard of a snake 
that pops out of a basket with the 
card you select.
One outstanding number will be 
presented by Wong Chiang Chung, 
a very personable young man of 
Chinese parentage who will present 
magic tricks in the oriental fashion.
Mr. Youngs, a native of Bangor, 
is a veteran of many years in the 
field of magic. He is a member of 
the Society of American Magicians 
and International Brotherhood of 
Magicians. I.ew is very prominent 
in the work and holds much re­
spect from men of that profession, 
as evident by his recent election as 
president of the Maine Magician 
Society.
This show will be presented for 
one day only,on Monday, with eve­
ning shows at 7 and 9 o’clock. A 
special after-school matinee will be 
presented at 4 p. m. for the benefit 
of the school children.
Also during this engagement Park 
Theatre will present on the 
screen the much talked about mo­
tion picture “Stampede. ’ starring 
Rod Cameron, Gale Storm and 
Johnny Mack Brown An action- 
packed western story, “Stampede'' 
is filmed in glorious Sepia-tone col­
or. Short subjects and the latest 
news will complete the program and 
regular prices will prevail through­
out the engagement.
There will be a story hour Sat­
urday morning at 10 o’clock at the 
Public Library.
Penobscot View Grange will meet 
at 7.30 tonight at Glen Cove. Lunch 
will be served after the meeting.
The Public Library will be closed 
Armistice Day (Friday).
Prank L. Carsley returned to his 
Gn duties today as Rockland agent for 
the Maine Central Railroad, follow­
ing two weeks’ vacation. During 
this time the Carsleys made a visit 
to Monhegan Island, staying at the 
Sea Gull and visiting Mrs. Carsley’s 
sister, Mrs. William Kinney in At­
kinson. Mr. Carsley trying his luck
at hunting in the big woods.
The Courier-Gazette office will be 
clbsed Friday out of respect to Ar- 
mistice Day. . i ,, ,
HIED
Lewis—At Boston, Nov. 9, Mrs. | 
Anna (Ford) Lewis, age 65 years, j 
8 months 23 days. Funeral Friday ' 
at 2 o’clock from Davis Funeral ! 
Home, Thomaston. Interment in j 
Martinsville.
Pomroy—At Rockland Nov. 9, j 
Ethel Pomroy,- wife of Leon Pom- ' 
roy, age 67 years. Funeral Saturday 
at 10 a. m. from the Burpee Fu- ; 
neral Home.
Brasier—At Hallowell. Convales­
cent Home, Nov. 8, Alice Skinner 
Brasier, age 85 years, 1 month, 15 
days. Funeral today from the 
Knowlton & Hewin Funeral Home, 
Hallowell. Committal services will 
be held at Achorn Cemetery, Rock­
land at 2.30 p. m.
CARD OE THANKS
I want to thank the Dorcas Circle 
of Kings’ Daughters. Warren, for 
my lovely gift. I appreciate the 
thoughtfulness of the members for 
thinking of me at this time.
108* lt Ralph M. Spear.
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank each and every­
one for the many beautiful cards 
and for the lovely flowers and gifts 
I have received while I have been 
ill, and during my stay at Knox 
Hospital. I wish also to express my 
■sincere thanks to Dr. Earle, Dr. Al­
len, Dr. Miller and the hospital 
staff for their kindnesses to me. To 
Clyde Bickford. Capt. Charles Polk, 
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Gilchrist, and 
Edwin Maddox, many thanks.
Mrs. Everett Libby.
Vinalhaven. 108* lt
Correct date: Monday, Nov. 14, 
at Community Building at 8 p. m. 
Organ concert by Wilfred Tremblay 
with guest vocalist Robert Wise- 
field of Portland, who will be re- j 
membered as star of the Lions Min­
strel Show. Proceeds benefit Organ 




It takes all three to make you 
proud of a good Monument. Let 








We wish to express our heartfelt 
thanks to all our friends and 
neighbors for their many acts of 
kindness at the time of our great j 
sorrow; for all the beautiful flow­
ers and the many messages of sym­
pathy. To Dr. Soule we are deep­
ly grateful for constant attention 
and to Rev. J. Charles MacDonald 
for the comfort his presence and 
kind words have brought to us at 
this time.
Husband. Children, Motheh Step­
father, Sisters and Brothers of El­
vie I. Wooster. , 108*lt
Honked, Got Conked
The “Old Goose” Leads His 
Flock To Water Once 
Too Often
The Goose and his Ganders final­
ly got their comeuppance after fly­
ing high, wide and handsome for 
some time past. Last Monday night 
Wymie Guilfords Five Old Men 
took the Ganders into town, not 
through any good bowling on their 
part, but because the Ganders were 
in one of those unexplainable 
bowling slumps that befall all teams.
The Goose strove mightily, and 
his 112 in the last string was the 
best single of the evening, while his 
total of 296 was also tops. But ev­
erybody else on his team was down, 
some of them much downer. Ted 
MacDonald the unpredictable, never 
got out of the 60's and his total of 
198 supplied tlie grease that slid 
the Gariders off th^skfiis.
The victory was won for Wymie's 
team by the middle men, those fel­
lows who are always in the middle, 
seldom at the bottom or at the top. 
Fellows like Doc Mills Doc Rae and 
Ol’ Man Sanborn. Due to a prevf-
ous engagement, ex-Capt. Grimes 
and Uncle Harry Young had to 
bowl their three strings solo and 
before hand, with Uncle Harry giv­
ing his team an 18 pin lead at the 
finish, but the Ganders frittered 
this away and five more besides, 
finishing 23 in the red. This being 
the defeat that broke the ice the 
Pirates are now figuring how to 
duplicate the trick, the aim of the 
underdog always being to get on 
top.
Ganders—Young 239, MacDon­
ald 198, H. Arey 244, Poole 270, 
Goose 296. total 1247.
Wymie's Winners— Grimes 223, 
Rae 245, Sanborn 263, Mills 270. 
Guilford 269, total 1270.
A decimated team of Redmen 
came out of the woods last Tuesday 
night to give battle to the Palefaces 
but they were on the short end
Sgt. Henry W. Wooster
Sergeant first class Henry W 
Wooster, RA 31 C45 107 of Company 
"A" 5th Regimental Combat Team, 
has been promoted to the grade of 
Master Sergeant, Aug. 31, 1949.
He has seen action in the Pacific 
Area, participated in the New 
Guinea. Bismark. Archipelago and 
the Philippines Campaigns while 
with the 158th Regimental Combat 
Team. He also was with the 3d and 
30th Infantry Division in the Euro­
pean Theater Operations.
Before entering the Army, he at­
tended Rockland High School
His parents are residing at 18 Hall 
street.
Well Known Airmen Engage
In Business Near Strand 
Theatre
A new business establishment in 
Rockland bears the title of The 
Georges Tydol Service Station, lo­
cated on Main street just north of 
Strand Theatre. It takes its name 
from the fact that its two pro­
prietors were born into tiie world 
with the name of George—George 
W. White and George A Curtis.
Young men of fine appearance 
they came from widely separated 
homes. White from Norflok, Va 
and Curtis from Ipswich Mass. 
Both like their adopted locality so 
well that they have settled homes— 
White at Tenant's Harbor and Cur­
tis at Crescent Beach. And botli 
have had 10 years experience as 
aircraft mechanics. .
They made their headquarters at 
the Rockland Airport in the Mid- 
Forties. conducting the Progressive 
Flying Maintenance. They left 
there in 1947, disposing of their 
business to Jack Dodge.
| Since then they have been fly­
ing for Airlanes. Inc., transporting 
lobsters between Bar Harbor and 
Newfoundland: later still laying 
! tiled floors.
In their new service station they 
are specializing in ignition and 
carburetization.
Have your watch repaired by the 
i most expert craftsmanship, tested 
I and timed by tne New Scientific 
Watchmaster machine at Daniels






At 6.00 P. M. Price, $1.25
again as well as being short handed. 
V. Holmstrom, fresh from the fish­
ing banks, whose face is ruddy 
enough for him to be classed as a 
Red Man even if he is not. was 
pressed into service by Big Chief 
Dyer and gave a good account of 
himself.
The Big Chief was head man for 
his tribe, but the Palefaces had a 
couple of men who could go him 
some better, and did. Like the chil­
dren of the forest, their ways are 
wild and careless,and a little thing 
(like a bawlihg match does not 
weigh very heavily on their sense 
of responsibility. The Big Chief 
says that some day when all his 
warriors and braves are home from 
the hunt, he will turn on those 
Paleface friends of his and show 
them what the noble Redman of 
the forest can really do.
Red Men—F. Dyer 278. K Snow­
deal 238. P. Dyer 247, V. Holmstrom 
267; total 1030.
Palefaces—S. Davis, Sr 221, F. 
Hamilton 283. S.-Davis, Jr 258. F. 
Littlefield 288; total 1047.
DAVIS
FUNERAL HOMES
Licensed Lady Embalmer 






and none better—no, not any­
where. Live for your Turkey 
Shoots! Dressed for your table!
Raised on the finest of foods 
—and Friendship fresh air. 
REASONABLY PRICED. 
Order now for Thanksgiving 







R. N. Abbott, D. V. M.





Maple frames, with cushioned 
back and seat, plus a decorative 




313 MAIN ST., TEL. 1425
ROCKLAND, ME.,
A Scotch trawler recently netted 
an 800-pound tuna.
We have a complete stock of slip­
pers. priced from 98c up. A size 
for every one in the family, women, 
children and men. Moccasins for 
boys, girls, and men are selling for 
$2.98. This is the last week to take 
advantage of our nylon hosiery 
special and general shoe sale. Come 
in today. Endicott Johnson Shoe 




CARL M. STILPHEN 
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE 
SERVICE
PHONE 701




New 1950 Table and Portable 
Motorola Radios, from. . . . . . . . . $14.95 to $59.95
New 1950 Hallicrafter Short Wave Sets 44.95 
New 1950 Emerson Standard or Short Wave 
with Fish Band. Portable, Battery or
Electric Operation ....••. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69.95
Motorola Car Radios, from. . . . . . . .14.95 to 84.50
One Used 1948 Big Zenith Portable. . . . . . . . .  35.00
One Used Battery Farm Pack Motorola ... 35.00 
One Used Hallicrafter Short Wave Set .... 35.00
Also Portable Batteries, Farm Packs, Vibrators, Car Aerials, Etc.
W. H. EMERY, Radio Service
260 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.. TEL. 590-W
LEARN TO DRIVE 
The Safe Way
IN DUAL CONTROL CAR 
Call:
J. E. PASSON
19 COURT ST., ROCKLAND 
Former Driving Instructor 














Choose today from our tre­
mendous selection of beautiful 
Christinas cards. Religious, sen­
timental, traditional, humorous, 
historic cards in all price ranges. 
Come in early and select while 





A NEW AND BETTER BEANO
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT 
At 7.36 P. M.
St. Bernard’s Church Hall
Auspices Knights of Columbus
SERVICE SPECIAL, *3.50
4 Qts. Treck Hi Test Anti-Freeze 
1 Chassis Lubrication
5 Gallons Gas (reg.)
Let us service your car while you shop. Offer good week Nov. 6
SERVICE SPECIAL, $3.50
Ask For It At
GEORGE’S TYDOL STATION |
Main St., Cor. Winter, Next North Strand Theatre §
Change In Seconds
Change from Screen to Storm 
Windows in Seconds 
From Inside Your House.
BURROWES
All Aluminum Combination
Storm Windows and Screens
Call or Write for Estimate
E. T. LONG, Factory Rep.
TEL. 1503
113 CAMDEN ST., ROCKLAND 
105-Th-tf
HUNTING COATS
Woolrieh all wool. Red and 
black plaid.
$19.95
Other Hunting Coats 
$12.95
HUNTING BREECHES




In red and black plaid
$8.95
JAC-SHIRTS
Ked and blaek plaid
$8.95
HUNTING SHIRTS





Other Wool Plaid Shirts 









W’e also have Wool and Cotton 
l nderwear to meet your needs.
Miss Hannegan’s Address
Featured Meeting Ot the 
Hearing Society
There was a merry tinkling of 
bells at the meeting of the Rock­
land Hearing Society Thursday, 
when Miss Eliza C. Hannegan of 
■Portland was guest speaker and 
gave a paper on "The Music of the 
Bells,” and showed 65 from her col­
lection.
The theme of the meeting might 
well have been: "Ring Out the Old 
Ring In the New'' as the day 
marked the 20th anniversary of 
the society, organized by Mrs. 
Nancy Brown.
Mrs. Blanche Witham entertained 
members and fr.ends at picnic 
lunch, which featured a birthday 
cake with 20 lighted candles. The 
tables were gay with Fall flowers, 
petunias and marigolds from the 
Witham garden, and a colonial bou­
quet of sweet peas, sweet alyssum 
and begonias from the Flint gar­
den, brought by Mrs Ellen Dyer.
Mrs. Gladys Thomas, president, 
opened the meeting and read greet­
ings and congratulations from Mrs. 
Madeline C. Young of Worcester, 
Eastern Zone Vice President of the 
American Hearing Society, with 
which the local chapter is affiliated. 
Mrs. Young commended the society 
on its past achievements and urged 
the members on with a forward 
look to new opportunities for serv­
ice. Greetings were also read from 
Miss Marion E Taylor, correspond­
ing secretary of the Portland Hear, 
ing Society, of which the Rockland 
Society is an offspring.
Mrs. Thomas gave a brief history 
of the society, listing the charter 
m embers: Mrs. Nancy Brown, Mrs. 
Bessie Hewett, Mrs. Jennie R. Hill. 
Miss Olive Gillchrest, Mrs. Hope 
Williams, Mrs. Blanche Witham and 
Mrs. Mary F, Veazie.
Mrs. Veazie, one of the few na­
tural lip readers, was one of the so­
ciety's staunchest supporters. Her 
passing is the first break in the 
j charter members. Beautiful yel- 
, low chrysanthemums, bright and 
sunny like Aunt Mary Veazie her­
self. were sent by her son and were
deeply appreciated.
Letters were read from Mrs. Hew­
ett of Milton, Mass., and Rockland, 
who has been treasurer of the so­
ciety since its inception, and Mrs. 
Hill of Los Angeles who was corre­
sponding secretary at one time. 
Other members and friends who 
sent congratulations and messages 
were Mrs. Frances Pierce. Milton; 
Mrs. Richard A. Booth, Portland; 
Mrs. Wilhelmina Fogg, West New­
ton; and Miss Dora I. Gay, Waldo­
boro.
Mrs. Thomas presented corsages 
to Miss Hannegan and to the char­
ter members present. Miss Gill- 
chrest, Mrs. Williams, Mrs. Witham 
and Mrs. Brown.
Mrs. Brown, in turn, presented a 
corsage to the president and spoke 
of the early days of the society and 
■ of the loyal support the charter 
members had given in exemplifying 
the society's motto, “Together.’’ She 
described the past 20 years as "a 
wonderful adventure, with many 
joys but with disappointments, too,
Handwriting Lecture
Heard By the Junior-Senior
P. T. A.—Likewise New
School Band Entertains
The Junior-Senior-High School 
Parent Teacher Association met 
Monday night in the High School 
Auditorium.
The R HS Band under direction 
of Vere Crockett, entertained with 
a half hour concert preceding the 
meeting. The Band made its first 
appearance at the Rockland-Brewer 
game last Saturday and deserves 
much credit for its able playing in 
the extreme cold.
The vice president, Albert Levin­
thal. presided at the business meet­
ing. Mrs. William D. Talbot spoke 
about the Summer session for those 
interested in P.T.A. work. On rec­
ommendation from Mrs. Ruth E. 
Sanborn, music supervisor, it was 
voted to obtain six student mem­
berships in the Knox County Com­
munity Association, to be used by 
the students.
Miss Mary A. Browne introduced 
the speaker. Alton W. Tozier. whose 
subject was “Handwriting.'’ With 
the use of a blackboard Mr Tozier 
demonstrated many common faults 
in handwriting and the method in 
which they might be corrected; he 
stressed such points as spacing, size 
and shape. At the close of the meet­
ing refreshments of ice cream, 
brownies and cupcakes were served 
by Mrs. Audrey Teel and Mrs. Dor­
othy Baxter, assisted by Mrs. Leon 
Fickett and Mrs. Donald Crie
as we have tried to further the aims 
and ideals of the national society.”
The members who have served as 
presidents are Mrs. Brown, Miss 
Helen Fuller, Mrs. Witham and Mrs 
Thomas. Mrs. Brown, the first 
president, cited highlights of each 
administration.
In presenting Miss Hannegan 
Mr.s. Brown paid glowing tribute to 
her lifetime devotion to work for 
the hard of hearing, and said, ’she 
has put Maine on the map in the 
'Hearing World." No one person 
has done more for the hard of hear­
ing adult or for school children than 
she. All these years she has ex­
erted her influence and scattered 
her seeds which today she is abun­
dantly reaping in various ways. It 
is she who is directly responsible 
for the Rockland Hearing Society.”
An abstract of Miss Hannegan’s 







ALWAYS BUY ONE 
ERNEST BENNER
TEL. 1497
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' MEN SANG BOYS CLOTHING 
' FIIPMSH1N6S, ShOF’s 
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SMALL’S
UPPER PARK STREET. ROCKLAND. ME.
AUTOMOTIVE & MARINE 
MACHINE SHOP
Our men are qualified through knowledge and 50 years of 
experience to give you Machine Shop Satisfaction, In Automotive 
and Marine Service. Let us serve your Machine Shop Require­
ments. Come in especially and aee our New Large Stationary 
Crank Shaft Regrinder.
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Chops Lean. Boneless Brisket
59c 45c
PORK CHOPS—Best Center Cuts 
BONELESS SIRLOIN STEAK
TOP ROUND STEAK ..........................
SMOKED BONELESS HAMS . . . . 
VEAL LEGS OR RUMP HALF . . . . 
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RIB CUTS—3S LB. AVE.
PORK LOINS, Ib. .39
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4 lbs. .29 
bch. .25 
4 lbs. .29 
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ALENA L. STARRETT 
Correspondent 
Telephone 49
f Andy was whistling contentedly 
as they walked back to the little 
j cleared patch to resume the work
, that the rain had interrupted. 
"Yonder's Mr. Flipp," Dave said.
j "He's walking pretty last."
I “For him. yes," Andy said, 
i "Wouldn't set a record, though.”
I Mr. Flipp came on toward them. I 
i "Howdy, both," he said. "Sunshine 
, feels good, don't it? Dangcd if I 
wasn’t 'bout to mildew’!”
J “What's the news?” Andy in-! 
quired. He was sure that the droll 
trapper hadn't traipsed down there 
to pass the time of day or to watch j 
’ him and Dave work. To Absalom 1 
Flipp, such labor was purest drudg­
ery, a curse to body and a burden i 
to soul. “Anything wrong9” 
i “Not yet. I thought you was goin’ 
to town this mornin'.”
i “Well, I was, but it’s so pretty we 
decided to work. I guess the bayou 
(will run on off now, without back­
ing out too much, won't it? You 
want a ride to town?"
Mr. Flipp ignored the question.
(“Or man Eliot told you yestiddy 
you’d better go stock up on provi­
sions unless you've got plenty on 
‘hand He said Miz Ives was makin' 
a list—’*
; “But he didn't tell me that, in 
case the rain stopped, the bayou 
would go high enough to cut us off 
from town," Andy broke in. "He 
didn’t seem so concerned about it."
“Well, he wouldn’t come right out 
an’ tell you what to do," said Mr. 
Flipp gently. “I wouldn’t either. He 
figgered he had made it plain, 
though. He didn't tell me so, but I'm 
shore that's whut he figgered.”
“All right, advise me,” Andy 
begged. "I'm green here. What do 
you think Id better do?"
"You'd better git in yore W’aggin 
an’ go to town an' stock up," Mr. 
Flipp told him. “An' you'd better 
bring back' some planks fer a boat. 
You’d better find out whur the stock 
an’ cattle are to be drove to, in case 
things git bad. The bayou's risin' 
fast. They's a lot of water cornin' 
down from up the country. By the 
time you git back here from town, 
you’ll be drivin’ through shallow 
water from the bayou. By mornin', 
it'll be so deep you won't want to 
drive. In it, for you couldn’t make 
out the road."
Andy's head wheeled under this 
assault of facts. Since last night i 
when the change in the weather had 
come, he had felt free and easy con- } 
ceming the bayou. This morning his . 
confidence had been at a peak: He 
and Dave could get back to work, I 
and all was well! Now, danger was 
more imminent than ever!
"Hadn’t we better leave the mules ! 
and the cow at Newcastle this after- ; 
noon?” he asked. “We could tie the 
cow to the wagon and lead her in. 
Somebody there will be in charge of 
keeping stock, I guess."
"You'll have time to take care of I 
that," Mr. Flipp assured him. “In 
the next couple of days, if the 
bayou’s still risin’ fast, you’ll know i 
whut to do." He turned to start 
away, then stopped. “You needn't 
git more’n the planks an’ nails fer 
the boat. OF man Eliot an’ me have , 
got pitch an’ oakum fer tightenin’ i 
the seams.
‘ “Thanks.” Andy said. “And I ap- 
predate your coming down to tell 
me what to do about the water.” 
"Don’t mention it”
"What’ll you and Mr. Eliot do?”
Andy wanted to know. “Your cabin 
is on lower ground than our place."
! "Oh, W’e’ll scaffold things up in 
the house an’ lock up an' leave, I 
reckin. I had to do it once, 'fore the 
ol’ man took up with me. They’s a 
'refugee camp at the Fair Groun's 




Andy and Dave drove to town that
afternoon. When they crossed the 
bayou, which had been low and 
clear and slow of current on their 
previous crossings, they were 
amazed to find it racing and boiling 
now, lapping at the underside of the 
bridge stringers. To their right, 
where a flat field lay, they saw that 
the yellow water had crawled out of 
the low banks and was standing, 
trash-laden, over the cotton rows. A 
few stray, stained locks of cotton 
hung at half-mast from the thin, 
brown branches of last year’s crop. 
If the water came much higher, the 
bridge would be in danger of wash­
ing away.
Across, he slapped the lines hard 
against the mules’ backs and set 
them to trotting, despite the rough­
ness of the graveled road, which 
was "washboardy” and pitted by 
the rain. When they reached the 
concrete highway they made better 
time and less noise.
"How'll we ever get to the refugee 
camp, if the bridge washes away?” 
Dave asked. "We'll be cut off.”
“They'll rig up a ferry, 1 guess,” 
Andy told him. "Anyway, don't 
worry about having to go to the 
camp. You heard Mr. Flipp say that 
he has had to leave his cabin only 
once because of water. Our house is 
on higher ground than his."
“Maybe this will be even higher 
water than the one that drove Mr. 
Flipp out," Dave worried.
“Leave such worrying to the 
women, son. You and I will have to 
see after things, including them; 
and if we start stewing and looking 
scared, it'll be bad around the Ives 
place!”
”1 don't think Granny will be 
scared,” Dave said. "She’s pretty 
hard to scare.”
Andy nodded. "She's OK. Now, 
listen here: If things do get bad
we'll have to persuade the women­
folk to go to the camp in town at 
least a day or two ahead of us. You 
help me out on that.”
Dave nodded. "Yes, sir. Ill be 
right in there, pitching."
They made their purchases in 
town with as much speed as pos­
sible. From the grocer, Andy 
learned that the refugee camp was 
being set up, and that the sheriff 
had appointed a man to oversee the 
care and feeding of stock brought in 
from the lowlands.
“Who is he?" Andy asked. “I may 
have to turn a few head over to 
him."
“I think it’s Sig Flanagan," the 
grocer told him. “Y’ou can phone 
the sheriff's office and find out. Use 
my phone if you—”
"Thanks," Andy said. "No rush 
about calling."
This was how things worked out! 
The high sheriff, who disliked the 
swamp dwellers, had appointed Sig 
Flanagan, who shared that dislike 
and who had a special reason to 
hate Andy Ives, to take charge of 
the cattle and stock during the 
flood! It was all very nice on the 
surface but there was a hidden 
threat in the setup! At least, Andy 
thought so.
From the grocery store, he went 
to Burke’s Lumber Yard and bought
43s.
"Well, It’s Andy Ives!” ihe mer­
chant exclaimed.
four 14-foot planks for the boat. 
They were 12-inch, "shaky” cy­
press, for the clear, first-grade stuff 
was entirely too high.
“Live out on the bayou?” Mr. 
Burke asked.
‘Tve taken up some land out 
there,” Andy told him.
The man studied him closely. He 
w'as middle-aged, with keen gray 
eyes, a genial, honest face, and 
there was about him an air of solid 
respectability and honesty. "Why?” 
he asked curiously.
"I'll tell you,” Andy came back, 
"if you’ll tell me why you ask such 
a question.” Somehow, the man's 
inquisitiveness was not offensive. 
He really seemed to want to know 
why.
“Fair enough! Here's why I 
asked: You don’t look like the peo­
ple who've homesteaded swamp 
land. You don't talk like them. I 
just wondered why you went out 
there.”
"To make a farm I didn’t have 
the money to buy,” Andy told him. 
"That's the only reason. I wanted a 
good farm.”
Save One-Third
CUT Your FUEL Cost 1-3 by 
Attic Insulation with
CAREY’S WATER AND 
FIREPROOF ROCK WOOL 
BLOWN in by experts 
Call or Write
E. T. LONG
Agent, Central Maine 
TEL. 1503




For All Chrysler Make Cars. 
Dodge-Plymouth-Chrysler 
DeSoto
Also Dodge Job-Rated 
Truck Parts.
NELSON BROS. GARAGE
515 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.
82-tf
“Well, there's good land out 
there,” the lumberman said, shrug­
ging, "but it'll work you to death 
before it pays you for your trouble.”
"Maybe.” Andy paid him for the 
planks. "Tell you the truth, though.
I think we're going to like it."
They drove on to the Bird Hard- 
j ware, for nails.
“Well, it’s Andy Ives!" the mer- 
I chant exclaimed. "Where have you 
’ been keeping yourself?”
"Busy," Andy told him. “You've 
a good memory for strangers."
The Hallecks Make 
A Kind Offer 
"Some I remember easily. The 
bayou's about to go on a spree. I 
hear. What’ll it do to you?”
“I wouldn't be able to guess,” 
Andy replied. "Just hoping for the 
best. I want some nails. Mix 6's and 
8's, about four pounds."
"Hey, Sam," Mr. Bird called to 
his clerk, who was opening stock in 
the rear of the store, "Come fix up 
these nails. Ives, come back to my 
office for a moment."
Andy followed him back to the 
littered cubicle with desk and safe 
piled high with invoices and old 
ledgers. Mr. Bird's manner foretold 
something of importance.
"This is between us, Ives,” he 
said, “but you'd better do some 
fencing with good hog wire. I of­
fered you credit back in late fall, 
when you first came down here. It 
still stands good.”
“Thanks, but what makes you say 
it like that? You said I'd 'better,' 
and you said ‘good’ hog wire.’’
"You had some trouble with Sig 
Flanagan during deer season," Mr. 
Bird told him. “He doesn't like you 
a lot. He's filling those woods out
there with hogs this spring, and 
they’ll make trouble. A good fence 
will probably save you a lot of 
misery.”
"My place isn’t a hog range.” 
Andy said. “It’ll be up to Flanagan 
to keep his hogs off my land.”
“I’d hate to see you be hard- 
headed, Ives,” Mr. Bird said in a 
friendly, interested way. "Take my 
advice and do some good fencing. 
Sig Flanagan would like nothing 
belter than a chance to have trouble 
with you."
“Well, if he feels like that, he'll 
find the chance one way or another.
I intend to fence my farm when I 
can afford it, Mr. Bird, but right 
now, my prospects are too uncer­
tain to go in debt for wire to keep 
out hogs that have no business on 
my land.”
“Your logic is good,” Mr. Bird de­
clared. “Your reasoning is very 
poor. Please don't think I'm trying 
to run your business or to sell you 
hog wire. There are a few of us here 
in Newcastle who feel for you people 
out there—you modern pioneers! 
Mr. Burke, at the lumberyard, is 
one of those who have your best in- 
| terest at heart. There are others.”
Andy thanked him and he and 
Dave left with the nails. When they 
crossed the bayou on the return 
trip, the water was a little higher, 
striking the bottom edge of the 
bridge stringer on their left and 
boiling white as it curled under. 
There was no drift breaker to ward 
off floating logs and brush, and the 
bridge was at the mercy of what­
ever the current swept down the 
bayou.
Andy and Dave breathed relief as 
the wagon rolled off the oak planks 
at the home end of the bridge and 
crunched onto the gravel. The 
drainage ditch on each side of the 
road W’as nearly filled with bayou 
water. The mules trotted along 
briskly, as If they too were eager to 
be back home.
When they reached the low 
stretch, just after leaving the gravel 
road, they found that Mr. Flipp’s 
prediction had been correct: Back­
water from the bayou had pushed 
its way to that point. It was running 
in thin, seeking little currents, in all 
directions, finding the lowest places.
“It looks mighty innocent now.” 
Dave said, “but no telling how it’ll 
look day after tomorrow."
Andy nodded. He tried to look 
down the draw to the right, toward 
the bayou, to see how broad a sheet 
of water was spread out down there; 
but the thick fringe of growth cur­
tained the view.
At the house, they learned that 
Bigelow Halleck had been there.
“Did he come for his COW, to save 
us the trouble of seeing after her 
during the water?” Andy asked.
“Well," Kate told him. “for one 
thing, he asked us to move in with 
them until the flood’s over. He said 
they’ve room and that their house 
is on a rise that's never flooded."
“Now, that’s nice of him," Andy 
said gladly. “You and Hope and 
Granny might enjoy being over 
there. You said, ‘For one thing.' 
What else did he come for?”
Kate’s face was grim. “Word has 
reached the game warden that Bige­
low Halleck shot a wild gobbler for 
our Christmas dinner.”
Andy jerked. “Of all things! Did 
Sam Bragg come to him about it?”
“He said Mr. Bragg mentioned 
the report to him yesterday, while ’ 
he was in town. Of course. Big isn’t 
worried about the warden, for . 
there’s no proof that he shot a tur­
key. What gets him is the question 
of who could have started such a 
thing.”
“Well, It gets me too,” Andy 
.drawled. “Who could have, and 
why?”
u-------------------------------------j
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy Gross were 
! guests Sunday cf Mr. and Mrs. 
Maynard Winchenbach in Auburn.
Miss Jessie L. Keene spoke 
I Thursday on "How to Attract 
Birds'' at the meeting of the Arts 
and Crafts Department of the 
Waterville Woman's Club. She was 
1 accompanied by Mrs. Leonard Bid- 
well.
Miss Jean McLaughlin has re- 
i turnied to her home in Farming- 
ton. Conn., after a visit with Mrs. 
Katie Eugley.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Kelley of 
Kezar Falls have been guests of Mr. 
and Mrs. L. -T. Westcn.
Mr. .and Mrs. S. H. Weston ob­
served their 60th wedding anni­
versary Thursday with a family 
dinner party. Present were Mr. and 
Mrs. Lawrence T. Weston. Mr. and 
■ Mrs. Kenneth K Wesion and son 
Waite, Mr. and Mrs. Philip Weston 
j and daughter Ann. Miss Ruth E. 
1 Keene, all of this town; Mrs. 
! Betliia Thompson of Round Pond; 
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Kimmich of 
i Tenafly. N. J., and Miss Laura Gar­
diner of Machias.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Hilton are 
in Springfield. Mass., to visit their 
son.
The We-Sew Club met Thursday 
w’ith Mrs. Thelma Benner to cele­
brate the birthday of Mrs. Made­
line Hiltcn.
Philip Cchen is a patient at tlie 
Osteopathic Hospital in Waterville.
Mrs. Hazel Miller is visiting at 
her old home in Ohio.
Mr., and Mrs. Lawrence Nadeau 
are guests of Osborne Welt.
SOUTH HOPE
In a card ol thanks recently pub­
lished. for Leslie Heath, the name 
of William Carver was inadvertent­
ly omitied. Mr. Carver was one of 




Kate told him then of Mrs. Web­
ster's prying on Christmas Day 
morning, and of her own stubborn 
refusal to alleviate the woman's 
curiosity. “She hasn't been here 
since then, either,” Kate reminded 
i him. “Hell hath no fury like a nosey 
I woman scorned!” she paraphrased. 
•. “I'll just be dad-blamed!” Andy 
said slowly. “She doesn't like Big. 
He was here that morning. She put 
two and two together and got what 
she wanted to get!"
That summed it, up very .well. It 
was not something to worry about 
In so far as the game laws were 
concerned, for there would be no 
way to prove the report. But there 
were two unpleasant facets to the 
matter: It showed that Birdie Web­
ster, in spite of her surface meek­
ness, was capable of malicious gos­
sip; and it was one more black 
mark against the homesteaders, 
whom the members of the court­
house ring and their camp followers 
accused of every game and fish vio­
lation in the book—and a good many 
out of it.
Mr. Eliot and Mr. Flipp arrived 
late that afternoon and set to work 
building the boat. Mr. Eliot’s round, 
neatly fringed head was full of fig­
ures and angles, and he tossed such 
terms as "rake” and "flare" and 
"keel" about with complacent aban­
don. Mr. Flipp, who had built a 
number of simple, flat-bottomed, to- 
the-purpose craft, proceeded with 
the task, loftily Ignoring the old 
gentleman. Onfce he said to Andy, 
on the sly, "Ain’t it awful to have 
a brain so big it gits in the way of 
the hands?”
It was Mr. Flipp’s view that if the 
weather remained clear the bayou 
would scarcely more than get with­
in sight of the Ives house. The boat 
was just a precaution, in case an­
other big rain came. And by the 
afternoon of the next day they had 
built and caulked the boat, driving 
oakum tightly into the main seam 
with hammer and a putty knife 
(To be continued1)
The PTA sponsored play, ''Mush­
rooms Growing Up,” with specialties 
in which the Three Old Maids 
make their re-appearance, will be 
presented at 7.45 Saturday at 
Town Hall. Mrs. Roland Berry will 
direct; proceeds to the general fund
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Post returned 
Tuesday to Quincy, Mass., after a 
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Lindley 
Wiley and Mrs. Verna Wiley, and 
other relatives. Mr. Post, on his 
final day here shot an 18 point, 230 
pound buck deer which he proudly 
took back with him. Both he and 
Mrs. Post formerly were of this 
town. This is the first deer Mr. 
Post ever shot in several years of 
hunting.
Allen Payson, Camden fire chief, 
will speak tonight at the fire sta­
tion. second in the series on fife 
problems. Using his miniature vil­
lage, he will set up a facsimile of 
Warren Village, with which fire 
problems will be worked out.
Past Matrons' and Patrons' Night 
was observed Friday by Ivy Chap­
ter, O.E.S., 13 of whom answered the 
roll call. Regrets from Mr. and Mrs. 
Alvah Simmons of Winthrop were 
•read. The Worthy Matron wel­
comed the past matrons and pa­
trons present, and in behalf of the 
Chapter made a gift presentation 
to each. The program consisted of 
the reading of a poem by Mrs. 
Laura Starrett, soprano solos by 
Mrs Maurice Lermond; original 
poems by Mrs. Jefferson Kimball, 
and a vocal duet by Mrs. Lermond 
and Mrs. Leroy Norwood. Refresh­
ments were served.
Mrs. Minnie Copeland is in Rock­
land for the Winter
Mr and Mrs. Robert Wotton have 
bought the Niilo Hills property at 
the monument and will move the 
last of the month from the apart­
ment In the Seavey house.
—
J For you who do not quite under- 
, stand may I once more try to ex- 
I plain my taxi rates. I have a 35c 
i minimum that takes in Warren 
Village area. This includes B. L. 
Davis' bus station for Maine Cen­
tral and Sheldon’s lor Wood’s Bus 
.Line. Anything over one mile is 
25c per mile one way. Five may 
ride for the sfime rate. I do not 
' charge from my home to where the 
customer may be, you pay only the 
distance you ride plus time for 
' waiting over 15 minutes. Sheldon’s 
Bus and Taxi. Tel. 82-83. 108-109
UNION
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE 
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines Inserted 
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional tines 10 cents 
each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small 
words to a line.
Special Notice! All ‘‘blind ads” so railed I. e. advertisements which 
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand­
ling, cost 25 cents additional. ,
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH 
Effective September 15
On that date and thereafter no classified ads will be accepted without 
the cash and no bookkeeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms maintaining regular accounts with The 
Courier-Gazette. Count The Words—Five To a Line,
WANTED
A CROWD of masked People 
wanted to attend a masquerade ball. 
Nov. 25 8.30 to 12 at Watts Hall. 
Thomaston. Prizes, music, dancing, 
spot waltz and fun galore. NOR’ 
EASTERS' ORCHESTRA. Tickets 
25c and 60c. 108*114
WILL take a Baby to board by 
week. TEL. 1174-J. 108*lt
SAWS to file. All work done 
promptly and guaranteed. Leave 
at BICKNELL'S HARDWARE, 509 
Main St.. City. 107*109
NEARLY New Clothes for all the 
family for sale. New stock arriv­
ing daily. NEARLY NEW SHOPPE 
41 Knox street. Tel. Thomaston 
348. 107*1C9
FOR SALE
Attractive 6-room House at 16 
Bunker street. Quick disposal de­
sired.
Village home with 3 acres of land. 
Attractive Colonia! Cape House. 
Would make lovely retirement 
heme.
Seven rooms and bath in good 
repair; barn; several acres of land.. 
Attractive location overlooking
water.
95-acre Farm on hardtop road:
, attractive 7-room house, running 
water. Good poultry farm and im- 
i mediately available.
Above Items are reasonably priced 




Hunters to tag deer here during 
the flrst week of the hunting season 
are Osgood Young, Robert Clark 
of New Portland. Keith Burns and 
Douglas Collins, doe; Angelo How­
ard. John Leach, Robert Kurr of
TO LET
UNFURNISHED Apartment to 
let. Adults preferred. TEL. 436-W.
108*110
IN Camden, downstairs Apart­
ment to let, available now. no ob­
jection to children.. TEL CAM­
DEN 2052. 108-110
FURNISHED Apartment and 
Rooms to yet. THE ELMS, 14 Elm 
Street. 108*110
HEATED Apartment to let. In­
quire at A. H. ROBINSON'S STORE 
272 Main St. 106-100
THREE furnished Rooms to let. 
water, lights, flush and oil heater; 
30 Warren St., City. Tel. 1422
107*109
FIVE-ROOM unfurnished upstairs 
Apt. with flush to let. Adults only. 
Inquire 235 MAIN ST. 107-109
AT 18 Masonic St., three furnished 
rooms, bath, shower, electric re­
frigerator, with two extra bedrooms, 
unfurnished. MRS. MILLS, 11 
Masonic 8t. 107* 108
THREE-ROOM Furnished Apt. to 
let; 15 Grove St. FLORA COLLINS 
Tel. 182-R. 10O7tf
HEATED Room, near bathroom, 
to let. Business person or busi­




TYPING to do at home or in an 
office wanted. TEL 256-W1.
106 109
MAN or Woman wanted. Full or 
part time to represent Famous Real 
Silk in Rockland and Camden 
area. Must have car. Write giv­
ing particulars and home phone 
number to; REAL SILK HOSIERY 
MILLS. 226 Congress Blag., 142 
High street, Portland, 3 Maine.
106-108
GENERAL Carpenter Work want­
ed; any type, finish or cabinet 
work, floors, repairs, etc.; free esti­
mates, all work guaranteed. Tel. 
352-M4, after 5 30 p.m. or write F. 
A. THOMAS Star Route, Rockville, 
Rockland. Me. 107*110
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work 
done at the Mend-It Shop, 102 
Union St. Grove St., entrance. Tel. 
94-W. EVA AMES. 107*112
PRACTICAL Nurse wanted, for 
elderly couple; 79 Washington St- 
Camden. TEL. 2306. 107-109
WE want to buy all kinds of 
Scrap iron and metal, motors, ma­
chinery, batteries and lags. High­
est prevailing prices will be paid 
for these items. MORRIS GOR­
DON & SON, 6 T St. Tel 388-W. .
lOStf
I WILL BUY
1st and 2d Mortgages 
On Real Estate
’’UNCLE BEN”
12 Myrtle St., Rockland, Me. 
Tel. 670
87-tf
PIANOS and House Organs tuned, 
$4.00. Pipe Organs tuned, $50. JOHN 
! HUBBS. 69 Park St Tel. 199-M.
103*108
ANTIQUES, Glass. China. Furni­
ture, old Paintings, etc., wanted. 
CARL E. FREEMAN. Glen Cove. 
Tel. Rockland 103. 8tf
Will Pay Cash
for real estate no matter where lo­
cated or in what condition. If priced 
right will make cash bid and pass 
papers at once.
"UNCLE BEN"
12 MYRTLE ST.. ROCKLAND, ME. 
Tel. 670
87-tf
TWO-ROOM Furnished House to 
let, from Nov. 15 to April 15; cellar 
and flush 14 SCOTT ST.. City.
. 107*109
FOUR-ROOM House with flush 
partly furnished to let 2-room 
Apt. with flush. Both newly reno­
vated. Adults only. OLIVER PET- 
TEE. 84 Crescent St. 107*109
ROCKLAND Community Bldg., to 
let Tuesday, Nov. 8. 8 o'clock, com­
plete with Woodcock's Orchestra; 
rental 50 cents per person. KI- 
WANIS BARN DANCE 106-108
ROOM to let, with kitchen privi­
leges. TEL. 259-M. 106*108
ROOM and Board to let. By day 
or week; 150 MAIN ST., Thomas­
ton. 105-110
MISCELLANEOUS
BICYCLES bought, sold and 
traded; repaired, painted like new. 
RAYE'S CRAFT SHOP, 14 Prescott 
St., City. 105*Th*114
—_—-------------------------------——
NOTICE is hereby given of the 
loss of deposit book number 10570 j 
and the owner of said book asks for J 
duplicate in accordance with the j 
provisions of the State Law. KNOX j 
COUNTY TRUST CO., by Lendon 
Jackson. Treas.. Rockland Branch, i 
Rockland. Me.. Oct. 27. 1949
102-Th-108
FOR SALE
FINE family Jersey Cow for sale, 
8-10 qts. milk. Low price. Write 
W. W. care The Courier-Gazette.
108-100
30 VOLS. Encyclopedia Britan- 
nica, Bassinet, Chests of Drawers. 
Beds. Springs, Mattresses for sale; 
also Crocks. Chairs. Dishes, Studio 
Couch, and misc. MRS. S. JAY 
CANDAGE, 194 Camden St., City.
108*lt
At J. wool Grey Coat, sealskin!
trimmed for sale, size 14. Sell rea­
sonable. TEL. 1572. 1C8’1O9
32 SPECIAL Winchester Model 
94 deer Rifle for sale. Also, a 38 
single action Colt frontier revolver.! 
SMITH'S ESSO STATION, corner 
Main and Cottage street. 108*110 1
BLACKSTONE Home Laundry 
for sale, $135. HELEN NORWOOD 
Tel. Warren 2-2. 108-110 :
KRAG 30-40, for sale. Excellent 
condition. Call after 5.30. HAROLD 
OVERLOOK, Warren Me. 108-109
RIFLES for sale 8 M.M. Mauser,' 
sporter. also 30-06 Winchester. TEL. • 
598-R or 359 Broadway, City.
108*110
LADY'S Raccoon Fur Coat fcr 
sale; 10 ROCKLAND ST. 108*109
GEESE for sale. Order for 
Thanksgiving, young, plump, 10 to 
14 lbs., ready to cook, 60c lb. A.
B. LARSON. Rockport. Tel. Cam­
den 676. , 108*110
THERMOSTATICALLY controlled 
Evans forced circulation space 
Heater with 250 gal. tank, has heat, 
ed a shop 40'x60’ perfectly. $250. 
May be seen Saturday at INDUS­
TRIAL MODELS SHOP, third flcor 
over First National. Rockport, or 
contact WILLIAM A. BROWN. 74 
Elm St., Camden. Tel. Camden 
2204. 108*lt
A BARGAIN—Chrysler Ace 2’2 
to 1 reduction, for sale, propeller in­
cluded; thoroughly overhauled. 
May be seen at STANLEY'S GA­
RAGE. 108*112
TWO Outside Windows for sale. 
55x31 inches. No broken glass. 
PHONE 1593. 108*112
DRY Slabs sawed. Approx. 1 cora, 
for sale, $8 delivered. WM. A. 
HEATH. Tel. Warren 32-5. 107*109
IN Rockland, 5-family furnished 
Apt. House for sale; good invest- 
ment property. Reasonable. Good 
neighborhood. Write J. T., care The 
Courier-Gazette. 107-109
HAND-MADE Shell Jewelry for 
sale. MRS. RICHARD SPRING, 96 
Camden St. Tel. 425-M. 107*109
STORM Windows for sale. 32x62. 
some 33 and 34. Perfect condition. 
CHARLES T. SMALLEY, 296 
Broadway, City. 107*109
THREE Registered Herefords for 
sale, one three-year heifer, two 
calves. EUGENE FEYLER, R. D. 2. 
Waldoboro. 107*109
46 BLACK Crass Pullets for sale; 
little over 3 months old, $40. TEL. 
1289. 107*109
ALMOST New Easy Spin-dryer 
Washing Machine for sale. Excel­
lent condition. A. W. YOUNG, 8 
Norwood Ave., Camden. Tel. Cam­
den 725. 107*108
SAVAGE Rifle, 303 caliber for 
for sale, like new. TEL. WALDO- 
BORO 13-4. 107*109
SAVE! Still in the crates—more 
Florence and Perfection Circulat­
ing Heaters have arrived. A Rock­
land lady has just saved $46.50 cn 
a large size. You can save accord­
ingly for cash. EUGLEY'S WARE- 
HOUSE, Jefferson St.. Waldoboro. 
Next to Bear Hill Market. Tel. 
74-2. 107* 1C9
FOR SALE or RENT 
Thomaston
Immediate occupancy for attrac­
tive house overlooking St. Georges 
River from historic old meeting 
house. Seven rooms, sunporch ga­
rage, lii acres. Partially furnished 
including late model Florence Oil 
and Gas Kitchen Range. TEL. 
THOMASTON 161. 107*109
SAWED Dry Slab Wood lor sale. 
Free delivery. $7.00, approximately 
one cord. RAYMOND MILLER. 
Tel. Warren 32-22.________ 108*110
LOBSTER Boat, hauler and Ford 
engine, size 27-4x8x2 for sale. 
THOMAS POLK, Vinalhaven. Tel. 
6-4. _________ 107*109
OPEN Lobster Boat, 28', for sale. 
8’ beam; launched last August, 
1949 Chevrolet engine. $1500, com­
plete. ROBERT LASH, JR., 
Friendship. Tel. Waldoboro 99-21.
108-110
REAL ESTATE
1. Attractive seashore Home, 
large oceanfront, garden land, ar­
tesian well, electricity. Newly reno­
vated, year Yound location. This 
property sensibly priced at $4500.
2. House of 7 rooms, a quiet and 
ntral location. Furnace and good 
irden spot. Only $3400.
3. Attractive Owl’s Head year 
'round home, bath, overlooks the 
rater. Priced under $2700.
EDWARD W. COFFIN, 
jwl's Head Phone 551-W2
If you have a house to sell, call 
ne. 107-100
HARD and Soft Coal, Coke and
el. 62. 106*108
JEEPSTER Willys Station Wagon 
(1949) for sale 2000 mileage per- 
condition. May be inspected 
ALLING 178-R. 107*100
VAN Truck Body for sale. Steel
on 11-4. 106*109
21' ELKHART House Trailer for
TUXEDO, size 42. for sale, like 
ew; 114 Main St., Thomaston. TEL. 
14. 106-108
106-108
SIX weeks old pigs, for sale. 
IERBERT SPEAR, R.FJ>. No. 2, 
Warren. 106*108
HOUSE-TRAILER for sale. Used 
bout one month; also new flat- 
bottom Skiff. TEL. THOMASTON, 
119-14. . 106*108
Want New Smooth 
Floors? ♦
We have the latest patterns and 






Rubber, Asphalt Tile 
All installations are Guaranteed 
Satisfactory
Let us give you an estimate on 
your floors.
TEL. 939
United Home Supply Co.
Where Willow and Rankin 
Streets Meet
579 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
92-T*TH-tf
DRY, cleft Hardwood, top quality*
lostly beech and maple. Prompt 
delivery. HILLCREST, Warren, 
el. 35-41. 104tf
TOURIST Home, for sale, In 




CLEAN, Dry Slabwood. sawed
96tf
DRY Hard Wood, Lumber, Spruce
STOVE length Dry Slabs, deMv-
64tf
CITY Service Range and Furnace
86M
STEEL, Rails 60 lbs., several thou-
WASHING Machine and Wring
35tf
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
Stone walks, Flagging, Wall Sto
GARAGE to let at 64 Summer 
St,' FRANCES PERRY. Tel. 
151-M. 106*108
POUR Room Heated Apartment
to let. for information CALL 
1153-R. 108*110
Rockland and Edward Mountain- 
land, buck.
Joseph Robbins will spend the 
week-end with his parents in Read­
ing, Mass.
I Miss Betty McKinley will arrive 
today to spend the holiday week­
end wjth her parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
R. M. McKinley.
i Mr. and Mrs. L. S. McElwee go 
today to Lowell to spent a week 
! with relatives. They will be ac­
companied by Mrs. Edgar Barker 
who will be guest of Mr. and Mrs.
! Abbott Spear, Newton Center. Mass.
“It’s True I Tell You!”
•EVERYTHING IN GRANITE 
JOHN MEEHAN & SON. 
Clark Island, Me.
Tel. Rockland 21-W2 
A. C. Hocking
Tel. Tenant's Harbor 56-13
ROOMS. Board by day or week.
WEBBER'S INN. Tel. 340-3, Thom­
aston.
For packing shipments of fragile 
merchandise, nothing Is more prac­
tical than old newspapers. Bundles 
10 cents and up at The Courier-
If you don’t believe it, try it 
yourself — — those RUBBER 
STAMPS they sell al The 
Courier-Gazette have saved me 
more time and bottler than I 
ever thought possible!”
ANY SIZE, ANY TYPE 
. PROMPT SERVICE
The Courier-Gazette
CONCRETE Products for sale— 
Burial vaults, septic tanks building 
posts, outside concrete work, air 
Compressor work. ROBERT C 
BURNS. Tel. 1439. ltf
BODY and FENDER 
WORK
COMPLETE PAINT JOBS
ANY TYPE TRUCK REPAIRS 
RADIATOR CLEANING AND 
REPAIRS
ANY TYPE OF WELDING
Rowling’s Garage
77S MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MR 
TEL. m-v





Holiday Quality Meat Treats
FRESH ROASTING PORK—RIB OR CHINE END
PORK LOINS .
SMOKED LEAN MEATY REGULAR STYLE
SHOULDERS
COLONIAL MASTER—EXTRA WELL TRIMMED
SHOULDERS




TENDER LIGHT SOFT MEAT
LAMB LEGS
BONED AND ROLLED IF DESIRED
LAMB FORES
LEAN SUGAR CURED RINDLESS
SLICED BACON











FANCY SKINLESS, SURE TO BE TENDER FRESH GROUND LEAN BEEF
FRANKFURTS »55‘ HAMBURG 59‘
FRUITS and VEGETABLES
FANCY MAINE MclNTOSH
APPLES 4 - 29‘
FANCY MAINE CORTLAND






SQUASH 3 - 10*
NATIVE FIRM GREEN








MRS. OSCAR LANE 
Correspondent 
Telephone 85
Members of the Lions Club en­
joyed a lobster supper Thursday at 
Down Easter Inn. Interesting 
moving pictures were shown by 
Franklin Adams.
The Elizabeth Hutchison Bible 
Class met Tuesday at Union Church 
vestry.
Mrs. Tena Christie was hostess 
to the Bridge 8 Thursday at her 
home. Supper was served.
Hal Roberts entertained at a New 
England boiled dinner Monday at 
his home on School street, Mr and 
Mrs. Austin Bucklin and Mrs. Lil­
lian Libby.
Mrs. Charles Mitchell has re­
turned to Union, having visited her 
son and daughter-in-law.
The Antique Club met Wednes­
day with Mrs. Bess Ames. Dinner 
was served and a social afternoon 
enjoyed.
Mrs. Clyde Ames of North Haven 
was in town this week and visited 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Calderwood 
and Mrs. Clyde Macintosh
Mr. and Mrs. Harland Dearborn, 
who have been for several weeks at 
their Summer home cn High street 
(returned Wednesday to Meriden, 
Conn.
J. H. Roberts went Wednesday to 
make a few days’ visit with rela­
tives in Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thomas en­
tertained the Neighborhood Club 
Wednesday night.
Mrs. Edw'ard Smith has returned 
to Cambridge, Mass., and her 
daughter and son-in-law, Mr and 
Mrs. Edward Peatfield to Natick. 
While in town they were guests of 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Smith. Jr.
Union Church Sunday school 
meets at 10 a. m. Rev. Lola A. 
White will preach at the 11 o'clock 
service, her subject, “A Present Day 
Warning." World's Temperance 
Sunday will be observed. Selections 
by the choir, organist Mrs. Leola 
Smith Young People’s Fellowship 
meets at 5.45 p. m. Evening meet­
ing will be a(t 7, organist Mrs. 
Vlelen Arey. Prayer meeting will 
be Wednesday at 7 p. m.
12-OZ
CAN




Red Kidney Ai CANS 4^ J
Brown Bread ca°n 17'

















Mr and Mrs. Frederick Young 
who were guests of Mrs. Bertha 
Young for several weeks, have 
moved to Kingsville Texas.
Visitors Sunday at K. E. Thomp­
son's were Mr. and Mrs. Percy 
French and David French of Cam­
den, Mr. and Mr.s. Alfred Hock­
ing and grandson of St. George.
Albert Morton has sold his house 
to Robert Lash, Jr,, and bought 
the property of the late Dr. Hodg­
kins in Thomaston.
Leslie Burns is having a cellar 
dug for a new house to be built on 
a lot formerly owned by A. Morton. 
Mr. Burns has sold his present 
home to Nelson Lash of New Bed­
ford.
Rev. William H. Brusby, pastor 
of the Christian Adventist Church 
for the past four years, has moved 
his family to his new pastorate in 
Bangor. The two churches, Fire 
Department and Auxiliary and 
others' tendered them a farewell 
party recently in Ray's Hall, with 
an attendance of 250. A short pro­
gram consisted of prayer by Rev. 
Mr. Gosby, choral singing, violin 
selections by Arthur McFarland 
accompanied by Ralph Winchen- 
paw at the piano; reading, "When 
the Minister Comes to Tea” by 
Luther Wotton; and a humorous 
tape recording of local news. A 
purse of money was presented to 
the Brusby’s by Rev. Kathleen 
Weed, from the many friends in 
the community. In the receiving 
line were Rev. Weed, Owen Sim­
mons, Hartwell Davis, Helen Fales, 
fcnd Geneva Thompson. Mrs. A. O. 
Rodamer was chairman of the re­
freshment committee and had many 
willing helpers. The departure of 
the Brusby family is viewed with 
regret but best wishes are extended 
for success in their new field.
Dr. Anna Platt, Miss Maya Bam- 
1 ford and Miss Hilma Sairanen went 
Monday to Largo, Fla., where they 
will spend the Winter.
Mrs. Hattie Morse of Thomaston 
: is moving this week to one of Dr. 
I Hahn's apartments recently va­
cated by the West family.
Mr. Minder of New Jersey who 
has bought Woolsgrover Island, 
was guest Saturday of Mr. and 
| Mrs. Waldron. Mr. Minder made 
the trip by private plane.
Mr. and Mrs. John Lash are on 
j a combined wedding and hunting 
; trip in Maine.
APPLETON
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Butler and 
family of Searsmont and Mrs. 
Edna Miller and son Jesse Miller 
of Burkettville were recent supper 
guests of Mr .and Mrs. Frank Hart.
Mrs. Laura Fuller and Stanton 
Whittaker were week-end guests 
of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Moody. 
Other callers at the Moody home 
the past week were: Mrs. Alice 
Clark of Thorndike. Mr. and Mr.s. 
Maynard Whittaker and son of 
Windsor, Mr. and Mrs. George 
Buck and family of Warren, Mr. 
and Mrs. Norman Buck and family 
of Augusta and Mr. and Mrs. Ray- 
nold Fuller of Portland.
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. 
George Fish were Mr. and Mrs. 
Alton Gray and family. Mr. and 
Mrs. Harold Wiley of Camden, 
Mrs. Rupert Fish and twin sons, 
and Mr. and Mrs. Guy Fish.
Hot school lunches are being 
served at the Community dining 
room under the sponsorship of the 
Community Club. Four women 
are present each day to prepare 
and serve the food. Baked beans 
are served once a week and these 
are baked in the homes and sent 
to the hall. The lunches consist 
of one hot dish, bread and butter, 
dessert and hot cocoa.
Mrs. Esther Moody entertained 
Thursday at luncheon Mrs. Mabel 
Keene, Mrs. Angis Fish, Mrs. Sheila 
Hart and Mrs. Ruby Chaples. The 
afternoon was spent in crocheting.
Richardson Miller of Union was 
a caller Monday at Frank Hart's.
The Junior and Senior classes at­
tended Court Monday In Rockland. 
On return. Esther Hart was over­
night guest of Christine Philbrook.
Miss Eleanor Fuller and Miss 
Violette spent the week-end at the 
latter's home in Old Town. They 
attended the Bowdoin-Maine game 
Saturday in Orono.
Alice (Skinner) Brazier
Alice Skinner Brasier died at a 
convalescent home near Hallowell, 
Tuesday, Nov. 8. She was the 
daughter of Eliza (Robinson) and 
Westley Skinner, born in Appleton 
Sept. 23 1864. She was the widow 
of Joseph Brasier. Surviving arc a 
daughter Mrs. Percy O. Watts, 
Rockland; one brother Frank Skin­
ner, Portland; two sisters, Mrs. 
Oscar Duncan and Mrs. Jerry Har­
riman, Rockland; three grandsons, 
Harland O. Lee, Hallowell, Maynard 
Brazier. Portland, and Alfred L. 
Butler. U. S. Army, Tokyo, Japan; 
one grand-daughter Mrs. Charles 
J. Wheeler, Augusta.
Funeral services will be held this 
morning frem the Knowlton & 
Hewin Funeral Home, Hallowell 
and committal services will be held 
at 2.30 this afternoon from the 
family lot at Achorn Cemetery.
NORTH HAVEN
Mrs. Lillian York was a visitor 
Tuesday in Rockland.
A convenient and inexpensive 
way to remove grease from your 
pots and pans is to wipe them with 
old newspapers which you can buy 
at The Courier-Gazette in large 
bundles for 10 cents. 62*aw
•More Tea per Bag 
•More Flavor per Cup
w
•More for Your MoneySALADA
TEA-BAGSSWAN’S ISLAND
Mrs. Oakley Smith and daughter, 
Susan Elaine, arrived home Thurs­
day from Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Emma P. McCabe ol Lin­
colnville, visited the past week with 
her aunt, Mrs. Nettie Milan.
Roscoe Kent of Portland is guest 
of her sisters, Mrs. Hester Freethy 
and Miss Phoebe Kent.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Sprague 
and daughter returned home Wed­
nesday after visiting his mother, 
! Mrs. Nina Sprague in Rockland for 
ten days.
Those registered at The Trask 
House the past week were Ralph 
Eaton, Deer Isle; Ellery P. Mans­
field. Bangor and A. B. Palmer, 
I Auburn.
The Yeung Adult Fellowship met 
Thursday at the heme of Mr. and 
Mrs. Robert Holmes. Mrs. Leila 
Whitehill was leader in the worship 
service. Buffet supper was served, 
proceeds for the flower fund.
Miss Winifred Norwood is hav­





PRICES ARE LOW AT
BOBILL S
Store Hours—Open from 8.00 A. M. to 9.00 P. M. 






Leave Your Orders for Thanksgiving Turkeys to 
Get Your Choice of Fancy, Native Birds
Granges, large size.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .doz. .3
Roast Pork, cut from small pigs, lb. .4
Pork Chops.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb. .4
Honey Comb Tripe.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb. .29
Pure Lard.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. lb. .15
Armour’s Milk.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 4 cans for .47
Mayflower Oleo.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb. .24
Corned Beef, Rib.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb. .25
Brisket Corned Beef.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..  lb. .47
Sirloin Steak.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb. .52
T Bone Steak.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb. .63
Round Steak, top.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..  lb. .65
Rump Steak.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . lb. .75
Armour’s Corned Beef.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. can .43
Armour’s Corned Beef Hash, 2 cans .63
Baker’s 4-in-l Cocoa.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. can .21
Yellow Eyed Beans.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 lbs. .25
White House Tea.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . V2 lb. .57
Nabisco Crackers.. .. .. .. . 1 lb. pkg. .22
No. 2 Canned Tomatoes .... 2 cans .23
Butter, Cloverbloom.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .  lb. .67
Cabbage .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..  lb. .03
Squash .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. \.. lb. .03
Swans Down Cake Flour .... pkg. .37
Crisco .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 lb. tin .86
Spry .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 lb. tin .86
Duz .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. large pkg. .26
Oxydol .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. large pkg. .26
Cigarettes, popular brands, 5 packs .98
You Can Have Tour Orders Delivered For 25c, within City Limit* 
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
BOBILL’S MARKET
Corner Broadway and Pleasant Street
TELEPHONE 1218
BUY EXTRA FOR THE HOLIDAY—ENRICHED WHITE SLICED
41c BETTY ALDEN BREAD 2






I IDEAL FOR SANDWICHES—SALADS ’
LB 47c GRATED TUNA
ALASKA FLAVORFUL MEATY
LB 59e PINK SALMON







SOUP MIX oKa 36c
LB
CELLO







FINAST FANCY MAINE PACK
SHELL BEANS 2^29c
FINAST DEEP RED CALIFORNIA—IN SWBET SYRUP
PRUNE PLUMS
READY TO FILL -DELICATELY SEASONED
PUMr in PIE co“




















SPECIAL FLAVOR pT P <*
Chocolate Chip pkc 25
• No need to risk costly in-
Sredients ... no need to isappoint your family in 
the treat you promised .'For 
here is your secret of de­
licious homemade biscuits 
that are light as a feather 
every time . ..
Double-acting Davis gives 
double protection. Dough 
rises in your mixing bowl 
...thenagain in your oven.
Until further notice while the 
Vinalhaven II is under repairs, 
the North Haven II will run 
from Vinalhaven on Tuesday 
and Friday mornings, leaving 
North Haven at 8 A. M. and 
leaving Vinalhaven at 9 A. M. 
and arriving at Roekland at 10.20 
A. M. Otherwise than this 
change the regular time of 




SUNSHINE h ; CRACKERS - 30c
WITH CONVENIENT COLOR CAPSULE
DELRICH MARGARINE c?N 31c
SANDWICH OR CANAPE SPREAD
UNDERWOOD'S Deviled Hom CAN 17c
NEW ENGLAND'S STYLE—HEARTY
UNDERWOOD'S Clam Chowder
AND OTHER MILLBROOK FLAVORS—CONTENTS




PUT MORE OPFORTUNITT 
IN TOUR FUTURE
- PUT 818.78 A MONTH 
tn Series E Savtngs Bond* 
through The Payroll Saving* 
Plan. IN I* TEARS TOU WILL 





Serve on Winter Salads - Sandwiches
YOR GARDEN ELBERTA
PEACHES





Price* effective.at First National Super Markets in this vicinity. Prices subject to market fluctuations.
A FAMILY GIFT!
Mother, Dad, Sister,
Brother will enjoy a 
comfortable chair all 
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MRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL. 113-3
Mrs. Albert Benner, accompan­
ied by her daughter. Mrs. Mildred 
Hart, are visiting in Florida.
Rev. Theodore Swetnam of Bev­
erly. N. J., will be the candidate 
Sunday at the Baptist Church. Rev. 
Mr. Swetnam is a brother of Hubert 
Swetnam, who was a pastor at the 
Warren church.
Albert W. Morton of Friendship 
has bought the house formerly 
owned by Dr Hodgkins Mam street.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Hahn 
have gone to Portland to spend the 
Winter with their daughter and 
son-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Weston 
Petrie.
Deputy Warden Theodore Rowell, 
who has veen ill is much improved.
The Star Circle meets Friday 
night at 7.30 with Mrs. Marion 
Grafton.
Mr. and Mrs. James Rice are oc­
cupying the Harding apartment on 
Gleason street.
Winners at the Tiny Tots Baby 
Contest given Friday at the Com­
munity Building in Rockland by 
Weymouth Grange, were: Jackie 
Wood. king; Sharon Fernald, 






Whitten, princess; Winona 
duchess; Chesley E. Adams,
Blanche Vcse was guest of 
at a dinner party given 
Monday by Mrs. Leila Smalley at 
her home on Knox street In the 
game "5J0' winners were Mrs. 
Blanche Lermond. first and Mrs. 
Helen Hallowell, consolation. Others 
in the party were Mr- Lila Ames, 
Mrs. Dorothy Libby Mrs Josephine 
Stone and Miss Helen Studley.
James L. Rice. formerly of 
Boothbay is the registered pharma­
cist at Bracken s Drug Store.
Miss Jessie Stewart Mrs. Juliet 
Lundin and Mr. . Annie H :ers ;u- 
tended the Orientation for Gray 
Ladies held Wednesday in Togus.
Mi. s Lena Seavey, Herman Kil- 
leran of Cushing and Mrs. Lilia 
Clark are spending a lew days with 
Mrs. Clark and Mr-. Grace Bukei 
in Farmington.
Theodore Stone son of Mr and 
Mrs Forest Stone, celebrated ills 
fourth birthday Monday by en­
tertaining Paula Chapman. Rich­
ard Mayo, Susan Chase, Andrea 
Staples Gary Feyler. Jon Grafton 
Mun 1 Abbott and Dale Spencer.
TENANT’S HARBOR
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Dowling, ac­
companied by Mrs. Gus Bjorkholtz 
of Malden. Mass., are visiting rel­
atives in Port Clyde. Nova Scotia 
On return they will be accompanied 
by Mr. Dowling's father. Elmer 
Dowling.
Mrs. Lucille Wiley is on vacation 
from the local telephone exchange.
Dr. Charles Leach who has been 
confined to the house for three 
weeks, is steadily improving and 
able to be out. Dr. and Mrs. N. S. 
Kupelian of Pownal were house 
guests during the doctor's illness 
and rendered much assistance to 
Dr. and Mrs. Leach. Dr. Kupelian 
is superintendent of Pownal State 
School.
Mrs. Ida Rivers closed her home 
here last week and has gone to 
pass the Winter with her son. Jesse 
Rivers of Allston. Mass.
Miss Harriett St. Clair passed a 
few days in Boston last week
Mrs. Albert Watts, Jr., and son 
Timmy, went Wednesday to Re­
vere, Mass., where they will visit 
Mr. Watts, who is on leave from 
his ship. They were accompanied 
by Mrs. Susie Hunter and Mrs. 
Etta Hall
A family picnic supper was en­
joyed Saturday with Dr. and Mrs 
Charles Leach. Present were Mr. 
and Mrs. George St. Clair. Capt. 
and Mrs John Stevens. Mr. and 
Mrs. Amory Allen and Mr. and 
Mrs. Eugene Stoddard, all of Rock­
land.
George White has employment 
in Rockland.
A reception honoring Aune Brag­
don. district deputy grand matron, 
of District 11. will be held Saturday 
at 8 at Masonic Hall. All Eastern 
Star members are invited.
Mrs. Merrill Poor and daughters
of Browns Head Light. Vinalhaven. 
are guests of Mrs Ella Bitgood.
Funeral services for Mrs. Anna 
(Fordi Lewis who died Nov. 9 in 
Boston following a ling dim- s. will 
be held Friday at 2 o’colck from the 
Davis Funeral Heine in Thomastcn. 
Mrs. Lewis was a sister of Mrs. 
Howard Phinney of Martinsville, 
wiio accompanied tlie remains here 
for the funeral rites, to be conduct­
ed by Rev Earl Hunt. Interment 
will be in Martinsville.
jayf
'HAVE YOU FILED FOR 
YOUR GI INSURANCE 
DIVIDEND YET?
APPLICATION FORMS ARE 
AVAILABLE AT POST OFFICES, 
VA OFFICES, AND VETERANS 
ORGANIZATIONS
Subscribe to The Ccurier-Gazette
Letters From Home
cellent Advice To the 
Maine Delegation’s 
Constituents
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
“It isn’t what I or the Congres­
sional delegation cf political com­
mittees think, it b what the people 
think. Lei us make our party as 
responsible to tiie rank and file as 
we can.' So spoke Senator Smith 
at the Republican Third-District 
Conference.
We believe that site, and most of 
her lellcw Senators and Congress­
men deeply wish to represent right­
ly the majority of the voters. With 
Republican leadership divided be­
tween tin handout idea of govern­
ment upheld by Dewey, and the 
self-reliant idea upheld by Coll­
ate .sman Nelson, Senator Smith 
and all the other leaders are eager 
to know what every voting Repub­
lican expects them to fight for.*
Do you want more power given 
to the Federal government at the 
expense of State and local govern­
ments, or do you think the Federal 
government should be cut in size 
and cost? It is your duty to let your 
leaders know.
Do you want socialized medicine, 
government-run railroads, mines, 
and utilities, witli 40'. of your in­
come seized for taxes as in England, 
or do .you believe that most doc­
tors work best without coercion, 
that free enterprise, not always per­
fect is happier and more efficient 
than dictated services, and that the 
29 of your income now being 
taken in seen and unseen taxes had 
better be reduced?
You who have never written vour 
Congressman (Charles Nelson( or 
your Senators (Mrs. Smith or Owen 
Brewster) ought to sit down and 
drop them a l.ne. They need your 
backing badly. They are under 
conflicting pressures in Washing­
ton. and if you let them think you 
don't much care what they do, you 
have only yourself to blame if they 
let you down.
President Truman believes that 
the voters will never kill Santa 
Claus Hence rem control, still in 
fcrce in many areas, farm subsi­
dies bills pending for socialized 
medicine and farm acreage control 
(the Brannan plan).
Enlightened Republicans see the 
long-run vice of these schemes that 
require a costly army of adminis­
trators. and rob you of your free­
dom. Politically, 'power corrupts; 
absolute power corrupts absolutely.”
Your leaders are not mind-read­
ers. They do not know you are 
aware of these things unless you 
write them. Their address is either 
“Senate Office Building,” or “House 
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CAMDEN
MISS HELEN M. RICH 
Correspondent 
Telephone 2214
MV£ST /N US. SAV/N6S BONOS THoSto)
SAVES FUEL
WEEK-END SPECIALS
Floor Mop, (standard brand), 
formerly 1.75 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Now $1.39
Lunch Kit. formerly 2.50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Now 1.95
Fine Supply of Wire, useful for making 
Christmas wreaths .. big 12 lb. coil for 2.50 
STUDLEY HARDWARE
MAIN STREET. THOMASTON. MAINE
108 lt
Conserve heol — »u*l toi'i 
money AAor'ite i» the perfect 
•.eatherstnpp.ng for ony home 
Keepi heo' from .eeptng ow*
□round mmdow*, door*, bi 
□card* Phoble ond cordl 
anyone can prest it into ploc 






MAIN ST., THOMASTON, ME
DOUBLE 
BARRELLED
What is quite so impressive as your own 
name imprinted on the holiday greeting 
cards you send? Practical too, for you 
can whisk out cards in half the time. 
Come in NOW and place your order, while 
a complete selection of styles is avail­















21- Bone of the body
























2- Fragment of cloth
3- Because
4- Fall in drops
5- Bone (Latin)
6- Drunkard
7- Organs of hearing
8- Heavenly body
10- Tears














32- Part of a stairway
33- Leave out
34- Woodland spirit 
36-Dozes
39-Not difficult 
41-Flex, as the knee
43- Circle
44- A long stick 
46-Small ivory cube 
48-Steep, as flax 
50-Postscript (abbr.)
!51-Egyptian god
Mr and Mrs. Ross Howes spent 
last week-end with their daughter, 
Cynthia, who is a student at the 
Melrose, (Mass.) School of Nursing. 
While there they attended the rodeo 
in Boston.
Capt. John E Husby went Wed­
nesday to the Veterans’ Hospital. 
Togus. for treatment.
The PT A. has arranged an ex­
hibit of text books, observing Na­
tional Education Week, in the win­
dow of The Village Shop.
The week of Nov. 14 being Na­
tional Book Week, the Public Li­
brary will have an interesting dis­
play of new books which the pub­
lic is invited to look over. These 
books will be put into circulation 
the following week.
Capt. W. R. Millington of the S.S. 
'Colabee,'” and his officers have 
been frequent visitors at the home 
of Dr. and Mrs. Paul Millington 
while their ship has been in Sears­
port this week. Dr Millington will 
fly Friday to Vinalhaven where he( 
will conduct a tonsilestomy clinic 
in co-operation with Dr. Ralph 
Earle of Vinalhaven.
Rollo Gardner is on a hunting 
trip at Whitefield
Gunther Kleeberg of Belfast was 
guest speaker Tuesday at the Ro­
tary Club on the interesting subject 
"How a New Product Is Born.” 
Visiting Rotarians were Mac Hum­
phrey of Concord, Mass.; Joshua 
Treat 3d, Crosby Ludwick of Bel­
fast; Seth Low’. Kelley Crie and Al­
bert MacPhail of Rockland; and 
Dirk Brown. November's Junior Ro­
tarian.
WASHINGTON
Mrs. Gertrude Jones accompan­
ied by several members of the 
V.F.W. Auxiliary went last Thurs­
day to Togus where they enter­
tained at the Veterans Facilities 
Hospital.
Mrs. Josephine Finley and 
mother, Mrs. Clara Overlock at­
tended the harvest home supper 
Wednesday in Appleton.
Mrs. Mary Slovac has returned 
to Palermo after several days' visit 
with her sister, Mrs. Martha Par- 
doe at the village.
James Belcher, Jr., of Portland 
was called home the past week by 
the death of his father, who was 
found dead Thursday in Bucks 
' Swamp near Searsmont where he 
had been hunting deer. Funeral 
services were held Sunday in Bel­
fast and interment was in Miller 
Cemetery, Burkettville.
Mrs. Bessie Haraden and Mrs. 
I Small of Rockland attended a re­
cent meeting of the Farm Bureau 
; where Mrs. Haraden was in charge 
of a rug session. The meeting was 
well attended by 13 members, three 
visitors and three juniors. Mrs. 
Haraden showed several beautiful 
rugs which she had completed and 
one in the making. She also gave 
an interesting talk on materials, 
: patterns and how to hook to best 
advantage. A round table of dis- 
I cussion included new ways of dye­
ing to get best results. Pjc'nic lunch 
was served by Mrs. Ruth Boynton 
i assisted by Mrs. Ida Hatch, Inez 
1 Cunningham and Veda Ludwig, 
j The latter as chairman 
at the business meeting,
of money was presented to Mrs. 
Haraden. Election of officers will 





Is Gaining a Wide Reputa­
tion—New Members and
More Are Wanted
The Camden Men's Chorus H 
busy preparing a new repertoire of 
music for its Spring concert and 
has been attracting many new 
members.
This organization, an acapella 
choir under the direction of Robert 
E. Laite. has concert ized through­
out this section of Maine, and has 
been invited to participate in radio 
broadcasts. Made up of 35 men 
from Camden and nearby towns, 
the Camden Men's Chorus was or->— 
ganized a year ago with an original 
group of a dozen townsmen.
More new members are wanted 
by the group. Director Laite ex­
plains that now is the best time to 
join, because the chorus is just be­
ginning to learn its new repertoire.
New music being learned includes 
the following concert numbers: 
Battle of Jericho. Song of the 
Camp, Border Ballad. Go Down 
Moses, Holy Art Thou. The Lo|| 
Chord. You’ll Never Walk Alone, 
Were You There? (Negro Spiritual), 
and Passing By.
The group has been meeting in 
the vestry Monday at 7.30 p. m. 
Recent additions to the membership 
are Robert. Bishop, J. Willis Stahl. 
Jr., Thomas F. Percy, Edward C. 
Aupslund, Jr.. R. Alden Knight, 
Willard T. Wight, Leo J. Atkins. 
Richard A. Moody, Edward Dumais. 
and Ray E. Miller.
Turn Again Home
Notable Book By Dr. Everett
C. Herrick In the Rock­
land Library
Everett Carleton Herrick, author j 
of "Turns Again Home' was born I 
in a country parsonage in Maine. , 
He was ordained on his 25th birth­
day. For his early education he 
attended Hebron Academy and en­
tered Colby College in 1894. While 
attending Colby, he decided to take 
up ministry as his life work A 
Baptist both by birth and by 
choice he selected Newton Theo­
logical Institution, a Baptist Semi­
nary for his training.
After 25 years of pastoral work in 
two historic Massachusetts Baptist 
churches. Dr. Herrick was invited 
back to his Alma Mater to serve as 
its president. The Seminary at that I 
time was financially insecure and | 
uncertain in its future but under * 
his guidance it gained new strength ' 
in both friends and funds . It was I 
during the early years of his ad­
ministration the affiliation of An­
dover Seminary with Newton Theo­
logical Institution was affected.
Unlike most biographies, which 
begin with childhood and work up 
to the present, "Turns Again 
Home” begins with the retirement 
of Dr. Herrick from Andover New­
ton Theological School, and moves 
back to his childhood. His first 
intention was to write about the 
merger of Andover Newton, feeling 
that many of the facts and hap­
penings with which lie was familiar 
from personal experience did not 
appear in the official records.
The early years of the merger 
covered some of the most exciting 
work of Dr. Herrick’s career. But 
as he wrete, it soon became appar­
ent that his book was' taking the 
form of a personal history. It was 
then he conceived the idea of writ­
ing his autobiography.
In his book he gives the high­
lights of his 20 years' experience as 
President of Andover Newton Theo­
logical School, his successful min­
istry at Charleston and Fall River
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COURIER GOES WITH YOU
When you, as a subscriber of The 
Courier-Gazette go South or West 
or any place on vacation for a week 
or six months, phone or write The 
Courier-Gazette, and your Courier 
will be sent you, each Issue, at no 
expense to you. tf
If you like steamed clams, you 
know ho.v luscious they are, but 
the shells are a bit on the clutiery 
side—throw them in an old news­
paper. Bundles of old papers, 10 
cents and up at The Courier-Ga­
zette. 62* aw
HUNTERS - LOOK.
SAVAGE AUTOMATIC. 12 Gauge ....•• $99.85
REMINGTON PUMP, 12 Gauge . . . . . . . . . . . . 84.95
STEVENS, 410z22 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32.25
H & R BOLT ACTION, 3 Shot, 12 Gauge .. 29.95
STEVEN’S RIFLE, 30 30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42.95
MARLIN. 86DL .22 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  28.60






D TIRE SERVICE HEADQUARTERS
Baptist Churches, his college days, 
his public school education and his 
•boyhood in a Maine parsonage.
His chapter on Ash Point. Maine, 
where he and Mrs. Herrick spent 
many happy Summers will be ex­
tremely interesting to all who know 
the locality and the Herricks. Mrs. 
Herrick will be remembered by 
Rockland people as Sarah Munroe 







. TELEPHONE ft 97
TODAY-FRI.-SAT.
Friday Continuous from 
2.00 P. M. to 10.30 P. M.
Z'-'^ TheYea^
“Ah, that's it! Just 
what I need—a Rubber 
Stamp to save me writing
so much.’’
3> <$><§>


















CHADIFQ 7OK.dMf b, i IA J
* EDMUND GOULDINGFrodixed by ,
NUNNALLY JOHNSON | 
NEWS—CARTOON
OWL’S HEAD
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Freeman 
i and son Billy of New Britain, 
j Conn., were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
; M. E. Scammon and in Thomaston 
of Capt. and Mrs. E. W. Freeman, 
j during the week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ross have 
returned with two deer from a 
week's hunting trip to Saponic.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wheeler, who 
spent the Summer at Holiday 
Beach, have closed their cottage 
| and returned to their home in 
j Rockland for the Winter.
Dr. and Mrs. R. G. Mace of 
j Springfield, Mass., and Mr. and 
Mrs. William L. Morgan of East 
Longmeadow, Mass., are house 
guests of Dr. and Mrs. Bradford 
Adams of Long Meadow, Mass., who 
I are vacationing this week at their 
; Summer home, “Easter Hill;" their 
] son. Bill, a student at Bowdoin 
j College spent the week-end here.
The Sewing Circle met Friday 
I night with Mrs. Helen Buckmin- 
j ster. The next meeting will be 
held at the home of Mrs. Myra 
Scammon.
■ Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
CAMDEN THEATRE
■ ■ • ' ■ —














Woodworking machinery and shop equipment in excellent 
condition. Belt Finisher with Delta motor and stand, $120. 
14” Delta Metal and Wood Cutting Bandsaw on metal stand, 
with rip fence attachment and mitre gauge and motor, $170. 
High Speed Drill Press, Universal vise, 1-3 h. p. motor, $100. 
Multiple Speed Scroll Saw, Delta motor and stand, $90, South 
Bend 9” 16 speed, quick change Screw Cutting Lathe, taper at­
tachment, steady rest, follower rest, Jacobs Spindle Chuck, 5” 
Universal and 5" four jaw chucks, plus bench, $490. Fight work 
benches, $15 each. Tool Grinder, $65. Air Compressor, 1-3 h. 
p. motor, 40 Ib. pressure, $55. Approx. 1000 board ft. No. 1 com­
mon seasoned White Pine, $85 per thousand Few sheets Tem­
pered Masonite, 4- x 8', $2.50 per sheet.
All items may be seen Saturday, 9.00 to 5.00, at Industrial 
Models Shop, third floor over First National in Rockport, or 
contact
William A. Brown, 74 Elm Street, Camden 
Tel. Camden 2204
108’lt








8.30 to 12.00 
Music By
CHARLIE WOODCOCK 
New and Old Fashioned Dances 
Adm., 50c, tax inc.
93-Th-tf
LAST TIMES TODAY 




FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 
“America's Fightingest Cowboy”
ALLAN "ROCKY" IANE
AND HIS SUHIPN BlAlk jAf,
KIDS!! DON'T FORGET! 
Free Colored Photos of Rocky
Lane Will Be Given Away Sat­
urday Afternoon.
NEXT MONDAY 
ON OUR STAGE 
“Lew” Youngs & Co.
Presenting
“MAGIC WITH LAFFS”
NEW LIVING-ROOM FURNITURE 
By KROEHLER
Small Down Payment—Balance Weekly or Monthly
Choose Your Fabric In the Newest Colors
* Nubby Tapestry * Modern Florals
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Social Matters
tKisx Janette Sulides entertained 
a group of classmates Tuesday 
night at her home on Ocean street 
in honor of her 18th birthday. Fol­
lowing the opening of her many 
gifts a social evening was enjoyed, 
the refreshments being featured by 
a handsome birthday cake. Guests 
were Miss Marion Lindsey, Miss 
Virginia Economy, Miss Neva Cuth­
bertson, Miss Ellen Sulides. Miss
aarlotte Brackett, Miss Carol ntley, Miss Marion Tracy. Paul 
Sulides, Richard Robarts, Bernard 
Staples, Jack Stevens, John Baggs 
Richard Baum, Wesley and Billy 
Hoch.
Miss Sylvia Adflms. Miss Elea­
nor Weed, Miss Vina Delmonico. 
Miss Mary Johnson and Miss Rose 
Delmonico motored to Boston Tues­
day and are returning home to­
night.
®'rs. Dana Knowlton, Head-of- 
the-Bay, entertained at a dinner 
party last Thursday honoring Miss 
Lena Hartnett of Rockland on her 
birthday She was presented a 
handsomely decorated cake by Mrs. 
Floyd Montgomery. Other guests 
were Miss Hahnah Hartnett of 
Rockland and Mrs. Belle Tyler of 
Head-of-the-Bay. An afternoon of 
music was enjoyed with Mrs. Tyler 
g^ng several selections and Mrs. 
David Knowlton playing for the 
group singing of old time songs.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth MacDougal 
were honored with a party at the 
home of Mr. and Mrs. George 
Shaw Saturday night with Mrs. 
Joan Vaitones and Miss Helen Col- 
tart as hostesses. A social evening 
with cards was enjoyed with the 
guests of honor being presented 
th a setting of sterling to cul- 
hnate the evening. Invited guests 
included Frank and Joan Vaitones, 
lohn and Ruth Duff, John and Pat 
?odd, Loren and Esther Wedlock, 
Zilliam and Ruth Cross, Fred and 
lathalie Snow, Henry and Mar- 
:aret March. George and Ruth 
ihaw, Helen Coltart, Robert Shaw, 
obert Carroll, Max and Ruth 
mes, Butler and Thelma Parsons, 
lac and Eva MacDougal and the 
ests of honor. Kenneth and 
oris MacDougal.
Just arrived. 100 percent wool 
gabardine in Fall and Winter colors. 
51.98 a yard. Remnant Shoppe. 
Tel. 523. 200 South Main street.
108-lt
For social item: In The Courier- 
Gazette, phone 1044, City. 59tf
Mr. and Mrs. William Sibiski 
have returned home from Baltimore, 
Md.. after being called there by the 
death cf Mr. Sibiski's father.
Mr. and Mrs. Emile Amnotte, Jr. 
and daughter Jeanne of Old Orchard 
Beach are guests over the holiday 
and week-end of her mother. Mrs. 
Frances H. Perry.
Mrs. Robert B. Magune is visiting 
her daughter Mrs. Robert Dunton 
in Glen Rock. N. J., for several 
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Payson have 
returned from their honeymoon 
and are occupying their apartment 
at 67 Camden street.
Mr. and Mrs. N. Dean Allen and 
Mr. and Mrs. John Allen were din­
ner guests Sunday cf Dr. and Mrs. 
Gilmore Soule, enroute to their 
home in Jamaica Plain. Mass., from 
Sullivan where Mr. and Mrs. Jchn 
Allen had been spending the Sum­
mer.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Bridges of 
Swan’s Island are guests at The 
Thorndike Hotel.
Donald Pomroy, son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Cush Pomroy. celebrated his 
sixth birthday by entertaining 
friends at his heme on Linden 
street. Games were enjoyed, fol­
lowed by refreshments, including 
a birthday cake. Donald was pre­
sented with many gifts from the 
group which included. Robert Mc­
Graw. Bonnie and Freddy Billings. 
Kenneth and Carlton Allen. Kendra 
Sprague, Sharon Spinney. Alice and 
Arnold Liverbest Eugene Witham. 
Sandra and Sally Sylvester. David 
and Sue Barstow, Robert L td. Judy 
Regers. Ronald Teel. Chares Sal- 
minen. Tommy Miller. Assisting 
Mrs. Pomroy with the refreshments 
were Mrs. Gloria Spinney and Mrs. 
Edith Billings.
Music lovers will have the oppor­
tunity of again hearing the golden 
voice of Robert Wisefield of Port­
land, wrho will appear as vocal solo­
ist Monday night at 8 o'clock at 
Community Building as dual artist 
at the Hammond Organ Concert to 
be presented by Wilfrid Tremblay 
for the Organ Fund of St. Ber­
nard's Church. Mr. Wisefield will 
be remembered as one of the stars 
at the Lions Club Mammoth Min­
strel Show.
The Legion Auxiliary will meet 
Friday night at 7.30 at the Legion 
Hall.
A late afternoon party, honoring | 
Miss Kathryn Small on the occa- j 
sion of her seventh birthday was j 
held Nov. 3 at the home of her 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George , 
Small. 31 Ocean street. A delight­
ful lunch was served from an at- | 
tractively decorated table in the i 
center of which was the birthday I 
cake aglow with seven candles. 
Games were played, after which 
much ohing and ahing was heard 
as little Kathy opened her many 
lovely gifts. These present were: 
Mrs. Bessie Snow and daughter 
Deanna. Mrs. Virginia Oliver, with 
Julianna and Floyd. Mrs. Barbara 
Cordill and Don Roes and Dicky 
Cjanty, Miss Ethel Dennis, Miss 
Jennie Sukeforth. George and Lor­
raine Small and the guest of honor, 
Mrs. Park Sutton with Paul and 
I Dorothy. Mrs. Roland Sukeforth 
helped Mrs. Small*with the serving.
Mr. and Mrs. John Senter of 
Bangor and Mr. and Mrs. Charles 
Shields of South Brewer were din- 
i ner guests Monday of Mr. and Mrs. 
j Charles E. Bicknell. 2d. In the 
1evening the men attended the meet-
j ing of the Junior Chamber of Com­
merce and the wives remained for 
a social evening with Mrs. Bicknell.
Mrs. Fred Tolman was honor 
guest at a surprise post nuptial 
shower Thursday night given by the 
FE W. class of the First Baptist 
i Church at the home of Miss Celia 
Herrick. Mrs. Annabel Matilda, 
dressed in costume, presented Mrs. 
j Tolman with many lovely gifts. De- ' 
licious refreshments were served.' 
Present were: Miss Lucille Mank, i 
Miss Mary Johnson. Miss Margaret 1 
Wallace. Miss Lois Benner, Miss 
i Janet Smith, J. Alton Perry, Mr.
At Birthday Party MARRIED IN NEW HAMPSHIRE
Came Surprise Announce­
ment Of Lilia C. Clark’s 
Engagement
Mrs. Lilia Clark of Thomaston 
was guest of honor Monday after­
noon at a birth fay party given by 
Miss Mina Woodcock at the home o 
Mrs. Arthur Gamage. The occasion 
also served as a surprise announce 
ment of the engagement of Lilia C. 
Clark to Clarence W. Bowley of 
Bangor.
The hostess served a large birth­
day cake, prettily decorated, and ice 
cream.
Guests were Clarence Bowley of 
Bangor, Miss Lena Seavey and Her- j 
man Killeran of Cushing, Mrs. [ 
Emma Kalloch and grandson, Ar- [ 
thur Reed, Miss Eliza Whitney and I 
Mrs. Florence Benner of Thomas-1 
ton.
A large braided rug and other fine 
gifts were presented to Mrs. Clark.
Emma Lou Peaslee, Formerly Of Rockland, 
Weds a World War Veteran
Health Portal
SALE!
j and Mrs. Fred Tolman and Fernan
Sweeney of Rockland Mr. and Mrs.
1 John Paulsen of Thomaston and 
; Douglas La.sli of Friendship. Mr.
1 and Mrs. Laurel Shaw sent a gift 
but were unable to be present.
The Women's Auxiliary of the
Episcopal Church cf the Diccese of 
Maine met in St. Johns Episcopal 
Church, Bangor Nov. 7-8 with 153 
i women frcm all parts of the State 
attending the two-day session. 
Bishop Oliver L. Loring spoke on 
i the Triennial Convention held re- 
i cently in San Francisco. A panel 
discussion of the session of tlie 
Women’s Auxiliary held in San 
Francisco, was presented by Mrs. 
Bay Estes and Miss Anne Hopkins 
of Portland, Mrs. Edward McKecn 
of Bangor, Mrs. George F. Talbot j 
cf Falmouth and Mrs. Gilmore 
Soule of Rockland, all delegates to 
the San Francisco Convention. Rep­
resentatives to the Bangor meet- { 
ing from Rockland were: Mrs. 
Percy Watts, Mrs. Josephine Rice 
asd Mrs. Gilmore Soule.
Miss Mona Joyce, student nurse 
at the Rumford Community Hospi­
tal, will arrive today to spend the 
holiday W’eek-end with her parenis 
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Rcbbins. New 
County Road. She will return to 
her duties on Sunday.
Miss Joan Hunt, Broadway, was 
the recipient of a surprise kitchen 
shower, that was a surprise, when 
she enteriaind the Tuesday Night 
Club this week. The members had 
deposited their gifts under a blan­
ket out-of-doors upon arrival, and 
when the bride-to-be went upstairs 
to show previous gifts to one group, 
the others prepared the handsomely 
decorated gift filled basket to greet 
her on her return. Mrs. Leona 
Whiteliill planned the happy sur­
prise and made the attractive 
bride's cake. Guests were: Mrs. 
Louise Crozier, Mr.-. Edith Halle- 
well. Mrs. Grace Simmons, Mr:. 
Louise Carroll, Mrs. Phyllis Hunt 
and Mrs. Marion Richard1- of Rock­
land and Mrs. Mildred Ladd and 
Mrs. Rosemary Ladd of Rockport. 
Sending gifts but unable to be pres­
ent were Mrs. Frances Dean, Mr.-. 
Fanye Trask and Mrs., Hannah 
Banks.
Mrs. Walter D. McLaughlin of 
Rye Beach, N. H. arrived Tuesday to 
visit her daughter and scn-in-law. 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Bicknell, 
2d for a week.
Donald M. Philbrick of Portland 
has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ed­
win Edwards cf 73 Cedar street, the 
past 10 days. Don took an exien- 
sive course in hunting under the 
able guidance cf Mr. Edwards and 
Harold Burgess.
Miss Frances Hurd of Gay street, 
left Wednesday fcr Miami, Fla., 
where she wil! spend the Winter.
Ralph Lee Morrison and bride (Emma Lou Peasle l.




In order to reduce our stock 
on COATS we offer
11 Coats reg. $49.50 value Sale $39.50 
14 Coats reg. $59.50 value Sale $49.50




Printed With Your Name.
A Lavish Variety of Styles and Sizes. 
Make Your Selection Today!
IHE COURIER-GAZETTE
JOB DEPARTMENT
Admissions: Mrs. Lilly Beck­
ett. Thomaston; Richard Johnson, 
Rockville; Mrs. Mary Clark. Sears­
mont; Mrs Katherine McGraw, 
city; Carleton Walker, city; John 
Treneer, city; Mrs. Caroline Tomer, 
North Haven; Winslow Godfrey, 
Spruce Head; Mrs. Madeline Phil­
brook, Vinalhaven; Fred lngerson. 
city; Mrs Alice Bi knell. city.
—KCOH -
Discharges: Albert Brickley. Mrs. 
Annie Caler, Frank Small and J. 
Wallace Lovell.
and Miss Emma Lou Peaslee ter jj. H. She has been employed
of Augusta, formerly of Rcckland, 
and granddaughter cf Edward O B. 
Genia. were married at the First 
Universalist Church in Manchester, 
j N. H. Oct. 13. by Rev. George L.
as sewing instructor at the Singer 
Shop. Concord. N. H.
The groom is a son of Mr. and 
Mrs. Benjamin Morrison of Oak-
of Hopkinton N. H„ and Git; Me- School 
Laughlin of Ccncord. N. H 
The bride is a daughter of Dr
I Niles, pastor of that church. They field. Me. He was graduated from 
i weie attended by Miss Julia Owen the Oakfield Community High 
1942. He “-erved 25 
months in the U.S. Army—includ­
ing 19 months in tlie China-Bur- 
and Mrs. Edward Warren Peaslee ma-India Theatre. He is employed 
of 22 Green street, Augusta. She by the Merrimack Fanners’ Ex- 
graduated front Cony High School change Concord. N. H.
j College and the Manchester Insti- The couple are living at 56 South 
Augusta, in 1946, attended Bates Stale St.. Concord. N. H.
Don MacDonald and Bill Dau­
cette of Camden .are opening "The 
Toy Box'' Tuesday Nov. 14. at 12 
Winter street. This new store wi! 
be exclusively for Toys. Maine- 
made by Maine boys. Watch the.‘e 
columns for details and a very spe­
cial feature of “The Toy Box.''
108 It
The annual Congregational Fait 
will be held afternoon and evening 
Thursday, Ncv. 17 at the church. 
The Odds and Ends Novelty table, 
Rounds Mothers, White Elepfiant 
Table and Aprons. Women's Asso­
ciation, tea room: Diligent Dame.--. 
Cocked Pood; Comrades of the Way. 
grabs; Mrs. Perry, Mrs. Spear. 
Candy; and Handicraft. Business 
Girls' Club." • 108 Tt
Ice Cream 
Is Coed
And It’s Good For You. 
Have Some Today!
23 TILLSON AVE., TEL. 214 
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mrs. Helen Wentwcrth. Miss 
Lotte McLaughlin, and Mrs. Gladys 
Heistad motored to Pert .and last 
Sunday tc hear the young soprano. 
Adele Addison, in recital at Frye 
Hall. They were accompanied as 
far as Bath by Mrs. Georgia Wahle. 
who was guest of Miss Edith Mac­
Pherson for the afternoon and eve­
ning. Afier the ccncert, Mrs. 
Wentworth. Miss McLaughlin and 
Mrs. Heistad were supper guests of 
and Mrs. Charles Morton, formerly 
of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Trecartin are 
enroute to their Winter home in 
Miami. Fla. .
Billy and Bobby Swanson gave a 
birthday party at their heme at 81 
Crescent street. Billy was 4 and 
Bobby was 2. There were two birth­
day lakes done in blue and white 
; ceor.it ions and a variety cf goodies,
•o ! - v : . Bi.ly'.. and Booby’s 
- w-rc: Bryan Kelly. Ruthie 
Bre.ve . Junior Holi, Brenda Ber- 
gri u ..i.ri c-.i ty Ann Anley.
MacD tiaicl Class of the Firs! 
Baptist 2 ir ti. will put on a mis­
sionary -k . t ui -iit ai their meet­
ing in the vestry at 7.33. There 
will also b-' pi.ikers on missions. 
The membcis .icquested to bring 
their gift b-xe The public will 
be welcome ai the meeting.
The first study discussion meet- 
r. o. the season, sponsored by the 
Kolaklub of the Methodist Church 
will be held Sunday at 7.30 at the 
home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Greg­
ory, Summer street. The subject 
this year will be The Pursuit of 
Happiness,” which is a series of 
eight lessons put out by the editors 
of Life and Time Magazines. Mrs 
Alfred G Hempstead will be the 
leader. Study meetings will be held 
the second Sunday evening of each 
month throughout the Winter and 
Spring.
Robert Gregory and Ralph U. 
Clark have returned from a trip to 
Boston, which was made in the in­
terest of the J F. Gregory & Sons
Mr. and Mrs. Webster Mountfort 
and daughter Linda are in Portland 
for the remainder ol the week.





A 90 day guarantee la attached 
to the good Used Can we aell. 
Plenty of cars—all makes. Fast 
turnover. Just the car you want
DREWETT’S GARAGE
Kalser-Fraaer 8ales-Serviee 






9 00 A. M.
G. A. R HALL
Sponsored h.v the League of
Women Voters.
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YOUR ELECTROLUX MAN 
In Town Monday to Friday
C. W. ANDREWS 
TELEPHONE 491
Lady Knox Chapter
- - - - Z
Two Washington Women Be­
come Members Of the 
Organization
The regular meeting of Lady
Knox Chapter, D.A.R., was held 
with Mrs. George St. Clair Monday, 
the regent. Mrs. Howard Proctor, 
presiding.
The usual silver collection was 
taken to go to Opportunity Farm 
for Boys, in New Gloucester, Maine; 
this, in addition to the amount in 
the yearly budget, amounted to 
$21.75.
Thirty-seven years ago a few in­
terested individuals, with the help 
of several organizations, organized 
and maintained Opportunity Farm 
to care for orphaned boys of 
Maine. There is nothing glamor­
ous about the physical plant. Its 
buildings and furnishings are plain, 
but its homelike atmosphere is 
richly endowed. The life of a boy 
at Opportunity Farm is comparable 
to that of the average healthy, 
happy boy on a Maine farm.
The History of Maine Daughters 
of the American Revolution, com­
piled in 1946, by the State Historian 
Maine D. A. R., dedicated to a de­
voted leader. Mrs. Ruth Vickery 
Hulsey, of Augusta, past State re­
gent is still being offered for sale. 
A copy of this book was presented 
to the Rockland Public Library by 
Mrs. Mary Ladd and Mr s Evelyn 
Crockett, in memory of Alice Ward- 
well Karl, deceased, a former re­
gent of Lady Knox Chapter.
Mrs. Elwin Kingsbury of Bangor. 
State chairman of radio communi­
cations announces the first of eight 
broadcasts to be given by D.A.R. 
members, during the next several 
months. The first is to be on Nov. 
10. over WLBZ. speaker Mrs. 
Charles Locke. State regent Maine 
D A R.
Two new members were admit­
ted to membership in the National 
Society, Mrs. Clara Overlock. No. 
387214, and her daughter, Mrs. Jo­
sephine Finley. No. 387215. Both 
ladies reside in Washington, Me.
A memorial service was held for 
Mrs. Mabel Wiley Sherman De­
ceased became a member of Lady 
Knox Chapter in June 1910.
She was a friend to many of us. 
Her cheery greetings, her willing­
ness to help in every way, made 
her a woman to admire. We miss 
her now. Her place cannot easily 
be filled in the hearts of her 
friends. Her work well done 
throughout life, at eventide it shall
From Aged Members
Came Responses To the An­
nual Roll Call Of the 
Local W. C. T. U.
The W.C.T.U. met with Miss Ada
Young. Friday afternoon with a 
good number present. Worship 
service was conducted by Mrs. 
Edith Tweedie on the theme Keep 
On Conquering Evil With Good."
A membership roll call was con­
ducted by the treasurer, Mrs. Ethel 
Colburn, members responding to 
their name with a scripture quota­
tion. Some older members not able 
to be present sent messages-Mrs. 
E. J. Southard of Winthrop. Mass., 
who will be 94 next May. and who 
has been a member of the Rockland 
Union for 45 consecutive years, 
iMiss Helen York is the i.ldesi 
member being 95 next June*. Mrs. 
Lena Miller. Mrs. Isabel Twaddell. 
Misses Nettie and Alice Britt.
Miss Jessie Stewart of Thomas­
ton was a guest from the Thomas- 
tn Union and gave a brief report 
on the State Convention in Water­
ville. Mrs. Emery gave a further 
report and read the State presi­
dent’s recommendations. Those 
taken under consideration were 
that each union make an effort to 
double its membership this next 
year.
That one or more Loyal Temper­
ance Legion groups be organized
That we assist in campaigns to 
outlaw the traffic in local or State 
wide elections.
That we secure signatures for the 
Langer-Bryson bill to prohibit Fed­
eral liquor advertising.
That each union raise a literature 
fund with which to purchase leaf­
lets favoring total abstinence. Need 
for outlawing the liquor traffic and 
facts concerning present conditions 
due to liquor consumption and sale
It was voted to sponsor a distri­
bution of approved literature in the 
local High School and to maintain 










be light. They are not dead who 
live in the hearts of their friends.
It is the custom of Lady Knox 
Chapter, D.A.R., to place a book in 
the public library in memory of 
deceased members.
Culture on a swap basis is being 
practiced diligently by the Nether­
lands, which now exchanges 100 stu­
dents a month with Belgium, 80 
with France and 50 with Great Brit-
A Useful Career
Lady Knox Chapter Organ­
ized 51 Years Ago—The 
Season’s Program
Lady Knox Chapter. D.A.R., 
which was organized Jan. 17, 1898, 
has already held two meetings this 
season—one with Mrs. Clara Thurs­
ton, and Monday's with Mrs. Kath­
ryn St. Clair reported in today's 
issue. The programs for the balance 
of the season follow
Dec. 5—Hostess. Mary Ladd. As. 
sisting, Iva Wallace. Mary Avery, 
Ellen Cochran. Ruth Sturtevant, 
Annie Simmons, Mildred Richard­
son. Christmas pr gram.
Jan. 2—Hostess. Maude Blodgett. 
Assisting, Beulah Ames, Mabelle 
Rose, Alice Co^b Adele Bird. Ma­
rion Meehan. Program, guest 
speaker, Helen Lamb. Hooked Rugs.
Feb 6—Hostess, Winifred Karl. 
Assisting, Doris Bowley. Gertrude 
Boody, Flora’Hary. Ruth Barnard, 
Anna Thorndike. Winnifred Proc­
tor, Orissa Merritt Program, Irene 
Moran, Book Review E'ection of 
delegates to State Conference and 
Continental Congress.
March 6—Luncheon and meeting 
at Copper Kettle Program, guest 
speaker. Mrs. Charles Locke. State 
Regent.
April 3—Hostess, Ruth Levensaler. 
Assisting, Katharine Haines, Ma­
rion Weidman. Helen Lord. Mary 
Cooper, Irene Moran. Etta Stod­
dard Program, Adele Bird, A 
Short History of Union. Nominat­
ing committee to be appointed. Re­
port of State Conference.
May 2- Annual meeting. Lunch­
eon at Copper Kettle at 12.3J p. m. 
Report of Continental Congress. 
Annual reports and election ot offi­
cers.
Lady Knox Chapter has the fol­
lowing members:
Beulah Ames. Mary A very Ber- 
nette Bain, Isabel Bain, Ruth Bar­
nard, Helen Bean. Adele Bird. 
Maude Blodgett. Gertrude Boody, 
Doris Bowley. Myra Bridges, Lucy 
Brown. Lucy Carter. Alice Cobb, El­
len Co hran. Mary Cooper. Bernice 
Cushman. Hattie Davies, Leah Ful­
ler. Algelica Glover. Katharine 
Haines, Flora Hary. Winnifred 
Karl
Mary Ladd, Helen Lord. Ruth 
Levensaler. Marion Meehan. Har­
riett Merriam. Orissa Merritt. Irene 
Moran, Hazel Parker Winnifred 
Parker. Mildred Richardson. Mabel 
Rollins, Ma\belle Rose, Kathryn 
St Clair, Annie Simmons, Jeanette 
Stahl, Etta Stoddard Ruth Sturte­
vant. Anna Thorndike, Clara Thurs. 
on, Iva Wallace. Clara Watts. Mary 
Wardwell, Marion Weidman, Eva 
Wisner. Clara Overlock. Josephine 
Finley.
ain under student exchange ar­
rangements.
An Auckland, New Zealand, man 




For almost instant relief, 
few Vicks Va-tro-nol Nose 




It opens up cold- 
clogged nose . . . 
relieves stuffi­





OUR ESTABLISHED REPUTATION 
Guarantees Your Fur Purchase
To be sure of integrity of quality and thoroughly sound 
value, rhoose your Furs here where our time-tested reputation 
is your guarantee of complete satisfaction. You’ll appreciate, 
too, the subtle styling and exquisite workmanship which char­
acterizes all of our fur coats. Whatever peltry and silhouette 
you prefer, it’s sure to be included, at a notable saving, in our 
large new collection. As always, our prices represent as choice 
values as you can find, no matter where you look.
LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
FURS AND CLOTH COATS
ODD FELLOWS BLOCK
16 SCHOOL ST., TEL 541, ROCKLAND, ME.
Page Tuesday-Thursday-SiturdflRockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, November 10, 1949
WHY NOT JOIN OUR
PLACE SETTING CLUB?
As Little As $1.00 Weekly Will Do,
There is no extra charge for 
this service.
LVT7'P are indeed proud to offer you Gorhain Sterling, W thc solid silver famous more than a century for quality 
and craftsmanship.
Come in and see these exquisite Gorham patterns. You’ll 
find the place-settings you want in a choice of twelve beau­
tiful designs. Study the beauty of each . . . balance a piece 
in your hand. You can always feel quality in sterling silver, 
for fine silver pleases and flatters the hands like the wearing 
of a beautiful ring.
Come in now . . . select your life long treasure ... to 
beautify your home today. Remember, Gorham Sterling 
lasts for generations and its beauty is enhanced with daily 
use. Sterling is solid silver . . . can’t wear off or wear out.
Conte in and register your sterling pattern u ith us 
jor the convenience of your gift-purchasing friends.
Chantilly $25.50Gorham
Price shown includes Federal Tax, and is for one place- 
setting consisting of knife and fork, teaspoon, cream 







































AU over the world today there are people teaching bitterness 
and hate.
Here in America we have learned to live together in friendship.
For us here at A&P, it has been a wonderful and thrilling ex­
perience to get from those with whom we compete day after day 
such astounding evidence of friendship and respect.
The things that have happened since the anti-trust lawyers from 
Washington brought suit to destroy A&P have amazed us.
While we sincerely believed that we had earned the friendship 
of millions of consumers for whom we have provided better food 
at lower prices, and the friendship of millions of farm families 
for whom we have provided a better market for their produce, 
we were not prepared for the avalanche of offers of support.
But most of all, we have to confess that we had underestimated
News Of the Central Maine 
Crew Written Mostly In 
Light Vein
Having a rather curious disposi­
tion we have often wondered just 
what took place at an All Day 
meeting in Augusta when the Divi 
sion Managers met. We are still 
wondering as recently after attend­
ing such a meeting. Division Man­
ager H P. Blodgett, and his assist 
ant. R. W. Hudson, decided to take 
a short cut home from Augusta. 
They rode for hours and finally 
when they recognized where they 
were, they found themselves several 
mils beyond Belfast.
Inventory Clerk. Floyd Benner, 







thut Out of Bi
ner of the undersigned store is dependent merchant in this com­munity. We run our own store, set 
own prices, maintain our own





the fine sportsmanship of many of our competitors all over the 
country.
Can anyone believe that these competitors would rush to our 
defense if, as the anti-trust lawyers allege, we had been trying 
to put them out of business?
We and they have fought hard for business.
There are nearly 350,000 individual grocers competing with us. 
They have a larger share of the nation’s grocery business today 
than they had ten years ago or twenty years ago.
Many of them do as good a job as we do, and they make it 
plenty tough for us.
Now, day after day, these same competitors are letting us know 
that they are in our comer.
All we can say is, thank you from the bottom of our hearts.
lan’t America A Wonderful Country!
rage Nine
Forty-Five Years
Hollie Bennett Of Camden 
Was Tops In Central 
Maine Service
Although six Old Timer pin pre­
sentations fell due during the past 
two months, vacation, work sched­
ules and personnel transfers creat­
ed conflicts which prevented three 
of the presentations from oc­
curring on time to be included this 
month. Tops in the Old Timer list 
was Hollie Bennett of Camden who 
joined the select few to achieve a 
forty-five year service record. Next 
oldest in years of service was Man 
fred Robinson of Bonny Eagle who 
received his thirty-five year service 
pin. All remaining Old Timers 
scheduled to receive pins reached 
the thirty-year mark.
Camden's venerable town repre­
sentative. Hollie Bennett, received
Who want, him to break up A&P?
COULD IT BE INDEPENDENT GROCERS? 
Doe,n t wem likely. In ten year, America', inde­
pendent ttorekeeper, almoot tripled their buaineu. In 
1938 they did juat under 5>/a billion dollar, worth ol 
food bu,inew. Lett year the independent ,torekeeper, 
handled over IS billion dollar, worth of food.
WHOLESALE GROCERS? Hardly. For many of 
them are directly or Indirectly engaged in or support­
ing some form of voluntary or cooperative chain to 
match chain economic,.
THE EMPLOYEES? That would be funny — except 
that tome folk, probably believe it. Actually, let, than 
25 year, ago many food chain itore, could have paid 
all expenie, — rent, heat, light, wage,, etc. — out of the 
money a store manager alone get, paid now. And the 
,tore manager of 25 year, ago would have been happy 
to get what a clerk get, today.
PRODUCERS? Well, take farmer,. Certainly part 
of their prosperity muit be attributed to the market, 
that big chain, create for them. The big chain, buy 
the entire pack of many a cannery. Thow canneries 
peck the farmer,’ crop,. What would the farmer do 
with hi, highly perithable crop if the food chain, were 
eliminated as big volume buyers?
COMPETING CHAINS, MAYBE? No. Practically 
every chain in tha grocery business had more sale, last 
year than the year before. One chain that we know a 
lot about increased it, food buaineaa 21 % last year 
and is up 19% in the first eight month, of thi, year.
THEN IT CERTAINLY MUST BE THE PEOPLE! 
Like fun. If the people hated food chain store,, would 
they have spent 9*/a billion dollar, in them last year? 
Folk, like the low price, and high standard, of chain, 
— and the better the chain, are run, the better folk, 
like them.
Does This Sound as Though We Need Help? 
Thorofare Super Market, came into existence 10 year, 
ago. The food chain, Thorofare replaced were doing 
about three million dollars worth of buaineaa a year. 
Housewives liked our policies well enough to boost 
their purchaw, in our 90 store, to about 30 million 
dollar, a year.
We call that a vote of confidence. And we’re going to 
keep right on proving that a, long as we stick to good 
brand, and better-than-average wlection, at rock- 
bottom prices, we can compete with anybody in the 
business. And keep right on growing, too!
★ ★ ★
We don’t believe any chain will be punished for being 
efficient, or for pleasing housewives so well that it ia 
forced to grow.
We, too, believe that it is a storekeeper’s duty to bring 
the public the best food at the lowest possible price,, 
and hope to see the chain More way of doing busi­
ness vindicated.
And as long as the producers, the employee,, the cus­
tomer,, the wholesale grocers, the independent, and 
the competing chain, thrive so well, we will continue 
to think it’s a good way to do business.
................ | sentative, Holli Bennett, receivemost ol which he spent doing Fall jjjs three-diamond service pin froi 
chores around his home It seems Division Manager H P. Blodgel 
lie was gathering apples, assisted on the 45th anniversary of his em 
by his daughter. He "tossed ’ her pioyment.
a couple of apples, in a playful Born in Iron Mountain, Mich 
mood and she decided to "toss one Hollie spent his boyhood and youtl 
back. Being a woman, says Floyd, there until wanderlust seized hlr 
she hit square in the eye. breaking at which time he improved on th 
his glasses and breaking up the adage "Go West, young man" b: 
apple gathering operations for that coming East to Rockland and Cam
day- den in the Summer of 1904, ant
Leola Rdbiuson of the Rockland there he has since remained.
office was one of the fortunate ones Hollie joined the crew of tht 
' to attend the Springfield Exposition former Rockland. Thomaston anc 
as a part of her vacation. Camden Street Railway on August
Division Accountant. A. J. Mur- ]. 1904, working outside on the 
ray .spent part of a week painting lines. After a couple of years he 
his house and garage. switched to inside wiring filling in
Assistant Store Manager. Ken- his time as a motorman on the 
neth Mignault. spent one week of Thomaston-Camden run. In 1915 
his vacation with relatives in Mas- he was appointed town represents* 
j sachusetts. j tive at Camden.
We have had word from L. M Hollie was married in 1907, and
Tripp in the State of Washington, today has two married daughters 
who reports he reads the Exciter I and four grandchildren. He is a 
column in The Courier-Gazette and member of the Masonic bodies.
| gets a great deal of enjoyment from —From The Exciter.
it. Thanks Mr. Tripp. ------------------
Russell Kennedy of the Inventory ELMER E. TRASK, SR.
Department has been on vacation Prayer services were held Wed- 
to New York and did the place up jnesday at his late home on South 
brown. He has a rain check to the Main street for Elmer E. Trask, Sr.. 
year 2015 at Rockefeller Center who died Oct 31 after an illness of 
from the observation tower. on'y a weeks. Rev. Alfred O.
Lighting Engineer, Harold Col-| Hempstead of Pratt Memorial 
beth has been transferred from the Methodist Church officiated.
Eastern Division family. Parting Mr. Trask was born at Carroll, 
gifts from the employes included a Me- 3une *. 1861. son of William 
pipe from the office girls and aiand He'en 'Comforth) Trask, and 
waffle iron. Harold will be missed was educated in the public schools, 
by us all, but we warmly congratu- >at Carroll, and at Lee Academy. He 
late him on his progress wit h the ! was married to Mary Imogene 
company and wish him every sue- j Johnson, who died in 1923. 
cess. Not all loss without some, Mr. Trask moved to Rockland, 
srqfall gain, for we are happy to \ three and one-half years ago to 
welcome newcomer. Robert E. An- make his home with his son. Prevl. 
derson, from the Northern Division. ■cus to that time he had lived in 
who succeeds Harold. "Bob” al- Caribou for 52 years. He was em- 
ready seems like one of the family. Ployed as Aroostook County mana- 
Jack Spear of the Service Depart- I ser for the Standard Oil Co. of 
ment spent his vacation in Boston. New York, from which he was re-
------------------tired in 1926. Alter a period of 23SIMONTON CORNER years’ service with the company. 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith of | By means of horse drawn tank 
Hallowell, called Sunday on Mr. wagon, he brought the first load of 
and Mrs. Herbert Alexander. gasoline into Aroostook County. He
Mr. and Mrs. Chesley Cripps and was known by friends and business 
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond E. Simon- associates alike as "John D." many 
ton were guests Saturday of Dr. i of whom didn’t know his real name, 
and Mrs. K. J. Coffin in Brunswick. At Caribou, he was formerly as- 
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Hender- sociated with the Odd Fellows, Elks 
son were visitors Sunday at Mr. j and United Commercial Travelers, 
and Mrs. Clarence Pendelton's. ! The remains were taken to Cari- 
Mrs. Victor Cole of Avenal, N. J..1 bou, where funeral services were 
is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. | conducted at the Mockler Funeral 
Raymond L. Simonton. j Home Friday at 2 p. m.. Rev. V"-
A COMPETITOR S OPINION 




nain they give us stiff conipetitir 
The competition off—’ keeps us on oo- ' e- ft,eceui
'' * Pa Yos, wo want our A&P competitors to 
stey in business on their present scale 
because we know what it would mean 
to the American people without them. 
We are only one store and are striv­
ing to serve our community with good 
food at low prices, but the A&P is a 
nationwide organization serving the 
American people everywhere with 
good food at low prices.
Destroying the A&P would mean elim­
inating competition nationally in tha 
food field which every poor man knows 
consumes the major portion of his 
salary.
We congratulate the A&P for a job 
well done. Keep up the fight.
We welcome any fair competition 










_ ...ment of Justice has brought —• against the A&P claiming that A&P is a monopoly.
Whether it is not we are in
I'he [l"‘





’ we do know is that 






ft- The . Bl si’yess see
h'l*'" ke*oepi,,« t,
to
,ou prices d<.... aeep our prices down: elps us lo sell more good,.KUCL
\ SUP*- wuE K 'SUPER - FOOD MARKET 
PHILADELPHIA, PA,
I
trust busters” of | ... government recently made head- | lines as a result of a move to de­
stroy the A&P.
Frankly, we don't like it.
A&P is charged with having con­
trol of SOME of the production and 
processing ends of the food busi­
ness. As a result, they can offer
foods at low prices.
So What...
And if monopoly of the food busi­
ness is charged, that sure hands us 
a laff. We... at P.P.M. are grow­
ing like wildfire. Seems like we’re







... luods at b-wwd.
Your increasing patronage of 
stores is positive proof that A&P i 
no monopoly on the food h.-: 
Let’s get ri-
• • • a like myself, many hundreds of independent groc­
ers got their start with the TEA COMPANY.
• • • e The great A&P is not detrimental to the progress 
of the grocery business. On the contrary, A&P has always 
been beneficial to any open-minded businessman who be­
lieves in FREE ENTERPRISE. Founded on the principle of 
FAIR PLAY and FAIR PRICES, A&P developed from a 
humble start to its present commanding position in the field 
of retail merchandising.
• • • • My experience as a former employee of the TEA 
COMPANY has served me well. I attribute my success to the 
ideas and methods tried, tested and proven by the A&P 
stores—at a great cost.
• • • • A&P upholds the rights and privileges of a good 
worker. I know this from personal experience. A&P is ever 
on the lookout to promote sincere and ambitious employees 
to trustworthy and important positions and has never 
crossed the efforts of any employee to enter into business 
for himself. A&P helped me to start in business... IS THAT 
AN ACT OF A COMPANY MONOPOLIZING THE GROCERY 
BUSINESS? NO!
gw
A&P taught ma to servo tha public BETTER—MORE 
ECONOMICAL and MORE EFFICIENT, thanks to the 
start given me by B. F. VINSON.
• e e • During the depression of the thirties, A&P paid 
higher wages than any other chain. A&P has striven to 
keep up the standard of living in this country. I shudder to 
think what would happen to its 110,000 employees if lt was 
forced out of business.
• ••el am not afraid of A&P competition—I welcome 
it. It’s democratic—it’s the American Way.
pauf .SimpAon*
SIMPSON’S SUPER MARKETS
765 Moreland Ave., S. E.--------------- 580 McDonough Blvd., S. E.
Atlanta, Georgia
♦Mr. Simpson was named “Grocer of the Year for 1948” by the 
National Retailer Owner Grocers’ Association.
'HE GREAT ATLANTIC &
...age Ot 0 
oof that A&P has 
. uu tne food business. Let's get down to go d old Am ri­
can horse sense. A&P is doing a 
good job of serving the people of 
this country. They’re no bogey men.












The Anti-Trust Suit Against 
The Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co.
This suit is another threat against our great 
American system of free enterprise. The 
A&P Co. has always been clean, above board 
competition and any successful independent 
merchant, if he is honest, will admit that they 
have taught him a great many things regard­
ing merchandising, reducing overhead, bet­
ter buying, etc., thus lowering food costs for 
the great American Public.
QUALITY GROCERY&MARKET
qooct thuup> to Sat /fljh
T VAN NATTA R.O.VAN MATTA Wffif-------
WATSIKA, ILLINOIS
Hunters who have got door thus 
far include Harvey Simonton, Edgar 
Simonton and Mrs. Alice Simonton.
Mothers of pupils are taking 
turns this week, assisting Mrs Wil- 
! liam Frye with the school lunch 
! program.







No Job Too Big 
Come In and Watch It Work
The Courier-Gazette
Job Printing Department
R. L. Andersen, Supt. 
PHONE 770, ROCKLAND, ME.
700-aw-tf
tor Musk officiating. The bear« 
former and present employes 
the Standard Oil Co. were: G. 
Haskell. Augusta. S. K. Stairs, Ca 
bou. Harry Burden, Presque I) 
Rex Dow. Presque Isle, T. 
Stephenson. Island Falls and H. 
Wallewyn, Houlton.
Mr. Trask is survived by a sc 
Elmer E. Trask, Jr., of Rocklar, 
two daughters, Miss Helen Trsu 
Port Washington, L. I., N. Y„ at 
Mrs. Edward McMullin of Dougla 
ton, L. I., N. Y.; four grandchtldre 
and one great-grandchild. Anoth< 
son. Benjamin A. Trask, died 1 
1923.
Interment was in Evergree 
Cemetery, Caribou.
SWAN’S ISLAND
Francis M. Turner of Shipy 
Cove, Atlantic, has left to spi 
the Winter with his daughter, N 
John E. Storey at Roslyn, L. 
N. Y.
Rugs wear better If they 
based on newspapers. Bundles 

















__ „ /svr monrn on
bofonco. vp to St SO.- 2’/,% month 
on any romaindor of loch boloncoi uo 
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NOTES FROM AIL SCHOOLS
Thomaston—Sterling Risteen is 
welcomed back to school following 
a three week absence due to illness.
Rockland — Principal Boothby 
complimented the newly-formed 
school band on Its fine appearance 
at the Brewer game, in the assem­
bly Tuesday morning.
Camden — The Camden High 
School band is furnishing the music 
for the Knox County Teachers' 
Convention at Rockland High
Appleton — Basketball practices 
are being held as often as possible 
in preparation for opening the sea­
son against Rockport. The student 
council is conducting a sales drive 
on Christmas cards to raise money 
for a completely new set of uni­
forms for both teams by that date.
Warren—Joan Maxey of the Sen­
ior class and Ernestine Hartford of 
the Sophomore class have been se­
lected as representatives from War­
ren High to “The High Spot." of 
the Portland Sunday Telegram 
Magazine Youth Forum, which will 
be issued each Sunday.
Camden—Sylvia Bagley, a mem­
ber of the Freshman class, and 
Jeanette Dyment. a member of the 
Junior Class, have gone to Florida 
for the Winter months.
North Haven—The record dance 
Saturday night was a success as 
Usual. The new records were en­
joyed by everyone. Sandwiches and 
soda were sold at intermission.
Rockland—Tlie teachers cn nocn 
duty this week are Mr. Hybals. Mr. 
Levitt and Mr. MacDougal.
Camden—Schools closed Wednes­
day afternoon in order that the 
teachers might attend the Knox 
County Teachers' Convention in 
Rockland Thursday and for the ob­
servance of Armistice Day on Fri­
day.
Thomaston—Those taking part in 
the show sponsored by Weymcuth 
Orange were: Joan Young. Susie 
Lundin. Elinor Glidden, Kitty Har­
riman. Henrietta Sheffield. Gayle 
Treat. Roberta Mayo, Anita Burton. 
Hilma Matson. Emma Matson. 
Diane Clukey. Dot Crute. Sylvia 
Harjula, Elaine Harjula. Martha 
Jack. Doris Ifemey. Carolyn Kal­
loch. Maureen Quinn. Louise Spear. 
Gladys Cushman. Edith Hunt. Carol 
Hubbard. Bernice Hunt. Marita 
Butler. Richard MacFarland Frank 
Hardy Constance Knights. Miss 
Nathalie Hall, and Glenn Morris.
Appleton—At the annual Harvest 
Home Nov 2, a one-act play, "Wil­
bur Takes His Medicine," was pre­
sented with Bernard Leigher in the 
title role. Kenneth Demuth as the 
martyred father. Billie Gray as the 
mother, and Marian Griffin and 
Alice Miller as the older sisters, 
were all competent in backing up 
his usual capable performance.
Thomaston—The bulletin board 
in Room 23 has a display of an­
nouncements of scholarships offered 
by various colleges. .
Rocldand — Mr. Crockett, our 
bandmaster on Wednesday selected 
the following baton twirlers: Bar 
bara Bay. Edith Dennis.. June 
Gardi, Rita Proveneher, and Lanta 
Preston.
Camden—-Rank cards for thc first 
quarter of the year were dsitributed 
this week.
Thomaston—Quarterly exams arc 
being given this week Rank cards 
will be distributed next week.
Appleton—A. H. S. lost one of 
its leading members recently when 
Willis Fenwick transferred to Brew­
er High He was president of the 
student council, baseball captain, 
and basketball co-captain. He 
was a leader in dramatics and 
class politics as well, a senior who 
will be hard to replace.
Rockland—South School news 
was typed this week by Marion 
Pottle. Marjorie Nelson, Betty 
Libby and Virginia Economy.
Camden — Principal Carlton P. 
Wood reports a total of 1C3 students 
who have been neither absent ncr 
tardy during the first quarter— 
Seniors. 15; Juniors, 29; Sopho­
mores. 26; Freshmen 33.
Rockland—Mildred Sherman and 
Laura Hyvari mimeographed a bul­
letin for Mrs.McConnell of thc State 
Nurses’ Association.
Rockland—Alice Kenney is as­
sisting Mrs. Argyle in the princi­
pal's office; Jeanne Merrill, the su­
perintendent's office and Janice 
Webber, the office of the South 
School. Jeannette Seliger and 
Margaret Eagan are doing secretar­
ial work for Mr. Tozier.
Appleton—Quarterly exams were 
held the first week in November, 
even though many of the boys were 
necessarily absent to assist in the 
search for Mr. Belcher, lost in the 
woods at North Apple'on the first 
day of the hunting season.
Rockland -Miss Evelyn Pendle­
ton is signing up students who 
wish to ride on the bus to the foot­
ball game with Gardiner on Fri­
day.
Camden—Mr. Reed, a representa­
tive of Becker Junior College in 
Worcester. Mass., spoke to thc 
Senior girls on Thursday N'ov. 3. 
He listed the courses of study of­
fered by the college and described 
them briefly. Thc questions which 
thc girls were given an opportunity 
to ask, were answered in detail by 
Mr. Reed.
Rockland — Marjorie Nelson. 
Jeanne Moran. Christine Carvason. 
Virginia Economy. Neva Cuthbert- 
son and Elizabeth Knowlton did 
typing work for Mr. Noonan, cur­
riculum advisor for the Rockland 
Schools.
Rockland—Booster Club notices 
were typed .Monday by Nathan 
Wiggin, Jeanne Moran Virginia 
Economy. Elizabeth Knowlton.
Rockland—School is closed on 
Thursday because of the Knox 
County Teachers' Convention, and 
on Friday because of Armistice 
Day.
Warren—The seniors are deliver­
ing the Christmas cards which ar­
rived this week.
Rockland—Miss Brown and Miss 
Hughes are in charge of decorations 
lor the convention.
Rockland—The staff of thc High­
light was credited with thc publish, 
ing of a fine edition by Principal 
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WARREN’S ’50 CLASS OFFICERS T. H. S. Hobo DanceEarl Maxey and his orchestra 
furnished the music for the Hobo 
Dance held by the Sophomore Class 
of Thomaston High at Watts Hall 
Wednesday night.
Committees working to make the 
affair a success were: Decorating, 
Anita Burton and Roberta Mayo; 
sale of tickets. Barbara Harriman 
and Louise Spear. Taking tickets, 
Stanley Stein. Stamping. Robert 
Spaulding. Clean-up committee. 
Barbara Harriman, Roberta Mayo, 
Anita Burton, Lowell Hunt, and 
Robert Montgomery. Sumner Ward 
and Sylvia Harjula made tlie ma­
jority of the posters.
Photo by Cullen
Senior class officers at Warren High School arc left to right, Presi­
dent Kenneth Farris, Vice President Charles Berry, Secretary Joan 
Maxcv and Treasurer Allan Laukka.
ART CLASS MURAL SHOW
In Rockland High Corridor Shows Work Of 
Students With Varying Local Subjects
The students of Miss Hutchins' 
high school art classes made a very 
creditable showing in a display of 
murals work in the school in ob­
servance of art week. The display 
was in the first floor corridor of 
the school and drew considerable 
attention from students and teach­
ers alike.
Members of the classes partici­
pating in the making of the murals 
which were exhibited were Helen 
Chase. Hattie Dodge. Mattie Dodge, 
Evelyn Guimond, Mac Hallowell, 
Diane McAuliffe, Ellen Newman. 
Marie Robishaw, Harlan Sylvester,
Nancy Stone. Elaine St. Peter, Ker­
mit St. Peter, Raymond St. Peter, 
Peggy Eagen. Lee Dudley, Barbara 
Boynton. Avery Eaton. Manley 
Hart, Maynard Bray, Donald Mer­
chant and David Giles.
One of the pictures which has 
attracted a great deal of attention 
depicts a football game with Rock­
land’s Tigers fighting like mad. In 
it appears likenesses of Wes Hoch. 
Dino Galiano, and Mark Holt. 
Warming the bench is none other 
than Dale Knight.
There is a very realistic picture 
of the coach. In the background
the student body cheers wildly 
while beyond is glimpsed the 
Coach's one and only yellow con­
vertible.
Another picture which shows 
Megunticook Lake Drive in Cam­
den is a well balanced color study— 
dark trees against a light colored 
sky. In still another "scenery" 
type picture an effective color 
scheme shows a small white house 
in a beautiful background of greens 
and blues.
A very familiar drawing is the 
fishing boat colored in dark colors 
with a background of gray and 
lighter colors. The observer won­
ders if it is an early morning scene 
or coming dusk.
Winter is here with a skating 
scene. Children dressed in highly 
colored garments, skating and slid­
ing in all directions. This is a na­
turalistic picture; that is, it is 
practically real.
The impression one gets from 
viewing the "Cabin in the Woods" 
picture is that it is home to the 
men who work in the forests. Bare 
trees and shining snow remind us 
of the months ahead.
The "Baseball Scene” is very well 
done. Gray and white uniformed 
players are beheld by a very un­
interested cheering section who 
must be rooting for the losing team.
For A New School
,A Cushing Committee Has 
State Figures: All Invited 
To P. T. A. Session 
Nov. 14
Deputy Commissioner William O.
Bailey, in charge of planning and 
research, of the State Department 
of Education, met last Thursday 
night with a committee iomprised of 
the selectmen of Cushing, and the 
Cushing P.T.A.'s School Investigat­
ing Committee. Those attending 
were Selectmen Al Carle. Merle 
Jones.. Reino Saastamoinen. Supt. 
of Schools. Joseph E. Blaisdell. com­
mittee chairman, Robert Stone, 
Carl Young. Agnes Young. Mildred 
Young, Hugo Laurila. Eva Carle, 
Robert Laaka and Geneva Laaka.
Mr. Bailey showed two sets of 
plans, one of a two-room building 
which can be built at a maximum 
cost of $24,000. i Some towns have 
built it for $16,0001. He left figures 
with the committee to show how the 
town of Cushing, by closing two 
schools and operating a two-room 
centralized school with two teach­
ers. can finance the building over a 
20-year period at a saving to the 
town of $6800. or an average of 
$340 per year.
A sub-committee of two, Hugo
Laurila and Robert Stone, was ap­
pointed to see what lots are avail­
able and at what price.
All citizens interested in hearing 
the figures given by Deputy Com­
missioner Bailey, and of discussing 
the advantages or disadvantages of 
a central school building, are cor­
dially invited to attend the regular 
monthly meeting of the P.T.A 
which has been postponed to Mon­
day, Nov. 14, at 7.30 p. m., at the 
town house. Discussion will follow 
the business meeting.
Grade School Notes, usually pub­
lished in this section, will appear 
m the Saturday edition.
TIGERS AT GARDINER FRIDAY
Final Game Of Season Sees Tigers Pitted* 
Against One Of Best Teams In State
The Rockland Tjgers wind up 
their football season Friday when 
they meet Gardiner at Gardiner.
The prospects do not look espe­
cially good when Rockland's record 
of six losses and two wins are 
stacked against Gardiner's tally of 
seven wins and one loss. The nigger 
in the woodpile, as far as football 
prophets are concerned, is the fact 
that Rockland whipped Brunswick
New R. H. S. Highlite
Published Last Week By
Editor Eunice Pettis and 
Capable Staff
On Friday morning, the first issue 
of the year's Highlite appeared at 
the high school. It is a smaller edi­
tion than has hitherto made an ap. 
pearance. Another change is that 
it is lithographed in smooth paper 
instead of printed on newspaper.
The first page is decorated with 
pictures of the subscription drive 
chairmen, Mary Libby and Don Jo­
seph, while the pack page is cov­
ered with snapshots and cartoons.
Club activities, Fads and Fancies. 
Know Your Teachers. Chit Chat 
and Gossip are all newsy columns. 
A few original poems are found in 
this paper and the art work is dis­
played in the smart advertisements 
of loyal high school supporters.
The staff of the school monthly 
is comprised of: Editor-in-chief, 
Eunice Pettis; assistant editor, 
Claire Brickley; news editor. Ma­
rion Lindsey; exchange editor, 
Betty Gamble; photo editor, John 
Burns; art editor, Peggy Eagan; 
business manager,. Dea Perry; as­
14 to 7 and Gardiner lost to the 
same team by a 14 to 6 score last 
Saturday.
The Rocklanders have a fight­
ing squad and. given an even 
chance, can make more of a ball 
game out of the session than the 
record books might predict.
There is a possibility that fullback 
Chuck Robarts may be out of the 
lineup with a bad ankle, or play 
only a part of the game at the best.
sistant business manager, Jeanette 
Escorsio; boys’ sports editor, Deon 
Deshon; girls’ sports editor, Vir­
ginia Economy; feature editors, Ste. 
vie Lindquist and Betty Griffith; 
head typist, Ruth Mahoney; typists, 
Jeanette Seliger, Mildred ShermaM 
Janice Webber. Jeanne Merrill, 
Alice Kinney, Betty Benner, Betty 
Libby, Marjorie Nelson, Virginia 
Economy, David LeGage, Patricia 
Valenta, Joanne Gardner.
Reporters. Bertha Dondis, JoAnn 
Champlin, Billy McLoon, Carol 
Huntley, Jackie Snow, Donna Gard­
ner, Maureen Hamalainen, Corrinne 
Edwards, George Hooper. Charlotte 
Dean, Carol Kent, John Chisholm, 
Bobby Joseph. Bobby Shields, Pegg0< 
Grispi, Dot Molloy, Shirley Nelson, 
Diane McAuliffe, Marilyn Seavey, 
Pat Griffith, Grace LaGrassa, Mari­
lyn Keefe.
Art Section, Peggy Eagan, Avery 
Eaton, Jackie Messer. Evelyn Gui­
mond, David Ramsdell.
Faculty Advisors, Mrs. Coughlin, 
typing; Miss Hayden, copy; Miss 
Hoyle, layout; Miss Hutchins, art; 
Mr. Hybels, publication.
For social items ln The Courier- 
Gazette, phone 1044. City. 5Ctf
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
SEARSMONT
Mrs. Corcna Richards of Augusia 
recently visited at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. Samuel Payson.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Gregson of 
Lynn. Mass., were week-end guests 
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles MacKen­
zie. Mrs. Gregson remained fcr a 
longer visit.
Mrs. Earl Ness and Mrs. Norman 
Cottrell, both of Belfast, were re­
cent callers on Miss Belle Lowell.
The W.S.CJS. of the Methodist, 
Church met Tuesday at the vestry, 
with Mrs. Harriet E. Knight and 
Mrs. Russell Knight as co-hostesses. 1 
Mrs. Aliyeine Adams, rice president, 
conducted a business meeting, when 
plans for a Christmas party, Dec. ; 
6. at the vestry, were discussed. 
Each of the 14 members present i 
autographed a card, which was pre- j 
sented. with a small gift, to Mrs. 
Richard Goebel, who left this week 
for New York in appreciation cf 
her services as organist for church 
and Sunday School sessions, and i 
teacher in Sunday School. Sea­
sonal refreshments were served and 
several word games were played. 
Mrs. Harcourt Daniels won first 
prize for composing the best 
10-word Halloween telegram.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bardsley, Sr., 
and Raymond Gelo attended Waldo 
Pomona, which met Nov. 1 with 
Grand View Grange in Northport. 
Mr. Gelo was elected gatekeeper.
Mrs. Jennie Caswell. Mrs. Har­
riet Knight, Leo Bean, and Mr. and 
Mrs. Russell Knight were business 
visitors Nov. 2, in Bangor.
Capt and Mrs. Charles Welch of 
Machiasport visited their son-in- 
law and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Ira 
Packard the past week.
Mr. .and Mrs. Albert Bardsley. Jr. 
and son Billy spent the week-end 
with his parents, Mr. .and Mrs. Al­
bert Bardsley, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Drinkwater 
of Camden were supper guests Fri­
day of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
Wyman Drinkwater.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Higgins of 
Brooklyn. N. Y. spent the past 
w’eek with Mr. and Mrs. Charles 
Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Googins of 
Rockland visited Sunday at the 






When disorder of kidney fnnetion permit, 
poisonous matter to remain in your blood, 
it may cause nagwine backache, rheumatic 
pains, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, get­
ting up nights, swelling, puffiness under the 
eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or 
scanty passages with smarting and bumihg 
Sometimes shows there is something wrung 
with your kidneys or bladder.
Don’t wait! Ask your druggist for Doan’s 
Pills, a stimulant diuretic, used successfully 
by millions for over 50 years. Doan’s give 
happy relief and will help the 15 miles of 
kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from 
Four blood. Get Doan’s Pills.
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Fisher Body Styling 
and Luxury
with smooth, graceful curves, 
new interior richness and such 




with control centered between 
the front wheels for fwarifMMW 




the extra efficient power plant 
with the valve-in-hcad design 
that's setting the trend for the 
automotive industry.
Curved Windshield with 
Panoramic Visibility
supplying all that extra vision 
which means extra safety in 
driving with a fuller, freer view 
all about you.
Only one low-priced car 
brings you all these 
EXTRA VALUES
... and it’s the
LOWEST PRICED LINE IN ITS FIELD!
Extra Economical 
to Own and Operate
and traditionally worth more 
when you trade; for Chevrolet 




SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
B8t» MAIN STREET, ROCKI.AND MAINE
Fisher Unisteel Body 
Construction
with steel welded to steel above, 
below and all around you for 
the highest degree of solidity, 
quietness and safety.
5-lnch Wide-Base Rims, 
plus Low-Pressure Tires
the widest rims in the low-price 
field —plus extra low-pressure 




more outstanding than ever be­
fore with new Dubl-Life Rivet­
less brake linings that last up 
to twice os long.
BARKER'S GARAGE
UNION, MAINE
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T. H. S. Visits B. I. W.
Office Practice Class At
Thomaston Guests Of the 
Bath Iron Works
The office practice class with its 
teacher, Miss Nathalie Hall, visited 
Bath last Tuesday afternoon. Tlie 
offices of the Bath Iron Works were 
visited under the direction of Lewis 
Prentiss who explained the dif­
ferent departments to us. The mod­
em business machines which were 
demonstrated by some of the work­
ers.
Of great interest was the Iron 
Works' huge filing system, the per­
sonnel department, purchase de­
partment photographer's room, and 
the blueprint, room where the group 
saw a blueprint being run off. Other 
interesting places were the pay­
master's office, time office, tabulat­
ing department, and the post office 
department. An interesting lalk 
on the use of radium in taking pic­
tures was given by a worker.
The day proved to be very thrill­
ing when the group was allowed to 1 
peek into the conference room [ 
where Navy officials from Wash­
ington were talking over a ship 
which had just been built.
Those in the Office Practice class 
making the trip were Constance 
Knights, Helen Sheffield. Gladys 
Cushman, and Dorothy Crute.
The day was climaxed for the 
group with a hot dog roast at the 
Meadowbrook cottage of Mr. and 
Mrs. Dudley Leavitt.
Thespians Organize
RHS Dramatic Group Now 
Has 26 Members, and 
Plans Active Year
The Thespian Society at Rock­
land has been reorganized under the 
direction of Miss Salo and President 
John Blackman. The newly formed 
troupe now has a membership of 
26.
A committee which is to prepare 
a calendar of events for the year 
has been appointed and is comprised 
of Roland Ware, Marion Tracy 
Maureen Hamalainen. Robert Van 
Fleet and Donald Joseph.
Serving as Thespian officers with 
Blackman are. Vice president, Janet 
Escorsio secretary, Norene Bartlett; 
treasurer, Robert Van Fleet; his­
torian, Ruth Mahoney.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
WALDOBORO SENIOR LEADERS
—Photo by Cullen.
Serving as officers of the Class of 1950 at Waldoboro High School 
are, left to right, Marlene Witham, vice president; Lyle Ludwig, trea­
surer; Janice Fitch secretary and Beverly Weeks, president.
Cainden Visits U Of M
Walker’s Biology Class At
University and In Bangor 
Saturday
The combined Biology classes, 
under the leadership of their teach­
er. G. Lorimer Walker, made a trip 
to the University of Maine. Satur­
day, Nov. 5. The trip was made in 
two buses driven by Bradford 
Young. Lincolnville and Conrad 
Mills, Camden.
During the forenoon, the group 
visited the Biology Laboratories and 
other buildings on the University 
campus.
The afternoon was spent in Ban­
gor in various ways. Some of the 
students visited the radio stations; 
others went out to Dow Field, and 
some attended the movies or went 
shopping All report an enjoyable 
time.
Students making the trip were 
Betty Perry. John Heald, John 
Heal. Paul Christie. Mary Jane 
Thomas, Louise Richardson, Emile 
Richardson, Dorothy Petter. Charles 
Tibbetts. Dcnald Rossiter. Lucille 
Litby. Ann Erskine Shirley Erskine, 
Beatrice Josselyn.
Sylvia Porter. Stephen Felton, 
Minnie Tranquillo, Victor Richards, 
Florence Taylor, Glenn Payson. 
Elaine Dumas. Carolyn Robbins. 
Lucille Drinkwater, Beverly Arau. 
Marie Campbell, Judy Harvey, 
Charles Hendricks, Sally Beveridge.
Monford Pease, Ruth Simms, 
Norman Gautesen Grace Galanti. 
Chester Gardner, Jeannette Leach. 
Sherma Hubbard. Miss Ethel Oliver 
of the faculty also accompanied the 
group.
Senior Service Club
Rockland High Group Is 
Formed By Commercial 
Department Pupils
The Senior Service Club at Rock­
land High School is headed by Bea­
trice Chapman who was elected to 
the presidency in a meeting held 
Oet. 4. The club was formed from 
members of the second year book­
keeping class.
Serving with Miss Chapman are 
Betty Benner, vice president; Wil- 
berta Richards, secretary; Dea 
Perry, treasurer.
Meetings are to be held the sec­
ond Friday of each month through­
out the school year.
The club gave its first program 
of the year Nov. 4. which consisted 
of a .short play, a reading, a skit 
and musical selections. In the play 
were Lloyd Wingate. Jackie Grispi, 
Steven Alley. Betty Robinson. Bar­
bara Brackett and Patricia Emery.
The play was followed by a read­
ing by Tony Guistin, a skit by Bea­
trice Chapman and Lloyd Wingate, 
and selections by Betty Benner, Dea 
Perry and Jackie Grispi. .
Read The Courier-Gazette
WARREN PLAYERS IN REHEARSAL
All Classes Are Preparing Shows For the 
Annual One Act Play Contest Dec. 9
Rehearsals are being held and 
rapid progress is being made on the 
four one-aet plays, to be presented 
Friday night, Dec. 9, in the annual 
play contest. Cash prizes wi.l be 
awarded. Principal Fred Perkins, 
Jr., Mrs. Grace Wyllie and Merrill 
Fiske will coach the plays.
The Senior Class play, "Grenac- 
hika" is a comedy which takes place 
in the Wrumble Mountain. It tells 
of a lazy mountaineer, his young 
wife and what happens when the 
tax collector arrives.
The cast. Appelzine, a slothful 
unscrupulous mountaineer, Kenneth 
Farris.
Grenachika. his attractive young 
wife, Joan Maxey.
Molo. the Magistrator, Allan Lau- 
kka.
• • • •
The farce. ‘Uncle Tom's Cabin” 
will be presented by the Junior 
Class, Uncle Tom arrives for a visit 
with the Maxwells. Willie, deciding 
to help out his father, who is afraid 
Uncle Tom will mix up a business 
deal, plans to fix Uncle up with a 
date. What happens when Uncle 
Tom. who hasn't laughted for 32 
years, goes out?
The cast. Mr. Maxwell, the 
father, Russell Over lock.
Mrs. Maxwell, the mother, Janet 
Philbrook.
Betty Lou, their 15 year old 
daughter, Maxine Lindsey.
Connie, their 17 year old daugh­
ter. Carolyn Lufkin.
Wilber, their 13 year old son. 
Charles Dolham.
(Hercules. Willie's pal, Morgan 
Barbour.
Uncle Tom, an old grouch, Alfred 
Kenniston.
Mr. Parker, a business acquaint­
ance of Maxwell’s, Fred Kenniston
Mrs. Parker, his wife, Annette 
Cogan.
• • • •
"Uncle Bob's Bride," the Sopho­
more play, tells how Uncle Bob is 
cringing a new bride home to the 
ranch. His three nieces decide to 
drive her away and make plans to 
do so.
The cast.
Uncle Bob. Norman Ahlholm.
Stella, his bride, Sadie Gammon.
Miss Arnold, an interior decora­
tor. Dorothy Carroll.
Betty, Sara, Frances, Uncle Bob’s 
nieces, Alta Heald, Mary Berry, Er­
nestine Hartford.
Aunt Eldora. Uncle Bob's deaf
aunt. Elaine Payson.
Annie, the maid. Rae Cogan.
• • • •
The Freshman play is "Wildcat 
Willie and the Bearded Lady.” 
Willie invents a mixture for grow­
ing hair. When it gets on his his­
tory teacher’s niece things begin to 
happen.
The cast:
Wildcat Willie. Ronald Barbour.
Mrs. Wilkins, his mother. Avis 
Gammon.
Gladys, his sister, Joan Davies.
Joe, a pal. Philip Robinson.
Vernon, another pal, Ronald Car­
ter.
Angel, a girl friend, Carolyn Lit­
tlehale.
Mrs. Pratt, his history teacher, 
Jean Kinney.
Darlene, her young niece, Flora 
Wiley.
North Haven Sale
At Grange Fair a Marked
Success; Everyone Had 
Part In the Work
Home-made ice cream candy and 
popcorn were sold very successfully 
at the Grange Fair, Oct 22. The 
ice cream was made Saturday morn­
ing at the home of Corice and 
Elaine Gillis, with Corinne Mills, 
Rose Marie Baird and Eleanor 
Stone assisting Mr. Pressly and a 
group of boys attended to the freez­
ing.
The booth was brightly decorated 
with red, yellow, blue and white 
crepe paper by Rose Marie Baird 
Corice Gillis and Priscilla Mills.
The selling committee was divid­
ed into three groups: Corice Gillis, 
Rose Marie Baird, Priscilla Mills. 
Elaine Gillis, Louise Morrison, Bo­
dine MacDonald; Elliott Brown, Ag­
nes Beverage and Eleanor Stone
Appleton All A’s
Seven students of Appleton High 
School were awarded ail “A" grades 
in ranks which were announced last 
Friday, according to Principal Er­
nest Ratten.
Those receiving the honor grades 
were Esther Hart and Ellen John­
son of the Senior class; Alice Mil­
ler and Jean Fish of the Juniors; 
Louise Grinnell of the Sophomore 
class, and Evelyn Carleton and 
Faustina Gushee. both Freshmen.
COACH DIRENZO FORECASTS
Only Average Season For Tigers On Court, 
Citing Inexperience As Drawback
Coach Mike DiRenzo will official­
ly open the basketball practice sea­
son Nov. 16 when the squad reports 
at the Community Building to ready 
for the season opener with Thom­
aston. Nov. 29.
Mike takes the attitude that 
while he has a wealth of material 
with which to work this year, inex­
perience of the men available is go­
ing to cut down the figures in the 
win column this Winter consider­
ably.
He explains that while the Tigers 
may take a few lickings while they 
are gaining experience, he beUeves 
that their opponents will win only 
after having been through a real 
basketball game.
He looks ahead to the seasons of 
1951 and 1952 when the team will 
still have most of the men he will 
work witli this Winter who should 
then be welded into a fast, experi­
enced court outfit. Several Juniors 
and Sophomores will have varsity- 
berths this year, he predicts.
Practice sessions have been in 
progress the past month on a twice 
weekly schedule for those players 
who have not been on the football 
squad. The football men will join 
the squad next Wednesday.
Back from last year's varsity are 
Dean Deshon, Jack Smith, Milton 
Proctor, Roland Ware and John 
Stevens. Several will be moving up 
from the Jayvees of 1948-49 to take ( 
places on the varsity squad with the I 
Junior High league sending others 
along to the Jayvees for a year of 
seasoning before they are varsity 
material.
Athletic Director Larry Plummer 
has made an effort to bring Rock­
land almost entirely within the cir­
cle of the class “L" teams in making 
up the season's schedule. Thomas­
ton and Camden are the sole ex­
ceptions with the game with Thom­
aston set for the 29th of this month 
and the Camden game for Dec 13
Plummer pointed out recently 
that for Rockland to be considered 
as a tournament possibility the 
greater part of the schedule must 
be played with teams in the L" 
class which includes Rockland, 





















Working Committees For the
Camden High Senior Play 
Chosen This Week
Property and publicity commit­
tees for the Senior play "Seven­
teenth Summer" were chosen last 
week. On the property committee 
are Arline Quinn Pat Kelley Dirk 
Browne, and Gordon Bass.
The publicity committee consists 
i of Jane Giffin, Carole Thomas. 
Georgette Bickford, Muriel Heal, 
Arlene Butler, Joyce Sylvester. Lois 
Cookson, Elaine Spruce, Jeannette 
Leach. Nancy Coathup Sherma | 
Hubbard, Lawrence Drinkwater, [ 
and Donald Rossiter.
Miss Mary Sawyer
T. H. S. Basketball
Squads, Managers, Cheer 
Leaders Announced By 
School Officials
Both beys’ and girls’ basketball 
managers and assistants have been
named at Thomaston with the 
names of the members of both 
squads being released as well. Man. 
aging the girls' team is Joan Young, 
with Hilma Matson as assistant. 
Boys’ team manager is Robert 
Spaulding with Stanley Stein 
named as his assistant.
Cheer leaders for the Winter sea­
son will be Charlene Spaulding, Eli­
nor Glidden, Susie Lundin. Sylvia 
Harjula, Alaine Harjula and Henri­
etta Sheffield.
Boys cut for basketball are: For­
wards. Ken Feyler, John Mills. Dick 
Stone. Robert Spaulding, and Rich­
ard Paulsen. Centers, Sterling Ris- 
teen, Jack Ellliot. and Sumner 
Ward. Elliot and Ward are trying 
out for guard, too. Guards, Paul 
Starrett, Frank Hardy, Stanley 
Stein, Arthur Strout, Doug Miller, 
and Alden Sewall.
The following girls are out for 
basketball for the 1949-1950 season: 
Kay Lewis Roberta Mayo, Gayle 
Treat. Mary Demmons, Margaret 
Lindahl, Susie Lundin, Audrey 
Young. Gladys Cushman, Shirley 
Steele. Hilma Matson, Dot Crute, 
Barbara Harriman, Marita Butler, 
Anita Burton, Margaret Butler, 




between his calls. Party line neighbors applaud 
those who share the line willingly.
Sweet music to the ears is the gentle
click of the receiver w hen a telephone is replaced 
softly. You'll win approval, too, by not inter­
rupting a conversation with the sound of dial­
ing. Check first before you call!
or giving up the hue for emergencies. . , will 
keep your patty line "m tune" for everybody,
A NOTE to all party line users
As a general thing, party line service is good 
enough to meet the requirements of most 
party line users.
Right now, however, many people who 
would normally have individual service are on 
party lines — because this is the only way in 
which we could supply telephones to the 
thousands who have asked for new service in 
the past three years.
Until the time comes when we can provide 
everybody with the exact grade of service 
desired, won't you remember that party line 
service is largely what you make it. We’ll do 
our best to handle your calls smoothly and 
efficiently. But, in the long run, the quality 
of party line service depends a great deal on 
how it’s used.
NtW ENGLAND TELEPHONE A TELEGRAPH CO.
Even the price tag is asking:
Isn’t it time you 
graduated to a Packard?'
Your family will exclaim: "It's so 
gentle riding ... so restfully silent!” 
That’s the famed Limousine Ride!
Your technical friends will advise: 
"Better look into the fine points 
of Packard 'Free-breathing' engine 
design. What it does with gasoline 
is terrific!”
See the economy report at right!
Packard owners will remind you: 
"There’s never been a better car 
for lastingly trouble-free operation.”
Fact: Of all the Packards built, 
in the last 50 years, over 50% are 
still in service!
And the price tag sums it up: 
"Here's a Packard Eight at its pre­
cision-built best ... for less than 
you'd pay for some of today's sixes! 
So why wait?”
ASK THt MAN WHO OWNS ONE
DELIVERED HERE: New 135-HP Packard 
Eight, 6-passenger Club Sedan.$233095
*State and local taxes, if any, and uhite 
sidewalls ($21), extra. Prices may vary 
slightly in adjoining areas because of 
transportation charges.
GAS ECONOMY REPORT on the new
135-HP Packard Eight, with over- 
















Two graduates of Rockland High 
School in the Class of 1947 have 
been elected as class officers of Class 
of 1951 at Gorham State Teachers’ 
College Miss Mary Sawyer is serv­
ing as vice president of the teach­
ers' college class and Miss Beverly 
Merchant as secretary.
Miss Sawyer is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Sawyer. Sr., 
and was valedictorian of her class. 
Miss Merchant is the daughter of 
Mrs. Flora Cullen and served her 
high school class as secretary. Both 
were members of the National Hon. 
or Society in high school and have 
been roommates at Gorham since 









28 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE
many other exclusive Lane pat­
ented features. Lane Chests are 
available in many finishes and 
designs to harmonize with any 
other furniture. FREE Moth In­
surance policy with every Lane 
Chest.
As Advertised in LIFE and LOOK
Give her a Lane, the on/y pres­
sure tested AROMA-TIGHT 
Cedar Chest in the world, with
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• SPENT A MEMORABLE DAY
■il
,, ........................... .. ..
The Sea Scouts Go Over Route Of the Georges
River Canal In Two Canoes
The second canoe expedition of 
the Explorer Ship Red Jacket' was 
h$ld recently with three leaders 
aod 11 explorers.
It all started when Scoutmaster 
Harold Whitehill told about a pros­
pectus of a company that owned 
and operated a canal in the 
Georges River. The first canoe 
trip was made last May from 
Union to Powder Mill Dam, War­
ren.
The exploring of the remains of 
the canals and locks aroused so 
much interest it was decided to 
have a larger expedition in the 
Pall from Union all the way to 
Thomaston, retracing the route the 
riverboats used carrying freight up 
and down the river; and also make 
a complete photographic record of 
the trip.
The start was made from the 
6ea Scout building at 7.30 Sunday 
Siorning Four canoes were trans­
ported by truck, trailer and car 
top to the Union Fair grounds 
where the start was made down 
the river. The water level was 
lower than last Spring and it was 
necessary’ at times to wade the 
canoe through shallow spots in the 
stream—the water being a little on 
the chilly side.
The roughest water was met 
coming out of the Georges River 
into Rough Pond. Continuing 
down into Seven Tree Pond we kept 
under the lea of the shore and 
avoided the rough water and 
strong winds. At the lower end 
of Seven Tree Pond five geese were 
startled at our presence. All the 
while the camermen were busy 
taking pictures. The foliage was 
still colorful but most of the trees 
were bare.
The first stop was made to eat 
lunch near a relic of the railroad 
age, the Georges River Railroad 
trestle. All that remains are a few 
rotting piles and overgrown road­
bed. Continuing down the river 
we passed under what is sometimes 
called the "Middle Bridge." A few 
hundred yards beyond we visited 
the site of the limestone kilns and 
quarry. The only remains of the 
kilns were a few decayed boards 
and tumbledown stonework, par­
tially overgrown with grass. The 
lime from these kilns was one of 
the products carried down by the 
river boats to Thomaston.
After paddling two miles, passing 
farms and wooded sections along 
the river bank we came to a long' 
stretch of shoal water known as 
Haft’s Falls. Here each canoe had 
to Joe carried down by two of its 
crew. The rocks were sharp and 
the boys were glad they had worn 
sneakers as cautioned by Mr. Plum­
mer, to guard against cut feet.
Crossing the shallows was a slow 
and tedious process; also cold and 
Wet. At the lower end of the shal­
lows we visited a section of the old 
canal. Most of the stone work was 
still in place and some of the wood 
work was still there. Here you 
could see where the gates in the 
locks had been. On the first trip 
down this section had enough water 
so we could bring the canoes into 
it.
Paddling down the river a little 
further we came upon another flock 
of wild geese within easy range of 
a shotgun. Traveling a half mile 
more in smooth water brought us 
to the remains of Powder Mill 
Dam in Warren. Here the water 
was shallow and the canoes were 
let down by a rope through the re­
mains of the dam. Sections of 
the lock were visited and photo­
graphed.
The stonework was in good con­
dition although the canal was grown 
up with trees. We soon reached 
Warren village and after carrying 
the canoes 100 yards we were In 
tidal waters on the last leg of our 
trip to Thomaston. Here the water 
changed to a muddy mixture of salt 
and fresh and the muddy banks 
were visible due to the ebbing tide.
At 4.50 p. m. we passed under the 
bridge on Route 1. The most thrill­
ing part of the trip was the run
through the narrows where the boys 
had their first experience with fast 
waters, arriving in Thomaston 
shortly after 5 p. m., where trans­
portation was waiting to take us 
back to Rockland.
Billy McLoon considered the 
canals the most interesting part of 
the trip, as he did not know such 
things existed in this part of the 
country.
Charles Grant was impressed at 
the sportsmanship showed by all 
the boys. Everything was done 
cheerfully and the bumps, bruises 
and cold feet were laughed off,
James Bartlett liked the smooth 
quiet stretches of water.
John Ware found the remains of 
the machinery and the locks at 
Powder Mill Dam the most inter­
esting.
, According to the minutes of a 
meeting of the Knox Canal Com­
pany, dated 1864, the prices for 
shipping up the Georges River 
were as follows;
Clapboards and staves, 40c per 
M.; shingles. 20c per M.; cordwood. 
30c per cord; general merchandise. 
50c per ton; lime 8c per cask; sheep, 
calves, hogs, 6c apiece; cattle, 20c 
apiece; passengers, 6c.
Those going on the trip were 
Stephen Dow, Bernard Raynes, 
Paul Ross, David Scarlott, Ronald 
Anderson, John Ware. Billy Mc­
Loon. Lewis Grant, John Gatcombe, 
George Hyland. James Bartlett. 
Leaders were Lawrence Plummer 
expert on canoe handling of all 
kinds. Charles Grant and J. A. 
Perry
By J. A. Perry.
MEDOMAK
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Whitman 
have returned from a trip to North 
Carolina.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Simmons cf 
Port Clyde visited Wednesday with 
Mrs. Simmons' sister. Mrs. Hartwell 
Carter.
Mrs. Amy Willey passed Tuesday 
with her sister. Katie Eugley in 
Waldoboro.
Mrs. Annie Genthner and Mrs. 
Margaret Kimball spent a day in 
Rockland recently.
Dr. and Mrs. John Martin of 
Norwood. Mass, were here for the 
week-end and on return were ac­
companied by Dr. Martinis father, 
S. D. Martin, who will spend the 
Winter with them.
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Carter, in 
company with Mr. and Mrs. Cham­
berlain Simmons of Friendship 
were visitors Sunday in Bar Harbor.
Pauline McLain, Geraldine Prior 
and Georgia Ellis were Bath visitors 
Saturday.
Pvt. Douglas McLain of Georgia 
is spending two weeks with his par­
ents, Mr., and Mrs. Orin Mot Ain
Mr. and Mrs. L.. W. Osier and 
family visited Sunday at L. J. 
Winslow s in Nobleboro.
Mrs. Ernest Young and two chil­
dren of Bristol was guest the past 
week of her sister. Mrs. Joseph 
Palino.
Pauline McLain left Monday for 
a vacation in Florida.
Mrs. Frances Collamore was 
guest of honor Thursday at a stork 
shower given by Mrs. Joseph Pa­
lino and Mrs. Wilson Collomore at 
the home of the former. Gifts were 
placed in a basket decorated in pink 
and white. Mrs. Collomore received 
many dainty presents. Others in 
the group were Mrs. Rosie Collo­
more, Mrs. Martha Prior. Mrs.. 
Florence Osier, Mrs. Viola McLain, 
Doris McLain, Mrs. Gwendolyn 
McLain, Mrs. Margaret Kimball 
Mrs. Martha Toccidilla. Mrs. Freda 
Collomore, Mrs. Mae Shuman. Mrs. 
Annie Genthner, Mrs. Delma Car­
ter, Mrs. Clara Genthner, Evelyn 
Genthner, Mrs. Amy Willey. Mrs. 
Sophia Studley and Pauline Stud­
ley of Broad Cove, Mrs. Madeline 
Poland of Gross Neck, Mrs. Gert­
rude Young of Bristol. Buffet 
lunch was served.
IN THE PLB1.U LIBRARY
Ruth L. Rogers, Librarian 
■very week-day: 9 o. m. to 8 30 p m. 
• • • •
Give us a house furnished with 
books rather than with furniture. 
Both if you can, but books at any 
rate.—Henry Ward Beecher.
The library and its patrons are 
very grateful to the Russell Funeral 
Home and Carl Stilphen for the 
very nice bookmarks which they are 
enjoying. Many thanks, Mr 3111 
phen.
A recent gift to the library is the 
book "In R.o On the Ouvidor," by 
Elizabeth Hanly Danforth. The 
book is a gift of Miss Ellen C. Daly. 
The many friends of the late Mr.s 
Danforth will be pleased to find this 
attractive book of poems on the 
library shelves.
New books added to the shelves 
during the month;
Fiction
The Bridge. M. Allis.
Flames of Empire. • P. Bourne.
Pretty Penny. J. Bonney.
Below Suspicion. J. D. Carr.
Call For Michael Shayne, B. Hal­
liday.
Engaged To Murder. M, V He­
berden.
The March Hare Murders. E. Fer­
rara.
Bass Derby Murder K. M Knight.
Queen Bee. Edn3 Lee
Sweet Alice. R. Marsh.
Wilderness Nurse. M. Marshall.
Born Strangers. H. T. Miller.
The River Line. C. Morgan.
The River Journey R. Nathan.
Four Lost Ladies. S. Palmer,
Cat Of Many Tails. E. Queen.
Hangover House. E. Rohmer.
The Gamester. A Sabatini.
Gun In Daniel Webster's Bust. M 
Scherf.
The Bright Coin. E. Seifert.
Darling Rebel. F Sweet.
Strange Life of August Strind­
berg. C. Sprigge.
Where My Shadow Falls. Tur- 
row.
Case of the Blank Cartridge. L. 
Trimble.
Friend of the Family. O. Wynd.
Non-Fiction
China Shakes the World. J, Bel­
den
The Conquerors. T. B. Costain.
Life Among the Doctors, P. De- 
Kruif.
Kenmore and the Lewises. Jane 
T. Duke.
No Banners. No Bugles. 1. EUs- 
berg.
The Man From Nazareth. E Fos. 
dick.
The Prince Consort. R. Fulford.
You Can’t Build a Chimney From 
the Top. J.fl W. Holley.
Cats In Our Lives. Kellino and 
Mason.
The Aspirin Age Leighton
Father Flanagan of Boys Town. 
Oursler.
My Old Kentucky Home. E. Paul.
Peace of Soul. F. Sheen.
Women Are Here To Stay. Agnes 
Rogers.
Harvey S. Firestone, Jr., (right), President of United Service 
Organizations, talks over plans for 1950 USO activities with Karl K. 
Van Meter, recently elected Executive Vice President of the reorganized 
USO.
Presently operating 170 clubs and other activities both here and 
abroad, it is expected that 242 will be in operation by 1950 with 26 of 
them being outside the United States. In addition, USO finances the 
Veteran’s Hospital Camp Shows bringing live entertainment to hos­
pitalized veterans. In conjunction with Community Chests and, in 
some places, independently, a national fund-raising campaign for 
(10,100,000 will be conducted by USO this coming Fall and Winter.
To Exploit Shellfish
Purpose Of Multi-Colored 
Stickers Issued By Fish­
eries Department
Announcement that a series of 
multi-colored menu stickers cover­
ing clams, lobsters and Maine sea­
foods in general was available for 
distribution to hotels and restau­
rants throughout the country, is 
made by the department of Sea and 
shore Fisheries.
Commissioner Richard E. Reed 
said that the stickers had been ob­
tained through the co-operation of 
the Maine Development Commis­
sion and that they were designed 
to help promote the sale of Maine 
seafoods. Limited numbers may be 
obtained upon request by those 
who can use them to good advant­
age. he said.
The stickers are printed in three 
colors and will be placed upon the 
menus of leading eating establish­
ments to call attention to the fact 
that Maine fish products are avail­
able.
The one covering lobsters shows 
a bright red crustacean holding a 
replica of the State red, white and 
blue trademark in its claws with 
the followinbg wording. "We serve 
the genuine State of Maine lobster, 
firmer meat, finer flavor."
The clam sticker is cut in the 
shape of an open bivalve with 'he 
trademark between the shells and 
proclaims that. "We serve genuine 
State of Maine Clams, the clams 
that made clam chowder famous."
A sticker covering Maine seafoods 
in general shows the trademark set 
among a number of varieties of fish 
and shellfish telling the world that
The Mature Mind Overstreet. 
Faith To Live By. A. J. Smith. 
Your Amiable Uncle. B. Tarking-
ton.
Goeth the Poet. K Victor
Voice Of The Andes When Boze Wrote
Television got its start as far back 
as 1883 when Paul Nipkow, Polish 
scientist, designed the scanning 
disc. I
LEGAL NOTICE
Public bearing on the following applications for licenses to 
•ell spirituous and vinous liquors will be held in the City Coun­
cil Room. City Building, November 14, 1949 at 7.39 P M.
HOTEL ROCKLAND 
291 Main Street, Rockland, Maine
THORNDIKE HOTEL 
J85 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE
NARRAGANSETT HOTEL 
33 Park Street, Rockland, Maine
BAY VIEW HOTEL 
275 Main Street, Rockland, Maine
BENEVOLENT AND PROTECTIVE ORDER OF ELKS. NO. IMS 
54« Main Street, Rockland, Maine
WINSLOW-HOLBROOK-MERRITT POST NO. I A. L.
143 MAVERICK STREET. ROCKLAND, MAINE




they come from the cool, clear 
waters of ihe North Atlantic.
Reed said that the lobster sticker 
had been published before and Was 
very popular. "This Is the first 
time that we have tried ihe idea 
on clams and other seafoods."
Between the Bookends
MYSTERY OF TIIE GULLS
"In lie morning sunlight Lake 
Michigan looked like a huge piece 
of crumpled tinfoil. Taffy Saun­
ders. braced against the breeze that 
buffeted her and tugged at the long 
taffy-colored braids that had earned 
her in. kname, stood at tlie rail 
of the lake steamer and watched 
exciting wedges of green land come 
out of the north and slip past the 
boat.
"Isn't it in sight yet. mother?" 
she called over her shoulder. “Can’t 
we see even a speck of it?"
Aunt Martha Irwin’s queer will 
had left her Summer hotel—Sunset 
House on Mackinac Island, so un­
expectedly to Taffy's mother. The 
question to answer was this: would 
they get along well with the old 
housekeeper and the housekeeper’s 
daughter. Donna? Would Taffy 
get along well with their new neigh-. 
bor. David Marsh?
Taffy was only 12 years old, but' 
she knew how to pronounce the I 
name Mackinaw. Only tourists 
and outsiders say nack. She had 
heard the island spirits were every-' 
where, even in the hotel. The 
island had no automobiles, and up 
the hillside rail the walls of an old 
fort She would search the.spooky,! 
creepy paths When there was a I 
my tery, she got busy anil looked 
for the reasons behind what hap-1 
pened. |
But did she make Ihe manito! 
angry? Did she know why ihe gulls I 
cried? Did she hear a Chinese 
gong ringing mysteriously in the' 
night? Could she solve the baffling I 
initials J B.?
"The Mystery of the Gulls,” by-
Kathryn Evans To Speak In 
Baptist’Church at Clark
Island
Miss Kathryn M. Evans, just re­
turned from Quito Ecuador, will be 
the special speaker at the Baptist 
Church in Clark’s Island. Friday at 
7.30 p. m.
Miss Evans was on the staff of 
the New England Fellowship joi 
Evangelicals for 16 years before go- j 
ing to Ecuador as a missionary of 
The Voice of the Andes, pioneer- 
radio Station HCJB, of Quito. Ecua­
dor. Miss Evans will have with 
her curios, costumes and beautiful 
colored slides depicting the life of 
the people of Ecuador, the wonder­
ful work being carried on by Sta­
tion HCJB, which broadcasts in 14 
different languages, and labors' 
among the Indian tribes of the1 
jungles and mountain trails of' 
Ecuador.
The Voice of the Andes was es­
tablished more than 20 years ago 
especially to reach the people of 
Ecuador with the Gospel message. 
Powerful short-wave transmitters 
have since been added which beam 
the Gospel to Russia, Germany, 
Spain, Sweden, and other foreign 
countrie in the languages of the 
people In addition, English pro­
grams are heard frequently during 
the day and night in all parts of 
the world.
Miss Evans will tell of the recent 
lu re earthquake at Ecuador and 
of the opportunities now afforded 
The Voice of the Andes to bring, 
material aid and spiritual comfort 
to many thousands of homeless ond 
bereaved people
Phyllis A Whitney, with bright 
illustrations by Janet Smalley (The 
We tinin.-ter Press Philadelphia, 
Pa. $2.50), is a book dignified by the 
Westminster Press pledge: that it 
will publish for boys and girls books 
to be worthy of the rich imagina­
tion of youth; that it will publish 
books as honest as the unspoiled 
vision of youth that fears only what 
an adult world has taught it to 
fear; that it will publish literaure 
that matches the dignity of youth.
Leah R. Fuller.
Read The Courier-Gazette 
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
One Of His Tenant’s Harbor 
Days Letters Reprinted 
By Request
A score of years ago The Courier- 
Gazette was running an interest­
ing department known as "Tenant's 
Harbor Days,” the author of which 
was the late A. B. Crocker of 
Somerville, Mass., known to thou­
sands of readers by the nom de 
plume of "Boze."
At the request of F. H. Romkey 
of Belmont, Mass., we are repub­
lishing the letter which appeared 
in the Jan. 19, 1939, issue.
TENANT’S HARBOR DAYS
"If growing old is pondering o’er 
The volume of what's gone before, 
And walking hand in hand again 
With pretty Nellie down the lane, 
Or swimming in your favorite pool 
With all your playmates after
school,
Hearing glad voces—long since 
stilled—
When every day was laughter filled, 
Finding the past now tipped with
gold,
Then it must be I'm getting old.
Fifty years ago three Harbor boys 
about the same age were great 
cronies. Freddie lived with his 
aunt ’Rene (Irene) and Wint lived 
across the road, and Boze lived 
only five houses away. Yes, I have 
borne that nickname for half a 
century, little dreaming then that 
though the medium of The Courier- 
Gazette it would go around the 
world.
After spending the evening with 
Freddie playing games, etc. we 
would spend the night with him 
and sleep three-in-a-bed. Just 
why we did it I do not know, just 
to be together I suppose. Unless 
some vandal has cut it down, you 
will find in the corner of the lot 
where the house then stood, now 
the site of the post oflice, a spruce
tree that Freddie and I brought 
from tlie woods and planted therif
more than 50 years ago. Poor
Freddie did not live to see it grow
up.
Many an evening I spent with
Freddie at his Aunt Lizzie’s (Mrs.
George W. Rawley). They had
many bound volumes of Frank Les­
lie's illustrated Weekly with pic­
tures of the battles of the Civil 
War.
Fifty years ago that war was but 
a little farther away from boys of 
our age than the World War would 
be to the boys of today. We had a 
few men in town who were either 
in the Army or Navy during the 
Civil War. And by the way, I re­
member of reading a book that was 
in our house about President Lin­
coln and as I recall it he was a 
very bad man according to th« 
writer of it. St. George was a 
Democratic stronghold in my boy­
hood and probably was during the 
Civil War.
Many a gaod ride have I had 
with Freddie. In the Spring, when 
the alewiye season was on, we 
would take a load out for his Uncle 
George from the market and would 
drive all over town until we sold 
them. And Wint would take old 
Charley and the, two-seater, and 
we would go to Turkey for blue­
berries. We would have a swim, 
but not in our favorite pool for 
that was Bickmore Creek and Tur­
key Creek was dangerous. I came 
very near drowning one day. I 
could not swim at the time, so Wint 
had to rescue ine from a watery 
grave Wonderful how we lived to 
grow to mail’s estate. The longer 
I live the more I give thanks that 
I lived the first 20 years of my life 
in a State of Maine seaport village. 
"If getting old is thinking back 
Along life's winding, dusty track, 
Repeating tales you often told, 
Then truly I am getting old.”
Boze.
A.B.Crocket




Speedometer Repair Work On 
All Chrysler Make Can
Nelson Bros. Garage







that gets real result*
Ready to Demonstrate
KWSs&AS&it'
Wont proof of a bettor way to
drive? Come take Ihe wheel of the 
only car with automatic diive thot can't 
shift you into wrong gear . . . the only 
such car with the positive control on 
slippery roads Want proof of 
greater comfort? Come sit in the 
only choir height seats in the luxury 
field. Come see the car with wider seats 
that's easier to handle and park. 
Compare the extra headroom, shoulder- 
room, leg-room, and greater vision.
MAYFLOWER WARM AIR FURNACE 
WITH AUTOMATIC OIL BURNER 
No Money Down—$12.30 per mo.
7fie Genufi/ul
CHRYSLER
The Beautiful Chrysler New Yorker 
with Prestomatic Fluid Drive . . . 
the simplest of all automatic 
transmissions and exclusive 
Waterproof Ignition System.
Want proof of more than 
others give? See and try the famous 
Spitfire High Compression Engine, the 
only passenger car with waterproof 
ignition. The only car with safety 
cushion dash. Come check more than 
50 advances that make the beautiful 
Chrysler the year’s best investment! 
See your Chrysler dealer today for the 
demonstration of the car that's built 
for value . . . priced for buying.
SMITH’S GARAGE - Rockport, Maine
CONVERSION OIL BURNERS
Complete Installation with 3 Controls and 
275 Gal. Oil Tank
$249.50
No Money Down—Only $7.99 per mo.
COMPTON’S
17 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE
